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COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA AN CXLAHOMA CAUSE NO. 2706b
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20656'0 gty' -IN ITS RATES AND CHARGES FOR 0 ORDER NO.
ELECTRIC SERVICE IN THE STATE

)I. , OF OKLAH3iA.

HEARINGS: October 31,1980 (Cause No. 26959) Hearing on Interim Rate
Increase, before the Cortnission, en banc;'

July 23,1981 Hearing on Additional Request for Interim
R'elief, before the Comission, en banc;.

Septtr.ber 1,1981 Pre-hearing Conference;
September 14 through November 10, 1981 Hearing on the

Merits before the Comission, en banc.

APPEARANCES: See Official Record.

BY THE COMMISSION:

Public Service Company of Oklahoma (hereinafter referred to as |

P.S.O. or Applicant) filed its Application seeking a permanent rate
i

increase and an interim emergency 7 ate increase in connection with its

Oklahoma jurisdictional business relating to the generation,

transmission, distribution and sale of, electric energy on June 6,1983,

in Cause No. 26959, based upon a historical test year ending December
31, 1979. Thereafter, Commission Staff filed a mo tior. with the

Coccission to require Applicant to update its test year and on June 23,

1980, the Commission entered its Order No.171516 directing Public

Service Company to file a new proceeding for permanent rate relief

based upon a test year period ending June 30, 1980, authorizing P.S.O.
i

to use the cost of service study which it had prepared for use in its,

original filing and further r oviding that the scope of Cause No. 25959

would be limited to the consideration of P.S.O.'s request for interim

( reli ef and that any interim relief granted would be subject to review
I

and aojustment as necessary at the time this Commission entered its,

n der in connection with Applicant's request for permanent relief. Inr

compliance with Commission Order No. 171516, P.S.O. filed on September
4

16, 1980, ets Application commencing the above entitled Cause based
.

-

,

j upon a historical test year ending June 30, 1980, and thereafter, on

January 19, 1981, pursuant to Commission Order, P.S.O. filed its
Amended and Supplemental Application updating the test year for this

4

proceeding to the year ending October 31, 1980, ard adjusting its
!

request for permanent rate relief to the amount of $142,205,669. On
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October 31, 1980, this Commission held hearings in connection with

P.S.O.'s interim rate increase request in cause No. 26959 and

thereafter, on December 12, 1980, this Commission issued its Order No.

130877 authorizing P.S.O. to recover interim rate relief under bond in

the amount of 41.3 million dollars.

On December 10, 1980, the Commission Staff filed a motion in the

above entitled Cause seeking to bifurcate that portion of Applicant's

case relating to the Black Fox Station nuclear facility from the
,

remaining portions of Applicant's Cause and urging the Commission to

set all remaining portions of the Cause for hearing before a Commission

Referee at the earliest possible date with the hearings in connection

with the Black Fox station to be heard by the Commirsion, e- Sanc,

commencing September 14, 1981. On April 1,1981, the Comission issued

its Order No. 187342 denying Staff's Application for bifurcation;

consolidating the above entitled Cause with Cause No. 26582, an

Application and complaint which had been filed previously by the

Attorney General fc- the State of Oklahoma; and setting all matters in

the above entitled Cause for hearing by the Commission, en banc,

beginning on September 14, 1981, and centinuing thereafter until

concluded. P.S.O. filed a Supplemental Application for interim relief

on April 22, 1981, and on July 23, 1981, this Comission held hearings

on the request for additional rate relief. Thereafter, on Octater 2,

1981, this Comission issued Order No. 199748 authorizing Public

Service Company to recover additional interim rate relief under bond in

the amount of 24.4 million dollars annually.

In response to a motion filed by the Intervenors, Citizens Action

for Safe Energy. Inc. and others, which motion was later joined in by

the Commission Staff, the Comission on September 1, 1981, issued i ts

Order No. 197606 directing that the scope of the proceedings in this

Cause should be expanded to allow the Commission to hear and consider

all evidence relating to the Black Fox station project concerning its

economic prudence and viability from the inception of the project to

.
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the present time; projections for capacity requirements which that

project is intended to meet; estimated impact of the time of completion

of such project on Public Service Company and its customers; and the

capital recove y alternatives avaihble to the various investment

components of the project in the event of cancellation of project or,
,

I conversion of the site to a coal fired generating facility.

At the pre-hearing conference held before the Comission on

September 1, 1981, it was detemined that the hearings in connection

with Applicant's Cause should be divided into three phases for the

convenience of the Applicant in presenting its case in which phase one

would take up issues relating to Applicant's revenue deficiency, phase

two would consider issues relating to cost of service, rate design and

ratemaking standards as set forth under the Public Utility Pegulatory

Policy Act (hereinafter referred to as PURPA), and phase three would

take up' consideration of Applicant's future planning capacity

requirenents and the issues relating to the Black Fox nuclear project

as identified in Order No. 197606.

Hearings were commenced before the Commission, en banc, on

September 14, 1981, and were ultimately concluded on November 10,

1981. In addition to Applicant and Staff, the following intervening

parties were present and participated in all phases of the hearing:

the Coalition for Fair Utility Rates, Inc.; Citizen's Action for Safe

EnerCy, Inc.; the Oklahoma Chapter of the Sierra Club and Jim Ma-tin

(hereinafter referred to collectively as the Residential Intervenors);
<

the Office of the Attorney General for the State of Oklahoma; Oklahoma
' Industries fe Fair Utility Rates ; and the Tulsa Hospital Council.

Inc. During the hearing, intervention was granted to the City of

Tulsa, which Intervenor participated in phase two of the proceedings

and to Western Farmers Electric Cooperative and Associated Electric

.

Cooperative, Inc., which inte'venors participated in the third phase of
<

these proceedings.

.
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At the conclusion of the hearings in connection with this Cause,

the parties were given opportunity to submit proposed findings of fact

and conclusions of law setting forth their respective positions in this

Cause, and after having received proposed findings, memoranda of law,

and other filings from the various participants to these proceedings,

the matters herein presented were taken under advisement and come on

,

' now for deliberation and for Order of the Commission.
!
r

I. JURISDICTION

Public Service Company of Oklahoma is a corporation organized and

existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Oklahoma and

is a wholly owned subsidiary of Central and South West Corporation.

Applicant is a public utility with its principal offices loca ted in

Tulsa, Oklahoma, and which has plant, property and other assets

dedicated to and for the genera tion, transmission, distribution and

sale of electric power and energy to the public in 51 counties in the

State of Oklahoma. Jurisdiction of the Commission in this proceeding I
~

is based upon its general regulatory power pursuant to Article 9, $18,

and related sections of the Oklahoma Cons titution and the statutory
provisions con tained in 17 0.5. 1981, il151 and following. The

Commission finds that notice of these proceedings has been given and

made as required by law .nd by orders of this Commission in all

counties in which Applicant serves and to the Chief Executive Officer

of all cities, towns and municipalities served by Applicant within its
service territory.

II. RATE BASE

Applicant presented testimony and exhibits showing an Oklahoma

jurisdictional pro forma rate base excluding all nuclear related

Construction Work in Progress and nuclear related inves tments of
,

$759,951,416. The Staff presented testimony and exhibits showing an

Oklaher.a jurisdictional rate base of $708,124,528. The variance in

.
.

.
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these two U. runts primarily results from different trea tment of

non-nuclear Construction Work in Progress, plant held for future use,

certain working capital allowances, deferred income taxes, advances for

construction, pre-1971 investment tax credits, and customer deposits.

To the extent that differences continued to ex..t between Applicant and

the Commission Staff as expressed during the hearings, these itemt will

be addressed separately.

A. UTILITY PLANT IN SERVICE

Public Service Company and the Commission Staff both included

Applicant's newest coal fired generating plants, which are commonly

referred to as Northeastern Station Units 3 and 4. each of which has a

rated capacity of 450 megawatts and commencgd consnercial operation

during the test year. Northeastern Unit No. 3 became cocraercial on

December 22. 1979 and Northeastern Unit No. 4 became commercial on
Septecter 14, 1980.

.

During the past year this Coccission has had several opportunities

to review the' investment of the Applicant in these two c. . :1 fired
plants and to determine whether that investment should be included for

ratemaking purposes. In our Order No. 180877, entered in Cause No.
|26959, we specifically found Northeastern Unit No. 3 to be used and

useful to Public Service Company of Oklahoma 's customers in Oklahoma

and in Order No. 193600, entered in Cause No. 27203 after hearing and

thorough consideration of the allegations put forth in that Cause, we

again specifically found Northeastern Unit No. 3 to be used and useful

to Oklahoma ratepayers and further found that it experienced a capacity
'

factor in excess of that which would normally be expected of a 450

megawatt coal plant in its first year of operation. We incorporate

herein as fully as though renritten at length here our findings and

conclusions as expressed with respect to Northeastern Station Unit No.

3 in Order No. 180877 and in Order No. 193600.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - .
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Northeastern Station Unit No. 4 was the subject of the second

interim proceeding in this Cause and in our Order No. 199748, we

concluded that the evidence presented to us in this Cause established

the need for Northeastern Station Unit No. 4, that its usefulness to
P . S . 0. ' s ratepayers had been d emons trated, that a delay by the

Applicant of the in-service date for this plant would have increased

the cost of the plant to the detriment of Oklahoma ratepayers end that

a delay in the in-service date could have resulted in a deterioration

in the quality of service provided to Oklahoma ratepayers. We

incorporate herein our findings and conclusions with respect to

Northeastern Station Unit No. 4 as reflected in Order No. 199748.

The evidence presented to us in Applicant's permanent rate

proceeding further confirms our findings with respect to these plants

as stated in the above referenced Orders. Testimony in this Cause

establishes that the Southwest Power Pool of which Applicant is a

member recently adopted r capacity reserve margin of 18% as its minimum

guideline for Power Pool members and Mr. Neal Talbot, a witness

sponsored by the Residential Consumer Intervenors, testified that in

light of the adoption of this guideline by the Southwest Power Pool an

18% reserve margin would be the minimum amount of reserves that a

member of this Power Pool should set as a target for planning
pu rposes. In addi tion, Mr. Talbot agreed that it is not unreasonable

or unusual to experience some deviation below this level before a new

generating plant goes into service or some deviation above this level

in years immediately after such a plant goes into operation. By

allowing the test year level of revenues from off system electric sales

in the amount of $8,882,263 to be credited back to Oklanoma-

jurisdiction ratepayers, we offset 124 mW of this new plant so that

Oklahoma customers are called upon to support a nomalized reserve

capacity of 22% only even though they retain the benefit of higher

reserve levels resulting frr this newly added capacity.

- - -.
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We therefore reaffirm our decisions rendered in Order No. 180877,

Order No. 193600 and Order No. 199748, with respect to Northeastern

Station Units 3 and 4 and conclude that the net ' utility plant in
service for Applicant for the test year should be found to be
$784,818,694.

8. CONSTRUCTc;N WORK IN PROGRESS (Non-nuclear)

Applicant's computation of rate base included non-nuclear

Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) in the amount of $22,332.270.

Staff computed CWIP for rate base in the amount of $10,261,950. A part

of this difference ($4,629,844) represents the jurisdictional cost

incurred by Applicant in connection with lignite leases and coal leases

associated wi th prospective generating facilitics in Texas in which

Public Service Company is a co-owner along with other subsidiaries of

i ts parent corporation. The Commission Staff recommended that these

costs no*, ce included in CWIP because they represent future fuel CG * *

and because of the uncertainty whether these investments would be

useful to Oklahoma ratepayers without an interconnection between Public

Service Coepany and its sister utilities in Texas. During the course

of our hearings in this Cause, on October 28, 1981, the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission issued an Order allowing the interconnection to

proceed. We find that with the removal of this uncertainty, Applicant

and its sister companies wili be able to participate jointly in
facilities with sister utilities and the Central and South West system

and that joint participation can be reasonably be expected to benefit

Public Service Company's Oklahoma ratepayers in the future. At the

same time, however, these investments do represent costs associated
,

\with future generation and therefore, should not be included in rate
base. Accordingly, we find that the costs incurred in connection with

the lignite and coal leases should not be included in calculating
Public Service Cocpany's non-nuclear related Construction Work in
Progress.

|
|

|

i
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j We find that $10,261,950 should be included in Applicant's rate

base as a level . Construction Work in Progress upon which amount

Applicant should cease to accrue allowance for funds used during

construction. Public Service Company should continue to accrue

i allowance for funds used during construction on that level of
'

Construction Work in Progress not included in its rate base except as

hereinafter may otherwise be provided.

C. PLANT HELD FOR FUTURE USE

Applicant included investments in plant held for future use in the

amount of $2,660,314 in calculating . its rate base. staff rejected

these investments as a part of rate base in making its calculations for

the reason that such investments were not presently used and useful.

Applicant urges this Commission to consider the language of the

Oklahoma Supreme Court in Southwestern Public Service Comoany vs. State

of Oklahoma, 52 OBM 2657 (kpreme Court No. 54667, November 10, 1981)

P.2d , wherein the court stated that the factors

to be weighed when making a determination of whether . property by a

utili ty for anticipated future use should be included in the rate base

is whether the purchase of the property in question was made in

pu rsuance of honest and reasonable business judgment in carrying out

some definite plans or whether the expanditure was dishonest, wasteful

or imprudent. Clearly, there is nothing in the evidence in this Cause

to demonstrate that the investment in this property held for future use

was a dishonest, wasteful or imprudent expenditure. By the same token,

however, the record in this case does not demonstrate to our

satisfaction that this property will be used for a utility as opposed
' to a non-utility purpose. Untti a utility's plans are sufficiently
: fonnall:ed to ascertain that plant held for future use will in fact be

used for utility purpose, we do not believe that investments carried

under this account should be charged to Oklahoma ratepayers.

- - -- . ._. . . - _ .
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D. CASH WORKING CAPTTAL

Applicant sought a cash working capital allowance in the amount of

$19,467,638 while Staff recoarnended that the cash working capital

allowance should be limited to $7,832,828. The principal difference

between Staff and' the Applicant related to Applicant's concern for fuel

related working capital requirements. Applicant presented a lead lag

study which reflected an average lag of 22 days between the cate

Applicant pays for its fuel and dates such expenditures are covered

through customer receipts, and P.S.O. translated this lag into a cash

working capital requirement of $13,174,007 for fuel expenses. Staff on.

l

the other hand contended that there ...is no lag with regard to fuel |

|
expenses because Applicant'; fuel adjus tment clause is designed to

provide Applicant with current recovery of fuel expense. In any event
to the extent that a lag may exist, it can be substantially overcome by

rebasing of the fuel expense in Applicant's base rates to a level which
more accurately refiects the current fuel costs. Fuel expense

currently included in Applicant's base rates is $1 per million btu

whereas. Applicant's currer.t cost of fuel is approximately $1.96 per

million btu. For administrative convenience, we find tnat the fuel
expense for Applicant should be rebased to $2 per million btu and find

that to the extent that Applicant's fuel expense is less than $2 it

shall provide a credi t to its customers through the fuel adjustment

clause line item on the customer's bill. We conclude that as a result

of this rebasing, there is no need to include a cash working capital
allowance for fuel expense in rate base.

Staff's recommendation as to an allowance for cash working capita'1,

resulted from a calculation of that portion of Applicant's annual

operation and maintenance expenses excluding fuel expenses required for
a 45 day period. Applicant agreed with this approach, we accept

Staff's recommended method of calculation for working capital on such

non-fuel related expenses, and we find that Applicant's cash working

capital allowance should be $7,845,958 for the test year.

___
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E. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

1. Coal stock pile

Public Service Company has requested that it be allowed to include

in rate base the total amount of $24,531,532 for fuel inventory of

which $19.949,274 is attributable to a coal stock pile for Northeastern
i

Station Units 3 and 4 This coal stock pile level represents a cost of

supply of coal sufficient to operate these coal fired plants for 120

days at a 75t capacity factor. Staff recommended that the coal stock

pile for Applicant should be valued at the cost of a 90 day supply of
'

coal based on the capacity factor experienced during the peak period of

the test year which amount calcula tes to $15,381,229. Applicant
3

|presented testimony based upon industry stvies and showing nation wide

averages; however, we find that these generic national figures are

neither relevant nor persuasive for Oklahoma utilities which burn low

sulphur coal from Wyoming. Accordingly, we find + hat for ratemaking

purposes. Applicant's coal stock pile should be valued at $15,331.229
for the test year.

2. Fuel oil *

The remainder of Applicant's reques t for fuel inventory is
$4,582,258 for fuel oil. The Staff has recomended the inclusion of

| $3,269,151 for this item with the difference resulting from Staff's use

of the actual amount of fuel oil inventory at the test year end rather
| than the 13 month average of such inventory as used by Public Service
|

Company. Staff used the year end adjustment since it reflected the

lower inventory existing at test year end and resulting from a one time

sale which was not expected to be replenished by future purchases.

With the deduction of the proce d: of the oil sale in the amount of

$666,240 from Applicant's operating revenues as an unusual and

nonrecurring item, Applicant acquiesced in the Staff's treatment of

fuel oil inventory, and we therefore find that the same should be
l

valued at $3.269,151.

|

, , - ~
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F. PRE-PAYMENTS

Public Service Company requested inclusion of $4,967,699 in its

rate base for pre-payments. Of this amount, $3,915,509 represented

deficiency payments whicn Applicant had made pursuant to take or pay

contract provisions of its gas purchased contracts. Hr. Howard Motley,

Director of Public Utilities Division, for the Commission Staff

recommended that Applicant be allowed to recover a return on these

deficiency payments on a current basis through its fuel adjustment

clause. Applicant has requested this same treatment as to deficiency

payment balances occurring in months subsequent to June, 1981, as

reflected in its Appilcation filed in Cause No. 27457. We find that

Mr. Motley's recommendation is appropriate and find that our Order No.,

199140, which we issued in Cause No. 27457 on Septesber 23, 1981,

should be amended accordingly. As a result, a deficiency payment

balance outstanding at the end of the test year is properly excluded

frcan rate base in accordance with Staff's recommendation.

Staff in its exhibits recor rended that certain payments made by

Public Service Company for the installation of their telephone system

and the installation of a water line at its Riverside station should
properly be reflected as expenses on annualized basis rather than as

i

pre-payments included in the rate base. Staff amended its

recommendation during the hearing to indicate that the unamortized

4 por*1on be recognized in rate base. We agree with the Staff ti.. t the

installation expenses associated with these items should be capitalized

as recognized by Corsnission Staff. After deducting the above items

from Applicant's requested pre-payment balance in rate base, there

remains $1,150,374, which amount we find to be the appropriate amount

of pre-payments for inclusion in Applicant's rate base for the test

year.

_ _ .
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G. DEFERRED INCOME TAXES

e

The Commission Staff reemmended that 100t of the Oklahoma

jurisdictional portion of Applicant's deferred income taxes be deducted

from rate base and presented exhibits and testimony showing that that

amount should be $95,895,198. Applicant agreed *to the deduction of

deferred taxes but for the inclusion of $2,202,576 in income taxes on

customer deposits which Applicant believed should not be considered as

deferred taxes since they were actually paid during test year. Mr.

Motley testified that these incore taxes had actually been paid by

Applicant during the test year pursuant to a demand 'by the Internal

Revenue Service, that such payment had been made under protest and that i

Applicant was seeking a refund of the taxes in litigation with the

Internal Revenue Service. Mr. Motley stated that Staff's reason for

not recognizing the payment of these taxes was based upon the
prediction that the Applicant ultimately would prevail in the
litigation and recover these taxes from the I.R.S. Mr. Motley further

!

indicated that a failure to recognize this test year occurrence was

based on an anticipated change in circumstances in the future which

does not adhere to the historical test year approach. Accordingly, we

find that the proper deduction from rate base for deferred income taxes

should be $93,692,622.

H. SYSTEMS DEVEL0pMENT INVESTMENT

As reflected below (part III.B.2.) Applicant expended the
4

jurisdictional amount of $320,349 to sedify its computer software
~

systems for accounts payable and customer information. Staff

considered these expenditures to be nonrecurring and proposed this

investment should be amortized over the life of the systern. To do so

we sust, as Staff agreed during the hearing, recognize the unamortized

balance as a rate base item. Accordingly, we find that $205,868 should

be included in rate base as systems development investment.
,

a

l
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!
I. OTHER ADJUSTMENTS

|

The Commission Staff made additional deductions to Applicant's rate

base for such items as advances for construction, pre-1971 investment

tax credits and customer deposits. Applicant presented no testimony or
( exhibits specifically objecting to these adjustments recomended by

Staff and the Staff recommendations wi th respect to these items isI

consistent with the position taken by this Comission for both the

Applicant and other utilities operating in this State. Accordingly, we

conclude that Sta?('s recomended adjustments to rate base with respect

to these items are appropriate and we find that the same should be
,

made. ,_

J. RATE BASE CALCULATIONS

Based upon our findings hereinabove set forth, we find that

Applicant's Oklahoma jurisdictional rate base should be reflected as
follows:

Gross Plant in Service $1,025.837,779

Accumulated Depreciation $ (241.019.085)
Net Utility Plant in Service $ 784,818,694

Additions

Construction Work in Progress 3 10,261,950
( Cash Working Capital $ 7,845,958

Materials and Supplies - Fuel $ 18,650,380

Materials and Supplies - Other $ 3,815,201

Pre-Payments
$ 1,150,37'4

Deductions

Deferred Income Taxes $ 93,692,622

Advances for Construction $' 1,192,019

Pre-1971 Investment Tax Credits $ 2,588,808

Customer Deposits
$ 9,672.179

i Ad valorem Taxes $ B.631.101

TOTAL OKLAHOMA RATE BASE $ _710.765.828
i

_ _ _ ~ _ .
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III. OPERATING INCOME

A. REVENUES

c

Public Service Company submitted pro forma adjustments to its

operating revenues for the test year dealing with areas such as the

reclassification of certain sales, annualization of sales to year end

customer levels and weather normalization. The Commission Staff made

adjustments in some of these areas and some additional adjustments

which were not made by Applicant. After making these adjustments.

Staff concluded that Applicant's operating revenues during the test

year snoult! be found to be $353,491,718, but thereafter Staff agreed

that the proceeds of the sale of certain fuel oil as discussed above in

the amount of $666,240 should be deducted from revenues as an unusual

and nonrecurring receipt. Applicant did not present any testimony

opposing the Commission Staff's adjustments except with respect to
municipal disecunts. The Residential Intervenors and the Attorney

General asserted that additional revenues should be imputed to P.S.O.

a result of discounts which it provides to certain employees and theas

Intervenor, Oklahoma Industries for Fair Utility Rates, asserted that

recognition should be given to Applicant's unbilled revenues so as to

increase operating revenues. Each of these points of contention are

discussed separately below.

.

1. Discounts to N nicipalities

For many years Public Servica Company has granted municipalities in

its service territory a 40% discount for mercury vapor municipal street

lighting charges and an additional 9t discount for pre-payment of their

billings. During the test year the total amount of the 40% discou'nt

was $1,026,879 and the total amount of the 9% dircount was $138,629.

In our Order No. 168923 issued in Cause No. 26669, we concluded that in

fairness to all customers, the discounts to municipalities must be

reflected as earned revenue for ratemaking purposes. At that time, we

_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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neither approved nor disapproved the Company's policy concerning

municipa' street lighting discounts. Since issuing that Order on May

| 7, 1980, however, we have had occasion to examine the discounts to
'

:
municipalities on a more intensified basis. We find, as reflected in

the Company's tariffs, that the 40% discount which Applicant has been
!

giving to municipalities for many years applies only to mercury vapor

street lighting and thus results in a disincentive for municipalities

to use the more energy efficient sodium vapor street lighting. A

continuation of the municipal street lighting discount for mercury
|

j vapor street lighting is directly . contrary to our efforts directed

teward conservation in Oklahoma. Applicant has told us in the record

j before us, that if we detennine not to recognize the appropriateness of

these discounts, it will proceed to amend its contracts with

municipalities to remove the discounts.

Staff witness, Larry Schroeder, presented testimony to us outlining

a methodology for the disccntinuance of these discounts while

minimizing the impact on municipalities which will be losing the

discount which Applicant has previously granted.'.Mr. Schroeder

testified that the discounts to municipalities should be phased out

over a four-year period and that in order to accomplish this phase out.

Applicant should eliminate 10 percentage points of 40% discount each

year over a four-year time frame.
-

2. Discounts to Employees

.

For a number of years Public Service Company has granted all of its
i

employees, with over one year of service, a 50% discount on charges for '

electric service from the Company. In Order No. 168923, which we

! entered in Cause No. 26669, we refused to recognize Applicant's

employee discounts for ratemaking pu rposes, primarily because such

discounts might have the effect of providing Applicant's employees with

less incentive than other ratepayers to conserve energy. During the

hearings in connection with the present Cause, Applicant presented

l
. _ . _
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evidence to establish that during the period from 1975 to 1980, P.S.O.

employees have decreased their average usage of electricity while the

average residential consumer on Applicant's system has increased usage

by approxima tely 16%. Additionally, evidence was presented to us which

established tha t in the even this discount to employee: were to be

taken from Public Service Company's emt oyees, some recognition wouldl

have to be made to those employees in terms oi' wages and salaries

particularly with respect to those employees who are protected under

collective bargaining agreements and would in all probability result in

increased costs to Applicant's ratepayers. While it does not appear

that the discount is a disincentive to conservation by P.S.O.'s

employees, we nevertheless believe that this is an employee benefit
( which has outlived its usefulness. Accordingly, while we snake no
!

adjustment now, we find that Applicant should be given two years to

phase out this discount and adjust wages, salaries, and benefits to

eliminate the discounts in labor agreements and employee compensa tion

packages.

3. Unbilled Revenues '

Mr. Steven A. Duree, a witness for Intervenor, Oklahoma Industries

for Fair Utility Rates, proposed that Applicant's jurisdictional

operating revenues should be increased by $2,702,589 to recognize

services which had been rendered to its customers but which had not yet

been billed to the customers. During cross examination of Mr. Duree,

he advised that his calculation had not made allowance for fuel
expenses which would be associated with these unbilled revenues but

khiCh Would be uncollected as a result of P.S.O. closing its billings
for fuel expenses on the 25th of each month. Applicant presented Mr.

Dwane R. Glancy as a rebuttal witness to Mr. Du ree's proposal. Mr.

Glancy testified among other tnings that test year revenues had already

been adjusted by both Applicant and the Conraission Staff to reflect

year end fuel prices and customer usage and that these fa: tors are the

major causes of any mis-match resulting from a failure to recognize

.

t
. _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ \
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unbilled revenue as testified by Mr. Duree. As a resYlt, the mis-match

which Mr. Duree has called to our attention has been taken into

consideration through the use of year ending adjustments. Accordingly,
,

we find that it would be inappropriate to include unbilled revenues as

a part of Applicant's operating revenues for the test year.
.

4 Test Year Revenue Sunnary

In view of our findings as set forth above, we find that the pro

foma test year revenue for Applicant should be detemined to be
$352,825,478.

B. EXPENSES

Applicant's exhibits and testimony reflected non-nuclear operating

expenses for the test year in the amount of $316,72J,215. The

Cocnission Staff, through its exhibits and testimony, recocnended

sixteen adjustments to Applicant's operating expenses for the test year

and recommended that the Commission allow operating expenses in the

amount of $302,710,325. Many of Sta f f's adjustments were not

challenged on the record and accordingly we find that those adjustments

which were not opposed are proper adjus tments based upon testimony

presented by Staff in connection therewith. To the extent that Staff's
-

adjustments were challenged on this record, we discuss them separately
below.

1. Advertising and Conservation Expenses

Applicant proposed an adjustment to test year end expenditures for

advertising and conservation expense in the jurisdictional amount of
$570,216 and presented testimony advising that the anticipated
jurisafetional increases would involve $180,768 for Applicant's

implementation of the Residential Conservation Service (RCS) program

and $36'.*,448 in expenses for communications with Applicant's customers,
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concerning conservation, education and industrial development. The

Comission Staff recommended that the jurisdictional allowance for

conservation and advertising expenses be limited to a total increase of
'

i $428,263 above those made in the test year and Applicant presented

j testimony to reflect that that level would be acceptable to it.

;

i As has been done in the past, we specifically exclude all

adve.-tising and "information" communications, including Applicant's

newsletter, to the extent that they relate to nuclear energy in general

! or the Black Fox Station, in particular.
!
,

j As is discussed subsequently in this Order, Applicant is comi tted
!

based upon the testimony in this record to an aggressive conservation

program. In order for this conservation program to be effective so

that Applicant's ratepayers and the Company car snutually benefit from

the potential hvings to be realized from conservetion, it is icipertant

that we recognize and make allowance for the conservation expenses

which this Company will of necessity be required to incur.

Accordingly, we- find that Applicant should be allowed an additional

$428,263 for conservation exoenses including advertising, and Staff is

directed to monitor Applicant's expenses associated with conservation

to insure that these expenditures are incurred for the purposes for

which they are intended, and that they achieve the desired results.
I

l

i 2. Systems Development Expenditures
!

|

During the test year Applicant expended the jurisdictional amount
.

of $320,349 for modification of its computer software systems for
j accounts payable and customer infonnation. Staff considered these

expenditures to be nonrecurring and proposed that these expenses should
j be amortized over the anticipated life of the system. Accordingly,

Staff recommended an adjustment recognizing $114,481 of the

jurisdictional systems development expenses as having been made in the

test year. On cross examination, the Staff agreed that if these

I
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expenses were amortized, the unaccrtized portion of the expenses should

be included in Applicant's rate base. Applicant objected to the

adjustment for the reason that it anticipates annual recurring
~

expenditures to be equal to or greater than those experienced in the

test year for the foreseeable future that there are several systems

under current development which Applicant will be acquiring in the '

foreseeable future and that these expenditures should be considered as

normal business expenses necessary to maintain productivity in the

computer age. We believe that Applicant will probably find it

necessary to make expenditures for computer systens development in the

foreseeable future and that these expenditures may be equivalent to or

exceed the level of these expenses as incurred during the test jaar.

We also believe, however, that these investments result in software

purchases which will be useful for more than one year and that our
ratemaking treatment of these investments should recognize this

extended usefulness. Accordingly, we find that Staff's treatment of

this expense as modified and as recognized above is appropriate, and
.

$114,481 should be recognized as a test year operating expense.

.

3. Postage Expenses

On March 22, 1981, the United States Postal Service increased by

three cents the cost of postage for first class mail, and Applicant,

amon1 its pro form; adjustments to operating. expenses for the test
year, seeks an increase in postage expenses in the amount of $96,856,

maintaining that although this increase did not occur during the test

year it represents a known and measureable change and will result in an

increase in expenses incurred by Applicant during the period in which

the rates authorized by this Order will be in effect. Staff testified

that the reasons for Staff's recommendation were that this allowance

should not be made because the increase d'd not occur within the test

year and because changes to test year revenue should also be made to

recognize factors such as increased nu:ters of customers and increased

usage per customer before making this type of adjustment. ' Accordingly,
1

|
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we find Applicant's propos : adjustment for postage expense should not

be accepted.

t

4 FICA Tax Expense

Applicant sought an adjustment to expenses incurred during the test

year for FICA tax expense e, a result of a change of federal FICA tax

law, which took affect on January 1,1981. Staff made an adjus tment

disallowing $178,940 of the requested increase for the same reasons as

expressed above concerning Applicant's postage adjus tment. Consistent

with our finding above, we find that Applicant's FICA tax adjustments

should be rejected.
.

5. Inflationary Adjustment

Applicant proposed an adjustment. for attrition which will occur

prospectively.
,

.

The Commission Staff recommended an adjustraent to increase

operating expenses by the amount of $700,041 based upon the actual

inflationary trend experienced during the test year in those operations

and maintenance expense accounts which were not otherwise adjusted to

reflect year end levels. This adjustment applies an inflation factor

to te'st year end balances. Accordingly, we accept Staf f's inflation

adjustment and reject Applicant's attrition adjustment.

! 6. Depreciation

Applicant presented exhibits and testimony in support of a request

that t' mmi:sfon approve new depreciation rates for Public Service

Compa .( Oklahoma. The original request was filed in this Cause on.

October 31, 1980, based upon depreciation :tudies performed for

Applicant by its consultant, Mr. John 5. Ferguson, as of December 31,

1977, and December 31, 1978. The original filing sought approval of-
|

1

i
.

-- _m - -
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depreciation expense in the amount of $34,738,853. Subsequent to that

filing. the Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 was amended

and Applicant requested that Mr. Ferguson update his depreciation

studies to recognize the effect of that amendment. In performing his

services for the Applicant, Mr. Ferguson updated his depreciation study

for Applicant's p*oduction plant accounts and reviewed and r0 ised the

methods for calculating rates for transmission, distribution and

general plant accounts by applying the equal life group method of

calculating depreciation rates for those latter accounts. As a result

of Mr. Ferguson's new study, the depreciation rates for production

plant was generally decreased while the depreciation rates for

transmission, distribution and general plant were generally increased

as a result of the application of the equal life group method. The

total effect of the proposed rates resulting from Mr. Fe rguson's most

recent study is to decrease the jurisdictional depreciation expense for

Public Service Company by $163,300.

The Commission Staff retained consultant Ben Johnson, who analyzed

the studies perfor=ed by Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Johnson recommende. that

the depreciation rates be lowered for steam production plant and

objected to Mr. Ferguson's use of the equal life group methodology in

the calculation of depreciation rates for the transmission,

distribution and general accounts.

.:

L.. believe that Mr. Johnson's recommendation to lower rates for

steam production plant has been satisfied by the production plant study

carried out by Applicant's consultant as of December 31, 1980.

Accordingly, we find that the depreciation rates for steam production

plant should be established as proposed by Mr. Ferguson in his updated

study.
j
|

|

As originally filed, Mr. Ferguson's depreciation rates for

transmission, distribution and general plant accounts were calculated

on the aver' age service life basis. When Mr. Ferguson updated his

!
l

|
!
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study, at the request of the Applicant, he applied the equal life group

methodology in calculating depreciation rates for those accounts. The

effect of changing methodologies from average service life to equal

life group is to increase sub. ..itially the depreciation rate for

transmission, distributicn and general plant accounts above those rates

initially recommended by !!r. Ferguson and as developed in his original
study.

We believe that the equal life group method of depreciation is an

appropriate method of determining depreciation rates for production

plant but that the average service life method is more appropriate for

the more diverse groups of assets represented by transmission,

distribution and general plant accounts. Accordingly, we find that the

depreciation rates recocnended by ttr. Ferguson for transmission,

distribution and general plant accounts in his Exhit,it JSF-3 to his

testimony (Exhibit 123 in this recerc) should be accepted as the
appropriate depreciation rates for those accounts and that the
depreciation rates as proposed by Mr. Ferguson in his updated study for

production plent should be adopted as the appropriate depreciation

rates for production accounts. Based upon the application of these new

rates, Putlic Service Company's approved depreciation expense for tne

test year is $32,066,476.

-

C. OPERATING INCOME CALCULATION

1. Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

Applicant presented testimony sucinarizing the pu rposes of the

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 as it relates to public utilitiss and

the specific requirements which that act sets forth for actions to be

taken by regulatory commissions in order for utilit1es to sustain the~

use of the accelerated cost recovery provisions for tax purposes. We

find it is imperative that neither Public Service Company nor its

ratepayers lose the benefit of such tax deductions under the new act.
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Therefore, we authorize Public Service Company to use the " Accelerated

Cost Recovery System" for calculating depreciation for income tax

deduction purposes and further authorize the Ctimpany to use a full [

nor=alization method of accounting as defined and perscribed in the

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and any rulings or regulations which

might be prcrevigated to further explain or define the provisions of
r

that Act.
,

2. Net Oprating Income

8ased on the findings and conclusions set fort:. above, we find the
,

test year operating income for Public Service Company to be as follows:

Operating Revenues $352,825,478
;

!

Operating Expenses:

Fuel and Purchased Power Expense $180.829,694 '

!
Other Op; rations and Maintenance Expense $ 62,767,660

General Taxes 3 24,374,118 |

. Depreciation Expense $ 32,066,476

Operating Expense Before Income Taxes' $300,037,948

Operating Income Sefore Income Taxes, 3 52,787,530

Less Income Taxes $ 10,292,318
L

Net Operating Income $ 42,495,212

:

_ _ _ _ _
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IV. RATE OF RETURN
,

Applicant initially sought an overall rate of return of 12.08t on

its ct;1tal structure as it existed at the end of the test year, which

rate of return would allow a rate of return on common equity of 16.St.

During the first quarter of 1981, howver, two of Applicant's bond

issues matured and P.S.O. refunded $10,000,000 of series C 31/8t first

mortgage bonds and $16,7d0,000 of series B 8 3/8t project bonds. While

the maturing and refunding of these bonds occurred outside the test

year, a change in a utility's capital structure such as this and over
t

which the utility has no real control significantly impacts the ability

of that utility to earn the authorized rate of return which this

Ocarcission orders on a prospective basis. In our Order Nc. 200514,

which we issued in Cause No. 27275, we recognized that test year

constraints should not apply to a detenniMtion of capital structure or

to rate of return and in that case we recognized the issuance of two

million shares of camcon stock which had occurred outside th2 test year

but which was . authorized by 'this Commission. As was the case for

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company in Cause No. 27275, a failure to

recognize the retirement of these bonds for Public Service Company

would result in an immediata ce facto inability to earn the rate of

return which is authorized by this Commission herein. Accordingly, we

find that the capital structure for the Applicant should be updated for

the test year to reflect refunding of these bond issues. Based upon
.

this finding, we conclude that Applicant's capital structure should be

stated as follows:
i.

t of Cost Rate

Caoital Comoonent Total Percent Weichted Cost

Debt 50.96 9.577 4.88

Preferred Stock 7.08 7.187 .509

Equity 41.96

;

_
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Applicant presented Mr. Frances E. Jeffries of Duff and Phelps, an

investment advisory fim specializing in utility securities, who

testified in n!s opinion Public Service Company should be granted a

return on equity of 17t to 18t in order to attract new equity for
investments. Commission Staff retained Mr. A. Scott Rothey who

recommended a rate of reurn for common equity in the range of 15.5t to

16.25t.

As we have said before, the credible witnesses who have testified

before us, with respect to the cost of money and the proper rate of

return which should ce granted to utilities in Oklahoma, all have

judgmentagreed that the establishment of a proper rate of return is a

factor a 1d that reasonable men will differ to some extent based upon

their analysis and perception of economic conditions in submitting

their recommendaticns. Ir. determining the appropriate rate of return

for this Company, we must apply our own judgment in analyzing the

expert testimony which we have before us and establish a rate of return

for the utilities which we regulate which complies with the mandates of

the Hope and Bluefield decisions of the United States Supreme Court.

Accordingly, we find that Applicant should be allowed to earn an

overall rate of return of 12.313t.

V.' REVENUE DEFICIENCY-

Based upor. our findings in parts II, III, and IV of this Order, we

conclude that Applicant has a revenue deficiency which is calculated as

follows:

.

e
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Total Oklahoma Jurisdict'ional Rate Base $710,765,828

Rate of Return 12.313%
"

Het Operating Income Required $ 87,516,536

Pro forma Net Operating Income 42,495,212

Operating Income Deficiency $ 45,021,384

Income Tax (48.077%) 41,686,428

FranchiseTax(1.50%) 1,320,4?4

Total 3 88,028,236

Less: Gross Profit from Electric

Off-System Sales 8,882.263
,

d

Revenue Deficiency 3 79,145,973

The revenue deficiency which we have found to exist exceeds the two

awarbs of interim relief which have been granted to Public Service

Company under bond and subject to refund which might have been directed

in this Order. Based upon the amount of revenue increase which we find

must be granted by this Order, we find that the bonds undertaken by

Applicant in connection with the interim relief which has been granted

should be absolved and the sureties on such bcnds should be released.

.
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V. COST OF SERVICE AND RATE DESIGN

A. PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATORY POLICY ACT (PURPA) CONSIDER;TIONS e

Section 111 of PURPA sets forth six standards which this Commission

must consider under the federal scheme and either accept or reject for

rate setting purposes for electric utilities operating within our
jurisdiction. Tnose six standards are: (1) cost of service, (2)
de-lining block rates, (3) time of day rates, (4) seasonal rates, (5)

ir.terruotible rates and (6) load management techniques. This

Coamission presently has under advisement Cause No. 26600, a generic

proceeding in which these six stand;rds are being considered for

application on a state wide basis. In addition, certain of the parties

to this proceeding have requested that the six standards set forth in

PURPA lill (d) should be considered by us as they apply to rates to be

set for this Applicant based upon our revenue requirement finding in
this proceeding. We will discuss each of the six standards separately |

|

as they apply to Public Service Company of Oklahoma and based upon the
,

evidence presented in this case.

1. Cost of Service

We believe that the cost of service standard of PURPA and the |_

associated rules promulgated in connection therewith, appear to imply

the following intent: First, that rates should be based upon the cost

of providing service to the maximum extent practicable. Second, that

the costing me thods approved should provide for recognition of cost

differences with respect to daily and seasonal time periods. Third,

that the costing methods approved should provide for separation of

costs between custaner demand and energy components and fourth, that

the costing methods approved should take into account the extent to

which total costs are likely to change if additional kilowatts and

kilowatt hours of electric energ; are produced and delivered to

electric consumers at various times.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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The fourth stated intent appears to imply a requirement to use

marginal costs as the appropriate cost measurecent in developing cost

of service studies. We must note at the outset that cost of service

s tudies for our electric utilities in Oklahoma have traditionally been

based upon embedded or average accounting costs primarily because the

total revenue requirement for our electric utilities is based upon

average accounting costs. The electric utility indust y has developed

numerous cost of service study methodologies and the allocations which

are and can be made by a cost of service expert using any given

methodology are' virtually infinite. Recognizing this, we believe that

equally appropriate cost apportionment could probably be accomplished

using either margin or average costs. At the same time, however, since

average costing is used in Oklahoma to develop the total revenue

requ irement, it would appear to us that average costing would be the

more straight forward approach in developing inter-class revenue

reouirements to meet the revenue requiremont for the Company as a

whole. In reaching this conclusion however, we do not reject marginal

cost pricing since we believe this technique has particular application

in certain instances. For example, we believe some recognition should

be taken of marginal energy costs, particularly where discretionary or
9

optional tariff features are proposed and carginal capacity and energy

costs should be provided in the context of any plan filed for load
; management or interruptible rates.

I
:

This Commission has considered the cost of service in deciding how

to establish rates in Oklahoma, but cost of service is r.ot the only

factor which should be considered in establishing rates for Oklahoma

customers. As ref ected in the testimony presented to us in this case

in evaluating customer equity, recognition should also be given to

value of service, to customer impact and to social consicerations.

Rates cannot be established t'ased solely upon the cost of service

standard, ar<d this Commission does not believe it was the intent of I
!

Congress to limit rate setting consideration to cost of service when it '

included the words quoted and emphasized below:
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*Section 111 (d) (1) COST OF SER" ICE. *Lates charges by any

electric utility for providing eiectric service to each class

of electric customers shall be designed, to the maximum extent

practicable, to reflect the costs of providing electric

service to such class. . . " (Lnphasisours)

We find that there is no universally accepted ccst 6valeation

technique in the electric utility industry. We further find that cost

of service is a valuable tool as one measure of customer equity and

that for the purpose of this Applicant, the cost of service standard

should be adopted to the Exteit that it is compatible with our

) discussion herein. We will continue to the maximum extent practicable

to give weight to the cost of service in the rate design process, while

at the same time taking into consideration to the extent that they

apply, other cus tomer equity factors which should be considered in

designing rates which will provide this Applicant an opportunity to
'

earn the revenue authorized by our Orders.

Mr. Larry Schroeder in his testimony presented in this case

(Exhibit No. 159) has made a number of reevnendations relating to

aspects of cost of service studies which could, in his judgment, be

changed from the methodology which is currently employed by this
Applican t. We believe that his testimony has relevance to cost of

service studies generically and find that his testimony should be

considered again by us in our evaluation on a generic basis of the cost

of service standard in Cause No. 26600.

.

2. Declining Block Rates

The declining block rates standard of PURFA as set forth in 5111

(d) (2), simply stated, provides that the eneroy component of a rate

charged by an electric utility may not decrease as kilowatt hour

consumption by customers on that rate increases during a billing period

unless the utility can demonstrate that the cost of providing electric

_ - _ - - _
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service to that class decreases as consumption for that class increases

during a billing period. As the evidence in this case reflects. it is

important to note that a kilowatt hour rate without a separate demand

charge is made up of three major cost classifications: cus'.omer costs,

capacity costs 'and energy costs. The declining block standard relates

only to energy costs. There is no inconsistency with the declining

block rates standard of PURPA when rates for electric service which:

1) capture customer and capacity costs at a decreasing rate with

increasing usage, and 2) capture energy costs at a constant rate at all

levels of usage. The testimony before us in this case indicates that

customer related unit costs tend to decline as a function of usage

although the customer related costs may be la rger in absolute amount

for a large customer than for a small customer. Based upon this

interpretation of the declining block rate standard of PURPA. we

believe that this standard should be adopted in the structuring of
'rates for this Applicant.

3. Time of Day Rates

The time of day rate standard established by PURPA provides that

the rates charged by an electric utility for providing electric service

to each class of consumers, should be on a time of day basis reflecting

the costs of providing electric service to the class at differert times

of the day unless those rates are not cost effective with respect to

the class as determined by cost of service study. Tne testimony in

this case establishes that in evaluating the time of day rate s tandard.
~

we should consider customer equity, administrative feasability
conservation and efficiency in the use of resources. Customer equity,
of course, requires consideration of cost of service in customer impact

and the testimony in this case indicates that time of day rates. have a

potential of providing a more accurate distribution of costs than do

rates which do not incorporate daily time differentiated features. On

the other hand, however, time of day rates on individual bills could

have a substantial impact. With respect to the administration of time

..
. . .

. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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of day rates, we must consider the cost. availability, and reliability

of meters, the flexibility of the utility's customer accounting syste:1,

and the problem of estimating billing units on a time of day basis.

Based upon the te;timeny before us, the ccst per meter for residential

consumers in order to establish time of day rates for that class would

be three to six time the cost for a meter now being used to serve the

residential class. Recording demand meters, which are used to register

the usage of large utility customers, can be acquired at a cost of $350

to $450 and the evidence in this case establishes that Applicant has a

present policy of installing this type of me'er on all customers whose

demand exceeds 1500 kilowatts of capacity. There is nothing in this

record to indicate th; exact extent of modifications to Applicant's

billing system which would be required if the time of day rate standard

were adopted for this utility and as reflected above, the only

customers for whom load data currently is available on a time of day

basis for all customers in the class is the large power and light
class. Applicant has a load research sample consisting of a small

group of customers who have recording demand meters but at the time of

hearings in this case, data accumulated from this retnAn sample was
'

insufficient to allow the development of time of day rates.

Accordingly, we find that the time of day rates standard should not be

adopted for Public Service Company at this time but Applicant is

directed to continue its research in this area including the search for

low cost demand meters for those classes which are not currently served

through recording demand meters and that Applicant develop and submit

to us, as quickly as possible but not later than its next general rate

proceeding, a proposed time of day rate which would be available on an

optional basis to those customers with demand in excess of 1500

kilowatts and which are currently served by recording demand meters.

4 Seasonal Rates

|
.

The seasonal rate standard of PURPA seeks to establish rates based

on the cost of providing service to a particular class at different
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times of the year to the extent that such costs vary from season to "

season for the utility. With respect to Public Service Company, it is , |

clear that there are significant variations in seasonal usage patterns

on the Company 's system. Ap plicant's rates have had a seascnal

differential, wtiich is intended to recognize this seasonal usage

variation, and based upon the testimony presented to us, we conclude
'

that the months of June through September are the only months where

there exists a reasonable probability of the system peak occurring and

these are the months in which the demands from the system are at a f

reasonably high percentage of the system peak load.~ In addition, the |

evidence in this case also supports the finding that the residential
'

and comercial classes of customers tend to exhibit more seasonal

variation in loads than do industrial consumers, as a group. Mr.,

'

Schroeder has testified that the use of demand ratchets can be a
substitute for seasonal rates; he expressed the opinion that a
seasonally differentiated dunand ratchet can be as effective as

i

seasonal energy or demand rates in terms of accurate cost recovery.

Mr. Schroeder concluded that seasonal rates would not further the

conservation objective directly although efficiency might be enhanced

through the effect of seasonal rates on a utility's system load factor.
,

s

We believe that Applicant's proposed tariffs for the residential

and commercial classes appropriately recognize in the absence of a

seasonally based cost of service study, the differential which should f
exist between the sucuner and winter periods. In addition, a seasonal ;

'

rate including a seasonal demand ratchet for large power and light

customers should be developed and proposed for this class of customers

in Applicant's next rate filing.
t

t

5. Interruptible Rates

i
'
,

The interruptible rate standard of PURPA provides that every

electric utility must offer each industrial and consnercial electric
}

consumer an interruptible rate which reflects the cost of providing
!

i

. _ . . .
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interruptiole service to that class of which the customer is a member.

Interruptible rates would apply to loads which are interruptible

through cocununication with a customer on a pre-arranged basis or

through radio signal controlling a specific portion of a custr.cer's

load. We believe that interruptible service should be offered to

industrial and cornercial customers of Public S.rvice Company on a

volatary basis and that Applicant should file, within six months, an
'

optional interruptible tariff providing that interruptible service can

be obtained from the Company on a pre-arranged basis under contract

which contract will specify the contract duration period, the specific

circumstances surroundina interruptions of service and level of credit

which will be applied to those customers who agree to take an
interruptible service.

In ' preparing for this' filing, Applicant should conduct a surve,v of

its Large Power and Light Class to identify the interruptible pctential

available from these custon'ers and include the results of this survey

in the filing to be made. Applicant should advise the Director of

Public Utilities Division, with respect to customers which express
interect in this type of service. In addition, we believe that

Applicant should continue its efforts with respect to radio controlled

load interruption and provide to this Cc iission not later than the

filing of its next rate proceeding, a cost of service study reflecting

the cost effectiveness of interrupting air conditioning load by radio
controlled devices.

6. Load Management

The PURPA load management technique standard provides that the

utility shall offer electric consumers such load management techniques
,

t

as this Commission detennines will be practicable, cost effective, and |
|reliable, and which will provide useful energy or capacity management

advantages to the electric utility. Clearly, the PURPA load management

standard leaves the door open to this Commission and to the utilities

.
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in Oklahoma to be innovative and creative in our total conservation
efforts. The testimony in this case supports our finding that

Applicant is investigating at load management alternatives which are

Cossidered most likely to be cost effective; that testimony also brings

into question the cost effectiveness of certain portions of load

management programs mandated by the federal gove rnment. Before any

load management program can be approved by this Commission, we believe

that a cost benefit evaluation with respect to that program must be

conducted and submitted to us for our review. We expect Applicant to

exert a consciencious effort to reduce i ts capacity requirements

through cost effective load management efforts. Accordingly, we find

that Applicant should file with this Commission, within six months from

the date of this Order, a comprehensive load management plan detailing

all technically feasible alternatives and the Company's proposed

implementation plan for each alternative reflecting an incremental

cost / benefit analysis. Thereafter, we find that Applicant should file

with each subsequent rate Application an evaluation of each load

management program which evaluation would should include at a minimum

the evaluation of the success of the program, customer participation,

cost benefit analysis and net changes in energy usage and load patterns

attributable to such programs.

,

8. COST OF SERVICE
-

As a part of its filing and in compliance with this Commission's

minimum standard filing requirements, as amended herein by Commission

e Order, Applicant filed an embedded cost of service stady reflecting

jurisdictional and inter-class allocations and the evidence in this

case establishes that the methodology used by Applicant in this Cause

is the same as that which was used and approved by this Commission in

Applicant's~ last request for permanent rate relief -(Cause No. 2666S).

Certain consumer intervenors presented testimony and exhibits relating

to cost of service through two witnescas, Dr. Eugene Coyle and Mr.

George Sterzinger, both of whom performed cost of service studies ustra
,
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methodoltgies which differed from that used by Public Service Company

and in which each of them reached different conclusions relating to the

costs of providing service to the various rate classes. In conjunction

with their cost of service studies, Dr. Coyle and Mr. Sterzinger

presented testimony recorcending that the Cocr.lission reject Applicant's

proposed rate structure and order implementation of rates which were

generally more favorable to Applicant's residential and cocriercial

cus tome rs. Oklahoma Industries for Fair Utility Rates presented the

testimony and exhibits of Mr. Steven A. Duree, who espoused the

position that Applicant's industrial customers in the large power and

light class were paying rates disproportionately high in relation to

the cost of providing service to the'sembers of that class. Mr. Duree

generally supported the rate structure proposed by Applicant as
representing a step toward overcoming what he perceives are

disproportionate rates presently being paid by P.S.O.'s industrial
customers.

Substantial testimony was presented by the Applicant and by

Intervenors with respect to the relative merits of their own cost of

service studies and the problems and inconsistencies which the

respective parties perceived to exist in cost of service studies which

resulted in conclusicas differing from their own.

The Residential Intervenors urge in their proposed findings that we

utilize the mean average of the allocation factors as developed by the

Company ar..f by their witnesses. Dr. Coyle and Mr. Sterzinger. In

rejecting this proposal, we must recognize ab initio the substantial

disparity existing in the Coyle and Sterzinger line loss calculations

and their resultant expansion factors when compared to line loss

calculations examined by this Commis. fon in the past. For example, in

Order No. 147881 issued by this Commission on December 12, 1978, this

Commission adopted our current Rule 55(b) in which 2.5% was recognized

as losses associated with off-system sales of electricity-sales which

--_ ___ - __ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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occur at service level one (69,000 volts or higher). This is

comparable to the level one line loss utilized by Applicant and as

testified by Mr. J. W. Raper of Public Service Company of Oklahoma.

The Residential Intervenor wi tnesses on the other hand assigned line

lasses at level one of 5.6843t (more than twice what we have previously

recognized for this level of senice) and additional line losses at

level two (33,000 to 41,000 volts) of only .0281%. Line losses at
level one are derived from transfonnation at the generaMen plant and

transmission lines while line losses at level two are derived from

transformation at the substation and transrLission lines. Mssrs. Coyle

and Sterzinger would have us believe that line loss experienced by an

electric utility at level one is'over cwo hundred times greater than
that experienced at level two. We cannot accept their proposition.

Demand and energy allocations are based upon line losses assigned to

all classes of service. Erroneous line loss calculations will distort

the results of any cost of service methodology rendering the results

unreliable. Accordingly, we reject the " Monte Carlo" method of
developing allocation factors in this case as proposed by the
Residential Intervenors.

I

iAf ter hearing all of the evidence relating to the cost of service 1

I
studies presented and after giving full and fair consteration to all (

lof the evidence presented in this record to us during the hearing, we

find that Applicant's cost of service study was properly performed,

that the results of the study were properly used by Applicant and that

the interclass allocations presented in Applicant's cost of service

study should be relied upon by us to the extent that we find cost of.

service should be used in establishing an apprepriate rate structure

under which t!.a Applicant should be allowed an opportunity to earn its

allowed rate of return. At the same time we conclude that the

jurisdictional allocations cade by Applicant's cost of service study

are appropriate and those jurisdictional allocations factors Pave been

used to the extent that they apply in parts II and I!! of this Order as

set forth above.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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C. fr.E DESIGN

1. Limited Usage Residential Service Rate

During these proceedings, Applicant's witness, Mr. James B. Long,

was asked by the Commissici. to investigate the feasability of a lower
d rate for Public Service Company's low use customers. Applicant

conducted such an investigation, developed a Limited Usage Residential

Service (LURS) rate proposal and submitted the same in Cause No. 26965,

the Commission's generic PURPA " Lifeline" proceeding, which was being

heard by a Commission Referee at the same time the hearings in this

Cause were in progress. A copy of the proposed LURS rate was admitted

as an exhibit in this Cause, and we take judicial notice of the

testimony presented by Applicant in Cause No. 26965 relating to the
proposed LURS ret 2 tariff.

In sucma ry, the LURS rate would be available to Applicant's
.

customers whose 'trJnthly usage is consistently below 400 kilowatt hours

and would consist of a $4.50 per month customer charge with a flat

energy rate of 4.136c including fuel rebasing as here'r ordered for
each kilowatt hour used by the customer. Approxima tely 30,000

customers on Applicant's system would qualify for this ra te, the rste

appears to be cost justified and the impact on other residential

customers would not be substantial in as much as it equates to the ra te

as it would have existed for this level of usage price to the

installation of Northeastern Station Units 3 and 4 and the interim
increases granted to Applicant to recognize the investment in those
plants.

1

We believe that the LURS rate should be placed into effect so that

ia truf assessment of its impact on low usage customers ccn be made. In
|
|

addition, we direct that Applicant in its next rate proceeding develop '

to tne extent that it can do so an intra-class cost of service study

which investigates the cost of provid4g service to the consistantly

|
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low usage customers and which reflects the impact of this rate on other

customers within the residential consumer class. Accordingly, we

approve the implementation of Applicant's LURS rate and direct that it

be incorporated eN.;.1 the rate structure which we approve herein.

2. Customer Charges

As a part of its proposed rate structee. Applicant has advanced an

$8 customer charge for all residential customers based upon the results

of Applicant's cost of service study as presented herein. This
p oposal was modified subsequently with Applicant's proposed LURS rate

discussed above. Mr. Schroeder tes tifying for the Commission Staff

recommended that a customer charge should be included but felt that the

ct.stomer charge should be approximately $4.50 rather than the $8

proposed by Applicant with the difference being attributable to the

distribution system beyond the service drop which was included in the

customer charge under Applican t's .ost of service study. Mr.

Sterzinger, on behalf of certain consumer intervenors, testified that
he favored the use of a minimue t,til in the range of $3 to $3.50 rather
than a customer charge.

In view of the very low minimum bill which is now in effect on

Applicant's tariffs, we feel it is more appropriate to limit the
customer charge to $4.50 as proposed by Mr. Schroeder. At the same
time we believe that a minimum bill should be approved which is

composed of the customer charge and a minimum usage level for those

customers who do not qualify for the LURS rate. Accordingly, we find

that the general residential tariff should provide for minimum billa

of $8 which amount includes the $4.$0 customer charge which we find to
be appr<priate.
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3. Fuel Costs

As reflected ab6ve (Part L (d) of this Order), we find that

Applicant should restructure its base rates so as to recover $2 per

million Stu in fuel costs (including 7.86217. for line and unaccounted

losses) through those ratas and further find that to the extent
|

Applicant's fuel expense is less than 52 per million Btu, Applicant
, shall provide a credit to its customers threugh the Fuel Adjustment

Clause line item on the customer's bill.
t

4. Conclusions

Except to the extent that we have made findings to the contrary in

Part V of tnis Order, we concur in the basic mrBodology t.!Ilized by

Applicant in designing rates to recover its revenue deficiency. In

view of the adjustments which we tiive made to Applicant's overall

request and the specific rate design deteminations made by us as '

,

hereinabove set forth, it will be rccessary for Applicant to revise the

rates which it has proposed to comply with these findings and with out

detemination with respect to Applicant's overall revenue

requi rements. We therefore find that Applicant should design and file

rate tariffs which will comply with the provisions of this Order while

recognizing customer impact as testified by Mr. Schroeder of the Staff
and that the same may be implemented insnediately upon approval of those

tariffs by the Director of Public Utilities Division for this

Comission, provided however, Applicant may not prorate the effect wf

this rate Order between billing cycles.

VI. CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESS - BLACK FOX NUCLEAR FACILITY

Public Service Company, as a part of its Application for rate

increase, seeks to include approximately $132.3 million of investment

related to the Black Fox Station nuclear project as Construction Work

in Progress in its rate base. In response to a motion filed by certain
. . .

-n
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consumer intervenors, in which the Commission Staff joined, we issued

Order No. 197606 in this Cause expanding our scope of inquiry with

respect to the Black Fox Station to include projections for capacity

requirements which the Black Fox project is intended to meet, the

economic prudence and stability of the project from its inception to

September 1, 1981, the estima ted impact of the completion of the

project on App!! cant and its customers, the regulatory treatment which

might be afforded to Applicant in the event a determination is made to

cancel the project and capital recovery alternatives which might apply

to various investment components of the project in the event of its

cancellation or conversion to a coal fired generating facility. In

response to the tes timony and evidence presented by Applicant with

respect to these issues, the Commission Staff presented testictony of

ni tnesses frcri Touche Ross & Company, the consultant retained by the

Staff to perfonn an economic viability study of the project, and

certain consumer intervenors preseni,*d the testimony of Neal lalbot

with Erergy Systems Research Group, Inc. and Mr. Anory B. Levins.
Applicant's co-own ers in the project. Western Fa rmers Electric

Cooperative and Associated Electric Cooperativt. Inc., intervened to

participate in this portion of the proceedings and presented testimmy

of Mr. W. B. McClendon of Western Farmers and Mr. Wesley R. Ohrenberg

of Associated Electric whose testimony was admitted by stipulation of
the pa- "es.

A. CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

1. Load Forecasting

The validity of Applicant's plans for additional future capacity

depends largely upon the validity of its load forecasting which was a

major consideration in Applicant's last rate case, Cause No. 26669. In

our final Order issued in connection with that Cause (Order No.
168923), we stated that it was our opinion that methods more formalized
and refined than those utilized by Public Service Company for

~~
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.

projecting usage and growth were available and urged Public Service

Company to reevaluate its approach giving serious consideration to the
,

available alternatives and methodologies in the area of forecasting.

In response to our urgings, Mrs. Nancy L. ' Stainer, on behalf of

Applicant, testified that the Company retained the consulting firm

Ernst and Whinney to assist in the development of a " state-of-the-art"

forecasting model for Public Service Company. Applicant presented

substantial testimony to demonstrate that it now is using forecasting

models and forecasting techniques which do refiv.; the current state of

the art. Based upon all of the testimony and evidence presented, wei
2

find that the present forecasting techniques utilized by Applicant do
j represent the state of the art and can be relied upon both by Applicant

and by this Commission for planning purposes.

fir. Talbot, on behalf of Energy Systams Research Group, criticized

Applicant's forecast primarily for the reason that it did not give:
'

adequate consideration to the impact and effect which conservation
would have upon demand. On the other hand, App 1hant presented

testimony which indicated that the forecasting models did give

consideration to conservation and Mrs. Stainer, for the Applicant,

testified that using Energy Systems Research Groups forecasting sodel
,

and substituting the number of residential customers forecast for

Public Service Company, she obtained results reflecting slightly higher
i

residential sales than those forecast by Applicant through the late

1900s. As a result, we conclude that Applicant's forecasting models

those of Energy Systems Research Group gives substantially the samear.c,

i
consideration to the impact of conserystion.

Mr. Sam Rhodes, of Touche Ross & Compar.y testified that his firm

had reviewed both of the forecasts submitted into this record during

. the study which they h&J pe-formed for the Comission, anG they had

concluded that the Applicant's forecast could be relied upon as a
planning tool to evaluate future load requirements and that Applicant's
forecast could in fact be slightly understated.
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Accordingly, we find that Applicant has made significant
improvements and refinements in its load forecasting techniques and

that the forecast which Applicant has submitted may be relied upon for

planning purposes.

2. Load Hanagement

An integral part of Applicant's load forecast is its load

management program by which Applicant seeks to reduce demand by 120

megawatts in 1985, 254 megawatts by 1990, and 684 megawatts by 1995.

Mr. Rhodes testified that Applicant's load management program is

ambitious ad aggressive and expressed the concern that Applicant's

program goals may be somewhat optimistic.

Based upon the evidence presented to us, we find that Applicant has

embarked on the first steps of an antiitious load management program
. which is designed to reduce peak load growth; but we further find that

the load management program, which Applicant has presented, is in its

embryonic stages, and Apelicant on the record was unable to quantify

the megawatt capacity savings which it expected to achieve from

specific programs which would total the targeted load managecent
program objectives as set forth on this record. We believe, however,

that Applicant has demonstrated S comittment to the load management

program which it outlined, and we find that Applicant should continue

to develop and expand this program in the manner it has outlir.ed.

All parties who participated in this portion of Applicant's case.
.

presented evidence emphasizing the importance of conservatior. as it
relates to future capacity requirements and the witnesses who appeared I

i

on behalf of these parties agreed that both Applicant and its i

;

ratepayers will benefit if future demand can be reduced through

conservation efforts at a lower cost than would be required to meet

that ' demand by construction of additional generation fec111 ties. This

Commission has stated on many occasions that it is vitally interested
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in furthering conservation of all of our capital and energy resources.

The evidence in Ois case establishes that Applicant has taken thei

first steps toward an active and productive conservation program and

Applicant's increased efforts in this area will, .e believe, benefit
~

both Pu'm r Service Company and its ratepayers.

3. Capital Constrained Lead Forecast

Applicant has combined the results of its load forecasting studies

performed using its forecasting models, as discussed above, with its

load management goals, which we have discussed above, to present its

capital constrained load forecast. Based upon our review of all of the

evidence presented, we conclude that even with Applicant's capital
.

constrained load forecast, there exists a need for additional capacity
I

in the future; that such need for capacity in excess of that to be,

provided to Applicant from the Okla-Union facility could exist as early

1988, and that there will be sufficiert demand to require additionalas

generating caoacity in the amounts presently planned by Public Service
Company. We therefore conclude that Applicant's projectiss of future

requirements for generating capacity are reasonable and that Applicant

acted prudently in planning for additional generating capacity in thei

amounts presently set forth in its expansion plans. While all parties ~

fervently hope that aggressive t.cnserva tion and load management,

strategies will reduce the need for future generating capacity, those

strategies must be devleoped and implemented before results can be

demonstrated and relied upon for planning purposes. All parties agreed

that forecasts should be continually monitored and updated, and we

believe that the Commission's Advanced Planning Rules are an essential
form for this prccess.

.

.
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p. PRUDENCE AND ECON 04!, VIABILITY OF THE BLACK FOX STATION PROJECT

1. Project History

The evidence in this case indicates that Public Service Company has

been involved in nuclear research and development since 1957. In 1968

Applicant prepared and issued a generation expansion s tudy which

evaluated the economics cf natural g&s, coal and nuclear fuel as boiler

fu els and concluded that because of the uncertainties surrounding the

future costs and availability of natural gas, Public Service Company't

system should be planned to provide for a fully diversified fuel mix by

the addition of coal fired and nuclear fueled g;a: ration stations. In

January, 1973, Public SeN!co ionoany announced its intent to construct

a nuclear power plant near Inola, Oklahoma and thereafter fi191 an
Application before this Commission (Cause No. 24393), in which

Applicant informed the Comission of its intent to build a nuclear

electric generating facility at the Inola sight.' After the taking of

evidence, the Commission issued its Order No. 100753 on October 24,
1973, finding that the site was an appropriate location for a

generating facility and further finding that this Concission has no

authority to approve the type and kind of generation station planned

for the reason that it had been pre-empted from making such
-

a decision
by federal legislation. From that point forward until this Cause was

filed, regulatory actbity in connection with the Black Fox nuclear
project has been restricted to proceeding; before the Nuclear
Regulatory Comission. In that connection, this Commission has

coniinuously recognized and continues to recognize the pre-emptive
8

authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Conr usion with respect to the

construction, operation and decommissioning of nuclear power plants and

all safety issues associated therewith..

Applicant presented testimony to demonstrate that during the period
from 1973 through early 1979, numerous proceedings were had before the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which hearings covered all aspects of
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the project including economics, engineering, envirotunental and safety

considerations. On July 26, 1978, the United States Atomic Safety and

| Licensing Board issued a limited work authorization for non-safety

rela ted work, and construction began on the project immediately

thereafter. In, February, 1979, the N.R.C.'s safety hearings were

completed and Applicant had satisfied all requirements for a

constrvction permit. At the close of those hearings, a complete cost

assessment and scheduling update was perforined by the Company in

anticipation of receiving a construction permit by July,1979.

In March, 1979, an accident occurred at Three Mile Island Unit 2

nuclear facility, the impact of which was not immediately known.

Applicant presented testimony indicating that subsequent to the Three

Mile Island accident, Public Service Company made extensive efforts to

obtain specific inforsation concerning new licensing requirements which

it would have to meet for the Black Fox station and continued to seek

construction authority on its licensing application. By the fall of -

1979, it became apparent that the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission had

declared a moratorium of uncertain duration on nuclear licensing

activities. Faced with the unc?rtainty as to when a construction

permit would be received, Applicant demobilized its field activities on

the Black Fox Station and placed the project in what P.S.O. witnesses

have described as a "su rvival mode". Because of the uncertainties,

with respect to the licensing requirements and procedures procedures at

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Applicant determined that it would

be impractical to update the $2.39 billion cost est'ete which it had

made in April of 1979 and which was predicated on in-service dates for

Unit I and 2 of 1985 and 19bd, respectively.

On August 27, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved new

regulations for the licensing of nuclear facilities, and as a result of

this action. Applicant determined that it would now be feasible to

perform a cost and schedule update for the Black Fox project. Based

upon this action by W M.R.C. and in response to this Commission's

.

v-. - + ~ - . - -e . , - - > -y.
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Order, Applicant and its co-owners retained Management Analysis Company

of San Diego, California to perfom a cost and schedule update, and the

! co-owners directed Black and Veatch, the architect and engineer on the
!
i project, to perfom a study of the cost of a comparable coal fired

generating facility.

The evidence in this case establishes that Public Service Company

has operated as the project manager for this project since its

inception, and that Western Famers Electric Cooperative owns 17.391%

of the Black Fox station and as of August 31, 1981, had invested

$64,618,095.05 in the project, while Associated Electric Cooperative,

Inc. owns 21.739% of the Black Fox station and as of September 30,

1981, had invested $84,282,516.69 in the project. On September 28,

1978, an agreement was made between Public Service Company of Oklahoma

and Associated Electric Cooperative Inc. and Western Famers Electric

Cooperative, which agreement sets forth the responsibilities and

liabilities of the co-owners in the cont uuction of the Slack Fox
Nuclear Electric Geaerating Station.

2. Economic Analysis

a. Nuclear vs. Coal Construction Costs

.

ErmMye testimony was presented to us comparing the relative
economic advantages of nuclear and coal fired generation capacity. The

Applicant's initial filings in this portion of the case portrayed its

perception of the present cost of nuclear construction on a generic

basis through testimony of Company witnesses and certain consultants.

t) tar during the proceedings, Applicant presented testimony of Mr. Kent

R. Brown with Management Analysis Company to provide a Black Fox

specific cost and scheduling update and Mr. John Robinson of Black and

Yeatch, to provide a more specific estimate for the construction of a
comparably sized coal plant. The Commission Staff utilized Touche Ross

& Company to develop generic construction cost estimates for a nuclear
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facility equivalr,t to the Black Fox project and for coal fired plants

wi th capacity equivalent to Applicant's share in the Black Fox
*

facility. The Coalition for Fair Utility Rates, the Sierra Club and

C1" tens Action for Safe Energy secured the services of Energy Systems

Research Group,. Inc., which utilized its internal data base and

presented evioence and tescimony through Mr. Neal H. Talbot relating to

their generic estimates for the cost of construction of nuclear and $

coal facilities with capacities equivalent to that of Black Fox.

In making its comparison of coal and nuclear capital cost

projections. Touche Ross utilized two 1150 megawatt nuclear units and

three 770 megawatt coal units with in-service dates for the uclear

units cf 1991 and 1994 and in-service dates for the three coal fired
units of mid-1991, early 1993 and mid-19!r4. Touche Ross & Company

concluded that the nuclear construction project would cost in the range

of $8.18 billion to $10.12 billion and that the coal fired units would
cost in the range of $5.0 billion to $5.8 billion. Mr. Thomas J.

Flaherty testified that a slippage of one year would escalate the cost

estima te for the nuclear facility by $1.06 billion. Mr. Sam Rnodes

testified that based upon the levelized bus bar costs over a ten year

period, the coal plants would ate an economic advanta e over the

nuclear plants but that if levelized bus bar costs were calculated for

the lives of the respective plants, nuclear fired capacity would have a

slight t.dvantage oased upon the cost estimates which Touche Ross
-

presented.

Mr. Neal H. Talbot of Energy Systems Research Group, Inc. testified

that based upon the data base which his fim had accumulated

representing a cross sectior of the industry and assuming in-service

dates for two nuclear units of 1991 and 1994, the capital costs for the

construction of such a nuclear project would be $15.1 billion whereas,

his firm's estimate of the construction of equivalent coal fired
capacity would cost $3.11 billion thus giving a substantial advantage

. to coal over nuclear generating capacity.

.
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Public Service Company's planning has relied upon in-service dates

for Black Fox Units 1 and 2 of 1991 and 1993, respectively. Mr. David

Kettler, of Ebascq Ser vices, Inc., testifying on behalf of Public

Service Compa7y, advised that his company has performed several studies

comparing the costs of coal and nuclear generation and testified that

on a generic basis, those studies indicate a continuing viability for

nuclear generation based on a political / licensing scenario that enables

a utili ty to authorize, design, constrvet, and bring a nuclear unit on

Une within twelve years. He further testified however, t%at based
1

upon his firm's most recent update to their generic ttudies, reflecting

changes in capital costs, western coal genciating facilities now have a

2.7% advantage over the nuclear option in the size range equivalent to

the Black Fox project. Mr. Kettler qualified his testimony by

reiterating that his study is generic and can be used for planning

trends 'only and that a site specific detailed study should be

undertaken before proceeding with Dy specific project.

Mr. John Robinson, of Black and Yeatch Applicant's consulting

engineers, testified that barring unreasonable delays in construction

and assuming licensing would proceed on a straight forward basis, his

fim estimated the cost of construction of a coal planz of equivalent

capacity to the Black Fox project would bp $2.2 billion cash, and Mr.

William R. Stratton of Public Service Cospany applied Applicant's AFUDC

rate to escalate that cost to $2.8 billion. Mr. Keat R. Brown of
Management Analysis Company presented his firm's conclusions to the

date of the hearing for Black Fox site-specific capital costs and

scheduling using his firm's probablistic analysis. His tes ciany..

reflects that Applicent has a lot probability of being able to complete

the Black Fox project in the 1991 to 1993 time frame and that the

Company has a 50% probability to complete the project with Unit I in

service in 1993 and Unit 2 in service in 1995 at a cost in cash of
$4.81 billion. Mr. Stratton, in his testimony, applied the Company's

AFUDC rate to that cash projection to estimate that the costs of the

project with the 1993 and 1995 in-service dates would be $6.62
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billion. Mr. Stratton presented ten year levelized bus bar costs for

comparative purposes and his caldulations on this basis reflect the

same conclusion as was reached by Touche Ross & Company. Mr. Stratton

tastified however, that in his opinion. it is more appropriate to

compare the nuclear and coal options on a life of project, thirty year

levelized bus bar cost basis, since the ten year levelized bus bar cost

basis distorts the results in favor of the coal option. On a thirty

year levelized bus bar cost basis, Mr. Stratton concluded that the

costs provided to him by Black and Veatch and Management Analysis

Company gave nuclear and slight advantage over coal even wi th

in-service dates of 1993 and 1995 for the nuclear option,

b. Financial Impact

Applicant ran financial studies on its corporate financial model

using Management Analysis Company and Black and Veatch costs to

determi..e the financial impact on the Comparty if it proceeds with the

construction of the Black Fox project. Only Construction Work in,

Progress studies were run as testified by Mr. Stratton for the Company

since time constraints did not permit the gereration of AFijDC studies.

Touche Ross & Company perfomed analysis of the effect of the

construction of a nuclear facility on the financial condition of Pubite

Service Company using both AFUDC and CWIP scenarios. Based upon Touche

Ross & cot any's low cc e capital cos: projectitns, the Staff's

consultants concludt; that without the inclusion of CWIP in rate base

when construction activity increases the financial condition of Public

Service Company would quickly deteriorate to unexceptable levels. The

consultant's analysis further shows that even with a total inclusion of

CWIP in rate base for the nuclear plant, minimum standards of internal

r, ash generation could not be achieved. Applicant's financial analysis

resulted in findings under CWIP regulation which ' were extremely close

to that of Touche Ross and Applicant concurred with Touche Ross's '

projections of devastating results under AFUDC regulation.
!

!
!
,

i
1

-
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c. Custcaer Impact.

The evidence in this case clearly demonstrates that whether a

re lear facility is built or Applicant were to convert its Black Fox

nuclear facility.to a coal generating station, Public Service Company 's

customers will experience a substantial impact in their rates. As
reflected above, the cost to construct coal flied generating

faciitties, to replace Applicant's share of the Black Fox projected

capacity, ranges frce $2.8 billion (Black and featch es tima te with

AFUDC) to $5.8 billion (Touche Ross high case). The cost to construct

the nuclear facility ranges from $6.26 billion (MAC estimate with

AFUDC) to $15.1 billion (ESRG). Based on the range these estimates, it

is clear that the nuclear option has the potential to result in a,

substantially greater impact on Applicant's customers not only in the3

short run, but also on a long run basis.
1

As a part of its repcrt. Toache Ross & Comparty set forth a section

which estimates the impact on Applicant's customers resulting from its

low case capital cost projections for the rest of this decade. The

Staff's consultant concluded that if Black Fox Construction Work ina

progress is allowed. Applicant's customers will experience an increase

in rates of 110% between now and 1990 and an overall increase of 159:
,

when the first unit is placed in service in 1991. If the Black Fox
,

were constructed on an AFUDC basis, the overall increase would be 306%
,

to P.S.O.'s ratepayers when the first unit is placed in -service in

!,
1991. We su n point out that Touche Ross & Company assumed that

|

i construction of plants could be achieve { as scheduled by the Company
and did not have the benefit of Management Analysis Company's

,

t

conclusion that Applicant has only a 10% probability that Unit I can,

bej

completed by 1991. Mr. Flaherty of Touche Ross 4 sompany testified as

mentioned above that the cost estimate which they have submitted should

be escalated at $1.06 billion for one year of slippage in the
construction schedule. Based upon the testimony presented to us, we
conclude that the construction of a nuclear plant will have a

|

!
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substantially greater impact on Applicant's customers in the short rur

than the construction of a coal plant, and in the long run, because of

the risks and uncertainties we discuss herein.the construction of a

nuclear plant has the potential to impact Public Service Company's

customers substantially more than the construction and operation of a

coal plant over the lives of the respective projects.

d. Economic Viability

As reflected abog . Staff's consultant. Touche Ross & Company,

based its studies for a nuclear project on a generic basis tailored to

the capacity planned for Black Fox with in-service dates of 1991 and

1993. I',was not unul during the hearing that the testimony of
Management Analysis Company became available and it became evident

based upon project specific infarmation that the Company has only a 10t

possibility of constructing the Black Fox project in their planning
tice f r ann. Mr. Stratto7 .cok Management Analysis Company cost

estimate for nuclear construction and Black and Veatch's construction

estimate for equivalent coal capacity, computed the thirty year i

levelized bus bar costs, and condaded that the bus bar costs for coal

capacity placed in sewice in the 1991 to 1994 time frame would be 240

mills while the levelized bus bar costs for the nuclear project within

service dates of 1993 and 1995 would be 237 mills. These cost a

projections are comparable to the testimony of Mr. Sam Rhodes of Touche

Ross & Company who advised us that on a thirty year levelized bus bar

basis, nuclear capacity would have a slight advantage over coal

capacity. We believe that two factors must be recognized as we
consider these cost projections.

First, the construction costs utilized by Mr. Stratton are the most

optimistic costs of all of the cost estinates and projections submitted
;

into this record by any witness, and Mr. Rhodes thirty-year levalized

bus bar cost projection was based upon his firm's low-case projections

as reflected in this record. On a thirty-year levelized bus bar cost

__ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - - -
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basis then, an increase in nuclear construction costs whether caused by

delay or otherwise would shift the equatSn in favs? nf coal. Any

significant increase in the cost of nuclear plant construction would

clearly destroy the economic viability of this fuel source as a

feasible alternative.

The second factor which we must consider in analyzing the levelized

bus bar costs, which we have before us, is the likelihood ofcompleting

the construction of Black Fox as a nuclear facility in the 1993 and

1995 time frame. Mr. Kent R. Brown, of Management Analysis Company,

testified that his fine evaluated the Black Fox station cost and
schedule using probabilistic and comparative analysis techniques. In

developing its probabilistic and comparable analysis. Management

Analysis Company arrived at the conclusion that the Black Fox project

had a 50% probability of being completed on the 1993 and 1995

in-service date basis. The study disregarded .the effects of a

significant nuclear incident such as was experienced at Three fille

Island and which could cause a substantial delay in the ultimate

in-service dates of the two nuclear units. In esser:ce, on a

probabilistic basis, there is a 50% to 50% chance that Public Service

Company can complete the Black Fox project in the 1993 and 1995 time

frame. If the coin flips the wrong way so that in-service dates are

slipped beyond those years, even the optomistic number: presented to us

by the Applicant and by Staf f's consuhtant will give an economic
advantage to coal.

Without regard to the economic cost comparisons presented to us

between nuclear and coal generating ' capacity and even assuming that

nuclear power has an economic advantage over coal, several factors tell

us that Public Service Company Western Farmers Electric Cooperative,

and Associated Electric Cooperative ^. should ' not proceed with this
project.

-

.
I

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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At the outset nuclear energy is regulated exclusively at the

federal level. Thus, the entire industry is at the mercy of the

attitude of the administration in office. Between now and the proposed

1.wservice dates for the Black Fox units, we will have ' at least three

general elections with three potential chang's in nuclear energye

poli cy. We have alr'eady experienced the impact of a federal government

unwilling or unable to reach timely decisions in the areas of standards

and licensing of nuclear generating plants.

.

Because regulation of nuclear power plants is vested exclusively at |

the federal level, this fuel supply is plagued by additional risks even

after a nuclear plant is constructed. .A problem at one power plant
!could cause a shut down order to be issued to all plants of similar

design. Thus, a utility with a nuclear plant may suffer loss of
capacity because of another utili ty's problem. We believe that

Oklahoma ratepayers are entitled to have the most reliable generation
capacity possible.

The evidence in this case establishes that the Black Fox
construction project faces construction, financial, regulatory and
political risks, each of which impact the capital costs and
construction scheduling associated with this project. Taking these

risks into consideration, together with the cost projections presented

to us by Public Service Company, the Consnission Staff and the Consumer

In tervenors, we conclude that the Black Fox Nuclear Power Station

project is no longer economically viable; that Construction Work in

Progress for this project should not be allowed in Applicant's rate

base; and that expenditures made from and after the date of this Order

in the furtherance of the Black Fox project, will be considered by us

to be imprudently undertaken for Oklahoma jurisdiction ratemaking

purposes; not only as those future investments might be made by

Applicant, but also as those investments may be made by testern Farmers
|

Electric Cooperative and Associated Electric Cooperative and charged to

their respective distribution cooperatives through their purchased

.

.

W,
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power adjustment clause. Applicant and its co-owners should tale I

I

immediate steps to cancel this project se that losses in connection
with this project can be minimized. In reaching this conclusion, we!

-

recognize that the decision to construct or to continue to construct an

electric generating station is a decision which under Oklahoma law
.

rests exclusively with management of our electric utilities. At the
s same time however, this Commission can and will continue to prc.tect

-. Oklahoma ratepayers from imprudent managtaent decisions.

3. Prudence in Retrospect
^
,

. Applicant's witnesses were subjected to intensive cross examination-
~

by the

. .. ' '
parties in this proceeding in an effort to determine whether at

any time during the course of the history of this project. Public,

Service
Coopany had acted imprudently either in the initial undertaking

or in a failure to discontinue the project at any time thereafter until
s . September 1, 1981.

s '

,

Staff witnesses from Touche Ross & Company unanimously testified

that in their judgment management wac prudent in its efforts with the
hoject frun inception to the current time. Neal H. Talbot of Energy.

Systems Research Group testified that thea

traditional measurements of
management

~ prudence no longer apply; he concluded that in his judgment.

the Applicant's management has yet to come to grips with the rasks and

uncertainties which nuclear power faces. In evaluating the tes'timony
-

and evidence presented to us, as it relates to the prudence of
_

, management,
our vision must not be distorted by the fact that hindsight*

has 20-20 vision. In making our determination with respect to
_ ._

'.
. prudence, we

must judge managanent's decisions from the perspective of
' what was known or reasonably shauld have been

,,

known 'oy management at
the

time those decisions were made. Mr. Talbot's conclusions
cogerning management having failed to come to grips with the risks

,

and
-

uncertairties of nuclear power
could, in our judgment, be applied to

.

-

the industry as a whole.,

I

f

. ~ s
s.

, '*
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At the time Public Service Company decided to construct a nuclear

plant a shortage of natural gas was perceived to exist in this

country. Based upon this perception, management concluded that in

order to mantain reliable capacity it would be necessary to diversify

its fuel mix. Simultaneously, there were environmental concerns facing

the construction of coal plants which had to be addressed if an

electric utility were te construct coal fired generation. The federal

government was actively promoting nuclear energy for electric

generation and the nuclear option thus looked very attractive to

management when it was first considering its options. Nuclear energy,

of course, was not without probletcs, a few of which were safety, waste

disposal and decommissioning. In weighing these factors, management

elected to diversify into both coal and nuclear generation. The Arab

011 Embargo escallated the price of natural gas emphasized dramatically

our need to utilize (ther sources of boiler fuel. In recognition of
'

this factor together with the perceived shortage of na tural gas
Congress enacted the Powt, Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978.

This lest slation, as initially enacted substanially increased the need

for Oklahoma utilities to diversify their boiler fuels. The federal

government was stim energetically promoting nuclear power, and it

appeared that management had correctly decided to diversify its fuel

mix.
.

When the accident at Three Mile Island occurred, the nuclear

industry was faced with a period of profound uncertainty. It has been

argued that at this time management should have known that the risks

associated with nuclear power were so severe as to require managementi

to cancel Black Fox immediately. But we must rementer that the federal

government had been actively encouraging the use of nuclear energy, and

it was not unreasonable for management to assume that once the Three

Mile Island incident had been investigated the federal government would

return to its previous supportive position. The federal government,

however, and the Nuclear Regulatory Comission in particular, was

dilatory in its resolution of the issues raised by incident and now,
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| nearly three years later, that agency has yet to issue a new
l

construction perinit.

i

Applicant could have better controlled its destiny if the federal

government had been more willing to define its policy in a timely
I .

| fashion. No such expression of direction was forthcoming, and with the

j passage of time the industry experienced a de facto moratorium on new

j construction. Recognizing this morator:um to exist, P.S.O. management

then reverted to a caretaker status to minimize expenses on the project,

while preserving its already substantial investment. Without specific
i direction from the Nuclear Regulatory Comission concerning the future
j of nuclear energy and the Black Fox project in particular, and in view

of the partnership relationship which Applicant has with its coowners,
.

we do not believe P.S.O. acted imprudently in assuming a caretaker
i

. status for this project.
!

4

| When the decisions of management are viewed as we have done from
4

the perspective of the time in which those decisions were made, we
a

believe that Applicant's decisions concerning this project were
i

appropriate. The fact that different people would have, could have, or
-

did reach differing conclusions does not render the decisions of this
<

1 company impruden t. Accordingly, we conclude that we shacid provide
i this Applicant, with our evaluation of the capital recovery treatment;

which should be given in the event a timely decision is reached to

{ cancel this project.
i

l
t

i
.

C. CAPITAL RECOVERY1

1

!

j The parties to this proceeding represent widely divergent positions

] concerning whether this company should be allowN to recover, its
,

investment in the Black Fox Station project if the project is

cancelled. The Attorney General for the State of Oklahoma advises:,

h "As for allowing the Applicant to recover roughly $200;

million worth of Black Fox investment, this Intervenor feels-

;
the recovery at the expense of the ratepayer is unwraantedj It has been P.S.O.'s decision all along and as such,....

*
.

.

_
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they should bear the losses associated therewith." (Atty.
Gen. Proposed Findings, pp. 40, 42)

The Coalition for Fair Utility Rates advises that this Comission
4

should not make any allcwance for a write-off ci this investment
i

through rate base, although this group recognizes our duty to insure

the financial soundness of the utilipas we regulate (Proposed Fincings,

of the Coalition For Fair Utility Rates, p. 4). The Sierra Club.
Oklahoma Lhapter, urges us to adopt the risk sharing cenceot proposed

; by Touche Ross & Com;:any for the Comission Staff. The Staff's

proposal, in essence, is that both tt.. stockholder and the ratepayers

should share in the write-off of this investment in such a way that the

company can maintain its economic v'. 2111ty while minimizing the impact

to the fullest extent possible on P.S.O. 's ratepayers. Finally.
-

Applicant urges us to grant a full return on a write-off of this

investment, or at least a return on equity equivalent to its current
dividend rate.,

A public utility company is not pemitted to enjoy the full fruits

of its business successes inasmuch as regulation prohibits a return

higher than that which is required to attract capital and provide
service at reasonable rates. As a result, it does not have the
resources available to absorb the major adversities which it

encounters. In the event that Public Service Company and its co-owners
t.onclude

i
not to proceed with the construction of the Black Fox project,

'

as a nuclear facility, and in view of management's prudence which we

have found to exist to this point in the history of the project, we

conclude that some mechanism for recovery of the investment in this

project which would be written off must be recognized. To do

otherwise, that is, to refuse to allow Ap91 cant a m-danism for

recovery of the extraordinary loss associated with this project would
!result in this Company innediately experiencbg negative retained

earnings for several years. The possibility exists that the Applicant

would be placed in receivership. We take judicial notice 9f the fact
that bankruptcy would result in the immediate escallation of a )

|

|

|

.
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utility's embedded cost of debt to current interest rate levels. The

evidence establishes Applicant's long term debt at test year end to be

approximately $503 pillion with a cost rate of 9.114:. I;seming a

current interest rate of 15%, bankruptcy would require the customers of

the company to pay nearly $30 million more per year just to cover the-

added interest costs. The utility would immediately lose its credit

rating and its access to the capital market. In our judgment the

quality of service now expertenced by the comparty's ratepayers would

deteriorate rapidly, and the costs to Oklahoma ratepayers of restoring

this company to financial health would be substantially greater than

the costs as.ociated with a recovery of this invest 2pnt. In making his

recomendation we do not believe the Attorney General intends this
result.

Our decision to reconmend against proceedings with the Black Fox

Nuclear Project was made in large part because we could not subjset the

customers of P.S.O. to the substantial risks and uncertainties
attendant to this project. Similarly, we cannot assign to the

Company's ratepayees the profound risks of a bankrupt utility unable to
meet its obligations.

Bankruptcy is not a viable option. The evidence in this case

establishes and our independent search c'onfirms that there is no

standard treatment for abandonment of a plant such as this in the

United States. Short of requiring the Company to absorb such a loss

below the line, two viable capital recovery alternative scenarios are

available to us: full recovery of the less or some sharing of the

costs of the write-off between the stockholders and the customers of
the utility.

Applicant, as reflected above and as we have recognized, has

demonstrated a need for new generation capacity on its system. A

portion of the investment in the Black Fox proje-t could be converted

for. use in conjunction with a coal fired facilicr at the Inola site.

1

I

I
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To the extent that investment in the site can be utilized for a coal

fired facility. Applicant should be allowed to continue to carry this

amount as Construction h k in Progress associated with a coal fired

facility under nonnal utility construction accounting principles, and

this amount should be excluded from any recovery associated with the

Black Fox project. We believe that all advertising expenses and public

relations expenses associated with this project should be excluded in

calculating the investment in the project to be amortized and

recovered.

Applicant should exercise due diligence in securing the sale of

equipment, materials and supplies charged to the Black Fox work order

and which cannot be used in a conversion of the facility wi th the
proceeds of such sales being credited to the recoverableamount.

Equipment which can be utilized elsewhere on Applicant's system should

also be deducted from the amount to be recovered.

From an accounting standpoint this amortization would amount to an

extraordinary loss which has accumulated over the life of the project.

Accordingly, all extraordinary gains realized by the Applicant from

1974 to the date of this Order should be credited against the equity

portion of the initial balance of the recovery associated with of this

project including such items as the fuel oil profit mentioned in Part

!! of this Order, the gain real', zed by the Applicant in connection with

its oil and gas lease sale, the gain realized by Applicant in the sal;

of its buildir.g in Tulsa and the tax advantage realized by Applicant in

connection with its donation of certain land along the Arkansas River.

After deduction of these 1 tuns from the Black Fox work order, we

believe Applicant should be allowed to amortize the initial balance for

recovery on a straight-line basis over a ten year period, subject to

our further findings as stated below. -

A substantial amount of testimony was presented to us with respect
~

to whether or not a return on the recovery portion during amortization

.
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| should be granted and. If so, how much return should be allowed. We

; conclude, based upon the testimony presented to us, that a full return
I

i would reward the equity owner unnecessarily, while no return on this

! capital investment would tell boncholders and preferred stockholders
1

} that they are not protected from risks which are normally attributable
i

'

| to equity holders of a company. We believe that capital recovery is
!

,7 essential to the financial health of Public Service Company and it is

impe*atise that the investment community retain confidence in this
i

Compaey. Accordingly, we find that the debt and preferred portion+

|

| amortized loss associated with a Black Fex recovery should carry their
i
j actual costs as established in this case, but that no return be'

! included for the equity portion. Should it become necessary in

subsequent rate cases in order to maintain this C:,9any's financial
- integrity and its ability to attract capital at reasonable cost for the

benefit of Oklahoma ratepayers we will consider among other things a

partial return to the equity holder.

! *

Applicant has proposed several revenue streams which could be
i

]
targeted for the write-off of Black Fox nuclear losses. We believe it4

: appropriate to credit any extraordinary gains from Applicant's Oklahoma
i

exploration program and any net revenues derived from Applicant's2

retained interests in the oil and gas leases sold in 1981. We do not

{ believe that net revenues from off system sales of Applicant's gas

should be utilized to realize this recovery because of contingencies

associated with that revenue stream. One hundred percent of those
i

revenues should continue to be credited directly to Applicant's
i
j ratepayers as has been dene by this Commission in the past.
; -
.

1

I We believe that all extraordinary gains realized by Applicant
1
'

during the period of the amortization should be credited against this
!

loss by applying these gains first to the equity component.t

{ Additionally, the margin on off-system sales of electricity, to the

extent that they exceed those credited to the ratepayer on the baats of

'. the test year level should be credited to the Black Fox amortization in
4'

i the same manner.
)
;

}
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Applicant and its parent, Central and South West Corporation

currently have pending before the Securities and Exchange Commission an

application to spin up Transok Pipeline Company to the first tier 1svel

(File numer 70-6616). This Commission, through the Commission Staff,

has asserted a beneficial or equitable interest inuring to the

Applicant's ratepayers as a result of gas processing operations

conducted on the Transok system. To the extent that this interest is

quantified by stipulation, settlemert or otherwise it should be applied

to reduce the debt and preferred portion of the amortized loss.

To the extent that the above captured revenue streams are *

inadequate to meet the initial balance amortization and annual return

requirment for losses associated with this project, the balance should
[

be recovered through a rider on Applicant's tariffs on a class

allocated kilowatt hour energy charge basis using Applicant's most

recently approved cost of service study. An annual balancing of

expected and realized revenues will be made, and any differences after

audit by the Comission Staff will be resolved through a recomputed

energy charge. An audit shall be conducted annually by the Public
,

Utilities Division of this Commission for the purpose of verifying
^

revenue strem credits and adjusting the rider as necessary to meet the
,

amortization schedule. Full interperiod tax nonnalization accounting

should be used in determining the above recovery

-

We believe that time is of the essence and that Public Service
Company, together with Western Farmers Electric Cooperative and

Associated Electric Cooperative, should proceed isunediately to make

their decision with respect to the future of the Black Fox nuclear

project and Applicant should notify th's Commission of its decision

wi thin thirty days of the day of this Order. In the event Applicant

and its co-owners conclude that this project should be cancelled,
,

Public Service Company is directed to file report with tt. 's

Commission setting forth all of the costs which have been ctarged to

the Black Fox work order anu making edjustments thereto to implement

,

,

, ~
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I

the objectives of this Order for the purpose of quantifying any rider

which may be necessary to begin the amortization process associated

with the extraordinary loss which will occur as a result of that

I decision. "

'

VII. HISCELLANEOUS
4,

i

| A. INTERVENOR PARTICIPATION

l,

We believe that the intervenor groups and parties, which
,

participated in these proceedings, perfonned a valuable servi? and
Jwere help ful in rounding out and fully developing the record in this i

case, a case which may well be one of the most important to come before

this Commission in the course of its history to date. In particular,
!

we believe that Mr. Louis W. Bullock, the Attorney for Citizens Action'

i

! for Safe Energy Sierra Club Chapter of Oklahoma and the Coalition for
1

Fair Utility Rates and Mr. Neal H. Talbot of Energy Systems Research

Group. Inc., each made substantial co'ntributicas to the decision making
s process associated with this case. Pending a resolution by our Supreme
i Court with respect to the question of this Commission's authority to
-

authorize fees and expenses to be paid to intervenors, we believe

Applicant should enter negotiations with these parties to resolve the

reasonable fees and expenses to which they are entitled without resort

to litigation.

. ~

B. CONSERVATION FUND

During the hearings associated with this Cause, Applicant proposed,

the creation of a conservation fund as a supplemental activity of

Public Service Company. Applicant proposed to direct revenues from its;

fuel related revenue streams at the rate of $100,000 per month duringI

the first year and at the rate of $150,000 per month during the second
i '

ye?r to fund the prograra with an effectiveness review at the end of the
*

second year. The fund-supported co.,serva tion initiative would be
|

l
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lcarried on by a separate group within the company which would have the ;

i oversight of a citizen's advisory board for guidance on program
directions and applications.

,

C'

While we cannot at this time support the funding of the program asi

the Applicant proposes, we are intrigued by the concept and we

encourage the Company to continue to consider and investigate creative,

conservation and assistance programs, especially for those citizens who

are financially unable to afford initial investments fu conservation

of energy.
I

We encourage the Company's interaction with consumer groups

throughout its service territory and the close coordination of

company-sponsored conservation and assistance efforts with the programs
,

of local human service and connunity action agencies. We also believe

that this Commission's Conservation Services Department should be,

involved in the planning and development of the goals and objectives of

such a progran.

We believe these efforts are long overdue and' we urge the Company

to establish forthwith an active and energetic commitment to humane and
'

responsible conservation efforts and to develop result-oriented

programs and policies toward those ends.

This Commission at later hearings will be pleased to review such

programs as are developed, to examine the results, costs and benefits,

and to make a determination at that time the ratenaking treatment which

is appropriate for company expenditures.

,

O R D E R

IT IS THEREFORE THE ORDER OF THIS COMMISSION that the relief sought

by Applicant in these proceedings, as amended and supplanented, should

be granted in accordance with the findings, conclusions and provisions

,

_ _ - - _ - _ _ . _ - _ - _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ - - . . _ - _ - _ -- -- ,
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set forth hereinabove and that the relief sought by Applicant, in its

pleadings, be denied insofar as that requested relief is inconsistent

with the findings, conclusions and provisions of this Order.
,

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Public Service Company of Oklahoma shall

file revised and restructured rate schedules reflecting the rate

increases granted herein in accordance with the findings, conclusions

and provisions of this Order and that such rate increases grantes

hersin shall be implemented after the tariffs associated with such

revised and restructured rate schedule have been approved by the

Director of the Public Utilities Division for this Cosnission provided

however, that Applicant- shall not prorate the revenues granted by
.

virtue of this Order between billing cycles.

DONE AND PERFORMED this /d day of A alv4 44 , 1981

CORPORATION COMMISSION OF OKLAHOMA

\
l

f'

l_g _

BAKE K Cnatrman

C,4W ti h5h5Of
BILL Dr*. SON, Vice Chainnan

:

. W fe' bb *
NORMA EAGLETON, Comeissioner

ATTEST:

-
,

|

. .

BERDEE 5. HOLT, Secretary

pdm / taw
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BEFORE THE CORPORATION CCMMISSION OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

APPLICATION OF PUELIC SERVICE )
: CCMPANY OF OKLAHOMA, AN OKLMIOMA ) CAUSE NO. 27068

CORPORATION, FOR AN ADJUSTMENT )
| IN ITO RATES AND CHARCES FOR ) 206560
| ELECTRIC SERVICE IN THE STATE OF--) ORDER NO.

OKLAHOMA. )

DAWSON, B., Separate Opinion.
!
,

l
' There are many very important issues in this case. But

c,ne overshadows all the rest in terms of potential impact on

.

the Oklahc::.a ratepayer--that is, the questien of whether it
|
| is. prudent for Public Service Company of Oklahoma to continue

with its Black Fox nuclear plant program. The evidence in

this case has convinced all three Co=missioners that the

j answer to that question should be "No". Differences en

other issues seem to pale considerably in light of that

unani=cus conclusion. That is I think, as it should be.

However, those differences are themselves important and

riven those differences, this Commissioner would grant less

than half of the total amount allowed today by the majority.

I note those differences in the pages that follow.

It may be observed first, however, that in three years

plus as Oklahoma Corporation Commissioner, I have had ca-

'

portunity to express my views at some length on most of one

basic policy decision issues involved in this case.

Accordingly, it is not necessary to further detail those,

i .

'views here. Brief comments only on this occasion with

invitation to refer to my earlier opinions--some designated

here and others not--should suffice.

PLANT IN SERVICE

f As reflected in the separate opinions, filed by this |
|

Commissioner in the two interim hearings in this cause, there I

still existed, after the interim hearings, some doubt as to

whether Northeastern f 3 and 94 were used and useful during
|

,
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the applicant's test year. It was this Commissioner's

position that the Cc= mission should await the full investi-

gation of the permanent hearing before including these

plants in the company's rate base. Having now had the

| permanent hearing, this Commissioner is of the opinion that

|
Jte applicant has sufficiently proven that Northeastern f 3

was used and useful during the test year and, therefore,

applicant should be allowed to earn a return on that plant.

The. record does not, in my estimation, support a finding that

Northeastern 94 was used and useful in serving the Oklahoma

jurisdictional load during the test year. This is especially
true in light of evidence that GRDA will'no longer require
the 261MW applicant has been supplying. Nor will the

Electric Cooperatives require the 77MW which applicant has

planned to supply. Tne , record indicates that ar;.licant

would have maintained an adequate reserve margin throughout
the test year without Northeastern 94 on line and as a

result of the construction of Northeastern 94 will have
<onsiderable excess capacity for several years to come.

OFF-SYSTEM SALES OF ELECTRICITY

In this Order, the majority has used an amount for
.

off-system sales of electricity equal to that realized by
the ecmpany during the test year. This is the normal

treatment of such reve tues. This Com=issioner could support

use of this test year amount if the majority were excluding
the Northeastern $4 plant from the company rate base. But

,

instead, the ratepayers will be required to pay for the
.

excess capacity of Northeastern 64, which will undoubtedly

increase the company's level of off-system sales by as much

as twofold but they will receive only the level of off-

system sales t'. venue realized during a test year before thei

additional plant was available.

.

f
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It is this type of regulation thae has encouraged

overbuilding by utilities in the past and results in

excessive utility bills for the consumers.

The company will have an additional 450MW of capecity,

paid for by the ratepayers, available to sell off-system,

but will not be required to account to the ratepayers for

the additional revenue which they receive.

' COAL STOCKPILE

.-' The record does not support the applicant's request

for a 120-day coal supply at 75% capacity. The risks

saggested as support for this amount appeared spurious when

the sponsoring witness was subjected to cross-examination.

This Commissioner can appreciate the need for some " insurance"

in the event, however unlikely, of a temporary discontinuance

of coal shipments. Accordingly, I could support a 90-day

supply at 75% capacity for the Northeastern 93 plant. But,p

because of my conclusion that Northeastern #4 should not be

included in applicant's rate base, I do not think we should

allow a coal stockpile to be included in the rate base for

that plant.

ADVERTISING AND CONSERVATION

As discussed at length in separate opinions filed in

Cause No. 26872 (regarding OG&E's Residential Conservation

Service program) and Cause No. 27229 (regarding OG&E's

Residential Load Management program), this Commissioner,could

comfortably support an allowance of funds for adve,rt! sing
and implementation of cost-effective conservation programs.

As discussed in the above-mentioned opinions, and more |
.|

specifically by applicant's witness, Arch Little, the ),

Residential Conservation Services progrth, as,well as other
conservation programs, may well fall shcrt of this cost-

effective criteria. The granting of advertising dollars

considerably in excess of test yea.r expenditures in the hope
|
,
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the the company will employ it appropriately--given only

the somewhat hollow threat that a future Commission might

not be as kind, if they don't--is not enough. I would allow

only the test year amount and call for a further hearing
r

six (6) months hence to determine if an additional amount
is warranted--given the actual nature of the advertisin,g

being employed and conservation ends to which it is being

directed. .

,- INTLATION ADJUSTMENT OR AT*RITION ALLOWANCE,

This rate case was presented and tried under the

established Commission policy of using an historic test

year as a measure of a ccmpany's proper' expenses and

revenues. The attrition allowance proposed by the company !

would have been an out-of-period adjustment. It would

then have been a step toward a future test year. A future .

test year may, in connection with advanced planning rules,
~

provide a more proper means of regulation, but we should

not allow such a drastic policy change in the context of a
3

rate case and without sufficient study.

! Commission staff sought to describe its proposed in-

flation adjustment, which the majority today adopts, as

something other than an out-of-period, future test year

adj ustment. Nevertheless, it would seem to have essentially

the same characteristics and, for that reason, should be

denied.

|
I would further note that testimony by rate-ef return i

witnesses indicates that an inflation factor has been built

into their recommendations. This adjustment would, in
:

effect, provide the company with a double recovery. Ac-

cordingly, I would deny the inflation adjustment.
,

,

'
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COST OF SERVICE

Unlike most rate cases where the company provides the

only cost of service study, the Commission was fortunate to

have presented in this case three such studies using three

different methodologies. Each had strengths and weaknesses,

as pointed out by various parties. Upon study of the testi-

many and exhibits, this Commissioner would use, as the proper

measure of the cost of service, the mean of the allocation

factors presented by the different methodologies--adjusted,

shere necessary, to avoid any urreasonable results.

This case indicated very clearly the importance of

having more than one methodology used for deter ining the.

cost of service allocation. This Commissioner would, in

future rate cases, have the Com=ission require applicant to

provide allocation studies using at least the three approaches

we have seen in this case: 1) Average and excess method

with the excess spread using the coincident peak, 2) The

average and excess method with the excess spread using the

non-coincident peak, and 3);;he base intermediate peak
methodology.

MUNICIPAL DISCOUNT

The 40% municipal lighting discount has been allowed to

municipalities for the operation cf their incandescent or

their most inefficient lighting fixtures. The discount is

contrary to conservation, causes subsidization of this

class of customer, and should be disallowed. In a recent

OG&E rate case (No. 26782), this Commission allowed 4 years

in which to phase out the discount. Nearly 2 years ago, in
Cause No. 26669, PSO municipal customers were put on notice

that the discount was to be discontinuted. Accordingly, I
would require a 2 year phase out ' f this discount by PSO.o

To require non-benefitting ratepayers to subsidize such service
beyond that period is simply unfair.

.
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LURS RATE

The adoption of the Low User Residential Service rate

is a good first step on the part of the Commission in

providing some relief for low income or low consumption

residential ratepayers. This Co=missioner concurs in this

decision but would note that some refinement of this rate,

may be suggested by the lifeline case testimony (Cause No.*

26965).
,

,- CUSTOMER CHARGE'

This Commissioner has addressed the issue of customer

| charges in no less than a dozen separate opinions. (see

e.g. Oklahoma Electric Cooperative, cause No. 27119 and

Kay Electric Cooperative, Cause No. 27047) In those opiniens,

the argument has been made that the customer charge is a

monopolistic form of pricing and should not be allowed by

this co= mission. The customer charge can disproportionately

raise the average costs per unit of electricity to small

users--amounting to a negative lifeline by making electricity

for essential needs more er nsive. In that sense the

.

customer charge is very muet. like declining block rates

in that it assures that the more you use, the less you will

pay per average unit. The impact of the customer charge is

heaviest on the smallest customers who are disproportionately

low-income household and senior citizens. As noted in,

! Cookson Hills Electric Cooperative, Cause No. 27296, the

use of both a customer charge and a minimum bill, as called

for by the majority in this case, will almost certainly

f cause confusion when a customer tries to determar.e what he

; has been charged and why. Rather than the inappropriate

customer charge, or the confusing combination of customer

charge and minimum bill, this Commissioner believes tatt the

Order should approve what the record must clearly support
--that is, a minicum bill of no more than $3.31.

.
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MISCELLANEOUS
~

This Com=issioner would not not allow inclusion of ex-

penditures for leased automobiles and covered parking,

! - research projects, or legal fees for Mr. William Anderson

insomuch as no evidence was provided to indicate that these

investments were necessary, or even directly related to the

rendition of electric service.

This Commissioner would also disallow the requested

ret, urn for interest expense on customer deposits, for the
' '

.

I reason and as argued * by the Attorney General in his Proposed
'

Findings of Fact.

RATE OF RETURN
i

It is usually assumed that the rate of return required

by a public utility is determined by the risk of investment

as perceived by the investment community. The Cc= mission

must allow a rate of return that will attract investors,

given their perception of the risk of that investment.

Testimony supporting the 16% return on equity allcwed
.

i :
; by the majority was presented in the case before us. That

same testimony pointed to an on going nuclear project as

being the causative factor of the need for that level of

return. With this Order, the Commission seeks to relieve

'
the company of that financial drain while providing a rate

of return necessary to compensate the company for any,

detrimental affect the project has had on their financial

condition.

If today's Order were one calling for continuation of

the Black Fox project or one for only partial recovery of

Black Fox expenditures, a 16% return on equity would clearly be

substantiated by the record. Eut where, as in this case,i
,

; the Order is one that essentially directs applicant to get

out of the nuclear plant business while providing for sub-
4

stantial recovery of investment to date, a 16% return on
.

-7-
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equity is higher than the record would call for. The

Commission with today's Order is retroactively and prospec-

tively removing the risk normally associated with a major

investment of the kind the company has made. Given such

treatment the return on equity must be adjusted accordingly.,

I The return on equity allowed should be no more than fifteen

percent (15%).

ILACK FOX,

Capacity Needs

It is this Commissioner's position that the record is

not complete as to the need for additional capacity. Before;

this type of analysis can be performed the Commission will,

1

.
need substantial advanced planning capabilities--encompassing

: adequate forecasting methodologies. It is dangerous to rely

on a single forecast such as the time trending model used by

PSO. It would seem more appro riate to require the company'
;

'

to either perform or supply th'e data base necessary to per-
I
- form econometric and end-use models as well. Therefore,

withoutadequateadvancedpfanning,thisCommissionerthinks

it highly inappropriate for the Commission to make specific

declarations regarding the applicant's future capacity needs.
I

1 Such declarations are dangerously premature when based on
I

the record in this case only.

Prudency of Past Expenditures

The record in this case suggests to this Commissioner.

'

two levels of possible imprudence by the applicant. ,'
;

*

t on a general level, the record suggests that Applicant

- ignored or disregarded the numerous signs which should have
. !

called for a risk analysis of the project. When--in 1980-->

,

PSO sought authority in Cause No. 26824 to create, issue and;

sell securities, this Commission stated in its Order that it
.

was unwilling to approve and allow refinancing for any new
,

>i

program for which necessary construction permits had not
,

issued, need had not been established and satisfactory

economic justification had not been presented.

:

1
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Since that bond issuance case there have been many

nuclear plants canceled for various reasons. We have seen

the nuclear industry facing a plethora of problems such as

the Three Mile Island accident, the WPPS financial problems

and the Diablo Canyon Station engineering difficulties.

In the f ace of these signals, however, the applicant
,

felt no need to analyze the financial risk cf correcting

construction errors in plants. No study was conducted of

the Nucle'ar Regulatory Commission's retrofit requirements

for' nuclear projects. No study was conducted to determine

a solution for nuclear waste disposal problems. The record

leaves one with the question of whether any risk analyses

were performed at all. It is difficult to review the

history of developments revolving around the Black Fox

project and still find that applicant has acted prudently

throughout in its planning for Black Fox Station.

3 | More specifically, testimo.ny by Mr. Will Stratton re-

vealed that as early as fall of 1980, Applicant had infor-

mation which indicated a cost for Black Fox on the order of
s

$6 billion. It was explained that this was a generic study

and not directed specifically at the Black Fox plant. This

study, apparently, did not suggest to applicant the need

for such a specific study to determine its economic!

viability. Rather than spend the estimated $500,000 to

conduct such a study, applicant chose to spend approximately

$3 million a month maintaining its project on a " survival
*

s

mode". At least, and particularly as to the $40 million"

plus Ubat has been invested by the applicant on the Black

Fox project since the fall of 1980, this commissioner is

unable to join the majority in finding that said expenditure,

j has been prudently made.

Capital Recovery

While this Commissioner finds sapport in the record for

.

-9- )
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allowing th*: recovery of srAe expenditures for Black Fox

Station, this is, I feel, the wrong' time for the Commission

to address such.

To date, the company has pursued its nuclear plans

without fully including its ratepayers in the costly de-

cision. Now that the woes resulting from that decision are

manifest, they ask the Commission to obligate the ratepayers

for a substantial recovery of expenditures without assurances

first being given that they will not further drag the rate-

payers into the problem.

This Commissioner would submit that before any recovery

is finally considered, applicant should first bc required to

(1) withdraw its N.E.C. application and unequivocally an-

nounce the abandonment of the nuclear plant, (2) provide an

accounting of all revenue streams dedicated to this project,

and (3) either determine that the partners in the project

will relinquish all claims against PSO or provide that

ratepayers will not be liable for any such claims. I think

my colleagues place the cart before the horse with their

pre-commitment to allov'nce and amortization of Black Fox

expenses; but, at least, in conditioning the same on official

declaration of abandonment of that project by the company

they provide some safeguard for the public.

.

Except as outlined above I concur with the majority as

regards the Order today entered.

DC'!S AND PERFORMED THIS 15th day of anuary, 1982.

inR-
BI!.L DAWSON, V ce Chairman

ATT, T
a

|

MW h
BERDEE S. HOLT, Secretary

|
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P.O. BOX 201. TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74102 AC 918 583-3611

FOR RELEASE: Immediate FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,t

CONTACT: Dan Maniey
599-2728

LONG-AWAITED RATE ORDER RECEIVED

The $79.1 million rate increase allowed by the Oklahoma Corporation

Commission is a long-aelaited step toward obtaining rates that reflect cost

increas;s over the |ast five years, Pub!ic Service Company of Oklahoma

President R. O. Newman said today.

"PS0's total request was $139.5 million, meaning the Commission has

now allowed us just a little over half of our original request," Newman

said, pointing out the final order gives the Company only $14 million more

than the $65 million already being collected in interim rate increases.

The original request was filed more than a year-and-a-half ago, and

PSO's chief executive pointed out the Commission has made no allowances

for inflation's effect on the Company during the agency's lengthy hearing

process.

As approved by the OCC, the new rates will raise an average residential

customer's summer bill approximately $3.63 for 800 kilowatt-hours a month

over present inter ii1 rates. The residential rate includes a $4.50 monthly

customer charge and an $8.00 mininum bill.

"An average custorr.=r will notice a slight decrease in the first winter

bills because the interim rates were not seasonally adjusted," Newman said.

A customer using 800 KWH this month will pay 49 cents less than last

month for the same number of kilowatt-hours.

(more)
y CENTRAL AND SCUTH WEST SYSTEM
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Page 2 LONG-AWAITED PATE ORDER RECEIVED

With this new rate schedule we are introducing a Limited Usage Residential
'

Service (LURS) rate for customers using less than 400 KWH a month. This

should help those lower-income people whose minimal electric use doesn't pose

a great burden to our system," Newman commented.

The OCC order, the first general rate increase in six years for PSO,

recognizes Northeastern Station units 3 and 4, the Company's two coal-fired

generating stations, for the first time in the permanent rate base, although

both units have been in operation for some time.

"These modern coal units have provided needed power during some of j

Oklahoma's most miserable summer days and nights. The record electric usage

of our customers had shown the need for these plants long before the Commission

began hearings last September," Newman said.

The two units provide 900,000 kilowatts of generating capability, or

24.1 percent of PS0's total system capability. Unit 3 went into commercial

operation in December 1979; Unit 4 in September 1980.

The Commission did not allow adjustments for increased costs due to

inflation during the time the case was in the hands of the OCC, meaning the

new rates reflect the cost of doing business during the test year ending

October 1980 -- some 15 months ago.

"Again, PS0 finds itself a day late and a dollar short, or, more

accurately, two years late and millions short," Newman said.

"To meet the needs of a progressive service area, we must have pro-

gressive regulation. PS0 needs to have rates which reflect current costs

as much as possible.

I"Past and, unfortunately, present Commission policy will alway; find

Oklahoma utilities trying to meet today's expenses with yesterday's rates,"

Newman said,
|e)
1
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Page 3 LONG-A"AITED RATE ORDER RECEIVED j

The Commission denied PS0's request for rate base treatment of the

construction investment for the Black Fox Nuclear Project. The Commission

proposed instead that the project be converted to coal,'and indicated that

if this were done that full recovery of the nuclear investment net of salvage

recoveries, but including cancellation and termination costs which might be

incurred would be allowed ovei a 10 year period. The amount to be recovered

would be offset by the gain realized by PS0 on a recent sale of oil and gas

properties. PS0 has 30 days to respond to the Commission's invitation to

convert the project. PS0 will consult with the co-owners of the Black Fox

Project before responding to the Commission,

pso

!
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Office of the Fedtrzl Register, pursuint Action Plin. NURb-0660. In The Commission's consideration of 1to 1 CFR B.2 hereby removes from the connection with a request for public the comments received are reflected in :Code of Federal Regulations Title B.- comments on these new requirements, part by revised text in the pertinent
Chapter VI. Assistant Secretary for the Commission noted that final rules sections of NUREG-0718 and in part by 1Administration. Department of the might be issued on some or all of the . the following discussion. The commentsTreasury, consisting of Part 602, and matters discussed la that notice. arepouped in five areas as indicatedChapter VII. Council on Wage and Price The Commission held a series of below and are referenced by the use ofStability, consisting of Parts 701 through meetings regarding this proposed rule in the abbreviations indicated above.7M inclusive. january. February, and March of 1981.

Title 6. Code of Federal Regulations is At its March 12 meeting the Commission Comments on ProposedRequirements in
~

hereby vacated. decided that a further brief period of NUREC-0728
au.mo coot nos.es-a public comment was desirable prior to The following is a discussion orpromulgation of a finalrule to ensure

that allinterested persons have an comments received on specific NUREG-.
0600 items for which draft NUREG-0718NUCLEAR REGULATORY opportunf ty to review the contents c.ithe proposed requirements applicable to theCOMMISSION proposed rule and,in particular,have pending applications.the opportunity to comment on the

10 CFR Parts 2 and 50 %
applicability of the proposed rule to the I.B.1.1 . Organization and

Ucensing Requirements for Pending pending manufacturing license Afanagement Lcng Term Impmvements
W OA

Construction Permit and appl cation.The additicnal comment .
Manufacturing Ucense App!! cations period was discussed and noticed in the Ej.3.1-Afanagementfar Designt.nd

Federal Register on March 23,19M at Constmetion WJ
AoENCY:Nudear Regulatory pages 1800 -18049. The commentor notes that there is an
Commission. The Commission particularly desired industry-wide effort related to these
ACTION: t'inal rule. coir.. lent on whether or not the p-nding activities. . _

manufacturing bcense application. Illed gj,yy,,j,gSUMMARY:The Nuclear Regulatory by Offshore Power Systems. Inc., should 1
Commission is adding to its power be covered by the proposed rule. At The Commission is not entirely'

reactor safety regulations a set of issue is whether the rule's requirements certain to what specifle activity the '
licensing requirements applicable only for the capacity of containments to commentor is referring.1.laison is% construction permit rad withstand the effects of accident. maintained with the Institute formanufacturing license applications generated hydrogen are sufficient when Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) whichpending at the effective date of this rule.

applied to floating nuclear power plants. is in the process of conducting utilityThe requirements stem from the
Commission's ongoing effort to apply ,;, ,7 management audits using its own -

guidelines.,
,the lessons learned from the accident at The comments that were received and

Three Mile Island to power plant the Commission's responses are The classification of Action Plan Item
licensing. Each appbcant covered by this presented below in two parts. The first I.B.1.1 has been changed to Category 2

(i.e., an item that is to be addressed atrule must meet these requirements in ~ part addresses the comments received in s

order to obtain a permit or response to the Federal Register Notice the operating license review stage rather
manufacturing license. of Octeor 2,1980. regarding the than at the construction permit review
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 16.1982. proposed requirements set forth in draft stage) since it deals with-operations

management The discussion that
Fca FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: NUREG-0718..The second part
Robert A. Purple, Deputy Director, addresses comments responding to the - follows addresses the comments with
Division of Licensing. Office of Nuclear March 23.1981 notice containing the respect to guidance availability.
Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear proposed requirements. as modified Although the NRC is developing

. Regulatory Commission. Washington. . after consideration of comments. in the guidelines for utility organization and
management for operations (I.B.1.1), andD.C. 20555. Telephone: (301) 492-7980. form of a pmposed rule. .
design and construction (II.J.3.1). the

SUPPt EMENTARY INFORMATION:
980 ts e d NRC is still required to make a finding

Background of the Rulemaking C. W. Rowley, Sand Springs. Oklahoma capIb
,

The events leading up to the _ (Rowley) pnor t i suan fa
promul ation of this rule were discussed Department of the Interior (USDI) ' construction perm!t or operating license,

F
in detailin the Notice of Proposed Marvin 1. Lewis, Philadelphia, even if approved guidelines are not'

available. Therefore, as has always| Rulemaking, which appeared in the
Federal Register on October 2.1980, at Bec1 1o C rp ation, San - been the case. applicants are required to

paFes 65247-65248. In that notice, the Francisco, California (Bechtel) describe their organizational structure

Commission reviewed some of the Lowenstein.Newzhan.Reis. Axelrad & and management for design and

actions it had already taken in response Toll (Lowenstein) constmetion, agardless of whether or ,

to the accident at Three Mile Island and
Offshore Power Systems (OPS) .. not an industry approach is available or

outlined the op'tions it was consid: ring Tv.blic Service Company of Oklahoma is being developed. For example, in the
[pso) NRC reviews of. utility management andwith regu:d to the review of

Boston Edison Company (BEC) organization for recently issuedconstruction permit and manufacturing General Electric Company (CE) operating licenses, each one has been
i ~ license applications. The Commission

Westinghouse Electric Corporation (W) evaluated on a case-by-case basis,in'

proposed to resume licensing using pre. . Portland General Electric Compatay conducting these reviews, the draftTM1 requirements augmented as (PCE) document " Guidelines for Utilitiesnecessary by new requirements Duke Power Company (Dtike)- Management Structure and Technical
identified in the Commissiods TMI Combustin Engineenng (CE) Resources," NUREG-0731. which has

-.

.
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been issu:d for public comment. was Discussion 1LB.8-Rulemaking Proceeding on

Lewis; Lowenstem,ccidents (Bechtel; PEC;Degmded Core A
used. The Commission considers it ; OPS;PSO W; CE).

Thi commentor also stated that NRC important that those responsible for the Most comments received opposed
has ignored design and construction design and construction of nuclear requiring any concrete actions in themxgim:nt guidance in response to plants have a program in place prior to area of accommodating degraded-core
Action P!:n IL).3.1. This is not the case. issuance of a CP or ML (even if that accidents on the part of the apphcants
Draft guidelines for this task were program is later superseded by an prior to completion of the rulemakingprep' red snd have been circulated for industry program) that assures an early process. Several commentors noted thatinternti canment. The guidance will be awareness of safety problem areas and.

. includrd in the final version of NUREG- areas of safety improvements that arise the requirement in this area, as .

expressed in the draft NUREG-0718.0731 orin a separate document. elsewhere. The Commission would have was too openended and did not clearlyLC.9--Long-Term Progmm Plan for no objection if a utiliffwere to improve
Upgmding ofPmcedures (PSO). such a plan at a later date by adopting a _ set forth acceptance criteria.

A comm:ntor noted that it would be plan worked out generically between the Discussion
difficuh to describe in any significant ' industry and the NRC staff.Re Degraded core rulamaking was

-

dittil. until after lanuary 1982, the requirements of LE.4 are covered by -another of the four aieas theext:st to which that commentor's 1.C.5 - Commission identified in the October 2.( progrzm will be coordinated with INPO IL .2-Site Evaluation ofExlsting 1980. Federal Register notice as'stivitits.
~

Facilities (USDL Lewis, Bechtel. . deserving epecial attention. As the rule.

lowenstein PSO.BEC CE). was drafted in that notice, the' Idscussion - Siting was one of the four areas that applicants would have been required to
~ ''-

in :onsideration of the comment the - the Commission identified in the describe the extent to which their0.mmission has modified this October 2.1980 notice *of proposed. designs conform to the proposed interimrequiremtnt which called for applicants rulemaking as desev.cg special hydrogen control rule and to provideto describe how their program would be attention. Several comments (Bechtel. reasonable assurance thatissuance of acoordinttzd with INPO activities. De Lowenstein.PSO and BEC) cited Sect!an CP or ML would not foreclose the ability
modification requires that applicants 108(b) of Pub. L. 96-295 (NRC FY 80 - to accommodate potential requirementsensure coordination to the extent .4uthorization) and express or imply . resultinghm the mlemakingpossible, of their program with INPO ^ concern thatthe proposed requirements proceedings. The Commission also listedand other industry efforts.

, underILA.2 are not consistent with
LD.2-Plant Safety Pammeter' Display exemption from future regulations that some fe ate es as potential requirements

and proposed that the applicants submit
Console (Bechte/J. are to be promulgated under Section 108. an evaluation of the preventi5e andTh2 commdntor suggested adding a . . . __ ~ '

D2scussmn .
- mitigative features having a potential for

reference to the document where the
ptrtinent staff criteria can be found. The Commission believes that the significant risk reductions that they

proposed requirements would not have would propose to include at their
Discussion - been inconsistent with Section 108. facilities.

Reference to NUREC-0696 has been However, based on preliminary staff In dew of the comments and upon

incorporxttd in NUREC-0718'as evaluation of the sites involved, as well further consideration, the Commission
,

suggest d. as the requirement added in ILB.8 for has revised this requirement. The
LD.4-ControlRoom Design Standard each CD applit. ant to perform a plant / principal objective in the revisien has

(Bechiel. BEC). site specific probabilistic risk analysis, been to take advantage of the fact that.

Tb commentor noted that the IEEE the Commission has reclassified ILA.2 to for a plant that has not yet begun -
standard reference in the requirement is Category 1. - construction, it should be relatively

,

not yet available. The USDI and Lewis comments ere easier to avoid foreclosing design

.
N addressed elsewherein this document modifications resulting from the

D'.#"##"" under the discussion of comments on the rulemaking.For some of the potential I

The Commission has reconsidered - methods ofimplementing the design requirements that might be

this proposed requirement and has requirements, required by the final rule. It is relatively
pitced this Action item in Category 1 ILB.3-Reactor Coolant System Vents easy to ensure that they can be

accommodated at any stage of(i.e en itrm that is not applicable to the (Bechte/J. - -

construction permit review). However. The commentor suggested that tliis construction (e.g by providing largel

the nrzd war, found to strengthen the item be removed since ILB.8 requires containment penetrations to
LD.1 requirement governing control applicants to describe the degree of accommodate a filtered vented
room drsign revisisas.1.D.1 places design conformance with the proposed ' containment concept). However, to
general requiremems on the ML and CP interim requirements. extend this approach to every

.
conceivable rule requirement couldapplicants. UI8"#858LE.4-Coordination of Licensee, easily lead to malor redesigns of these

Industry andRegulatory Programs Since the proposed interim rule, plants, for which considerable design
has been completed, possibly causing- (PSO).Th2 commenter objected to related to hydrogen control and

~
,

discribing. prior to issuance of a CP. degraded core considerations, as unnecessary delays in their'

effons to evaluate and factorin published in the Federal Register (45 FR - construction. On the other hand, to do
applicable experience at similar plants 65466. October 2.1980), did not include a nothing at this time would very likely
on tha gounds that the Nuclear Safety requirement ta demonstrate by analysis result in foreclosure of the practical

Analysis Center (NSAC) is developing a that direct venting will not result in implementation of some of the future
g:neric industry plan and that a violations of combustible gas requirements.

sepuate response by the utility could concentration limits. ILB.1 has been Taking into account the fact that the
undermine the generic inustry program. revised to eliminate the requirement. plants represente<i by the pending

,

.

%
O
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applications are of the most recent in this s.res should be sprcifi d until tne 1980, and becami e ffechve e n

design and that the proposed sites are degraded core rulemaking is completed. November 3,1980. Since item HLA.2 is
now covered by the regulations. it has

comparativelv good sites, the sassion been removed from NURECWr718.Commission has adopted a policy of
a!'owing construction to proceed while The requirement under H.B.8 in the item UI.A.1.2 has been revised to

revised NUREG-018 tu perform an provide clearer guidance by specificmimmizing forectosure of plant overall plant / site risk study will, in ref erence to NUREG-0696.modifications in the structural design
effect, encompass and go beyond thearea that may result from the simplified reliabillry analyses called for

Special Consideration Areas of Siting,
Degraded Core Rulemakmg. Reliabilityrulemaking proceedmg on degraded core in the draft NUREG-0718.ne
Engineering, and Emergencyaccidents. Specifically, as reflected in comprehensive nsk study is expected to

II.B.B. prior to issuance of a CP or ML. achieve a more thorough evaluation of Preparedness -
the applicants would be required to plant safety and will provide a sounder (See the discussion dove under H.A.2. H.B.a.I

commit to (1) performing a site / plant technical basis for making decisions ' n.C.4. and HI.A.1. .2)
probabilistic nsk assessment (Thir ns'k
study would encompass many of the

regarding potential plant improvements. g.;g p g 3 ,g g ,'
Accordmgly, the more limited effort pg ,

other ccncerns related to siting. systems
called for in the draft NUREG-0718 hasreliability, and degraded core been replaced by the risk study Several of the responses commented.

. .

accidents), (2) making provisions for one requirement of H.B.B. on the proposed requirements to .

or more containment penetrations for ILD.2-Research on Relief ond Sofety document deviations from the Standard
possibly venting the containment. (3) Volve Test Requirements (Bechtel. Review Plan. On October 9.1980,
providirig hydrogen control measures.

BEC).
- another Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

and (4) providing preliminary design The commentor poted that the two was published in the Federal Register _

information sufficie'nt to demonstrate, entries shown for this item should either [45 FR 67099) which also detailed
given a 100 percent fuel clad metal- be combmed or one entry deleted. requirements for documenting
water reaction accompanied by either This second

deviations from the SRP,d thehydrogen burning or post-accident Discussion notice not only retterate
inerting. tha t (a) containment integrity Action item H.D.2 has been placed m. documentation requirements of the first -

will be maintained at an internal Category 1 since it deals with research notice, but also' extended the -
pressure of at least 45 psig. (b) systems on genene tests. Action Item ILDa has requirements to cperating plants and
necessary to insure containment been expanded to include the construction permit holders. A
integnty will penorm their intended inf rmation presently shown in ILD , comprehensive final rule which will also
f anction. (c) fai.lity design will provide .F.3-Instmmentofion for Monitorin8 include action for the pending CP and
reasonable assurance that uniformly Accident Conditions (Regulatory Guide hu. applications is under consideration
distributed hydiogen concentrations 1 ) (PSO). in connection with 45 8 37009
cannot exceed 10 percent (controlled The commentor expressed concern Accordingly, no special require:nent <m
Imrning) or, in the alternative, the post- to 97 h mt this subject will be included in this rule.
accident atmosphere will not support bee i i i g

hydrogen combustion. (d) facility design utilities to meet the NUREC4718 Comments on Instruction to Atomic
will provide reasonable assurance that requirements in a timely manner. Safety and Ucensing and Appeal Boanis
hydrogen will not collect in areas where (Lo.venstein: PSO; BEC)

'

.

locahzed concentrations cot,ld Discussion %e n tice of p'roposed rulemaking .
ur.utentionally burn or detonate 'and Revis on 2 to Regulatory Guide 1m als requested comments on the extent
result in loss of containment integnty or was issued on December 24.1980. to which judgments reached by the
loss of appropriate mitigating features, IH.A.1-Improve Licensee Emergency Commission on siting, emergency
and (e) inadvertent operation (based on Preporedness-Short Term (REC PSOJ. preparedness, reliability engineering,
CO ) post. accident inerting hydrogen IH.A.2-Improve Licensee Emergency degraded core rulemakmg, and the
control system can be safely Preporedness-Long Term (BEC PSOJ. requirements of NUREG-0718 should

-

accommodated during plant operation. The commentors suggested that the i rm the basis for instrudions to
! ILC.4-Re/iobility Engineering requirements in these two items be licensing and appeal boards in the CP

(Bechtel: Lowenstein: PSO; W: Dukel. combined and noted that the e

and ML proceedings.
Reliability engineering was one of the requirements should only represent . One comnumtor (Lowenstein) .i

I four areas that the Commission information submitted at the CP review suggested that the licensing boards
identified in the October 2.1980 notice of stage, should be instructed thw strict ilme ~
proposed rule making as deserving D'.8CU88'08 schedules are to be imposed and.

special attention.
item IILA.1.1 in the TMI Action Plan enforced for completion of litigation.

The commento-s generally expressed
the view that reliability engmeenng is was intended to apply only to operating The Commission anticipates that

,

an important toolin designmg for safety, reactors and certain operating license
licensing boards would. under present -

but felt that, because the methodology is applicants, not to CP and ML applicants | authority, impose and enforce
not well developed. It would be For CP and ML applicants, the long term app opriate schedules. -

inappropriate to require extensive item III.A.2 called for licensees to 'Wita respect to siting, this commentor

analysis as a prerequisite for a participate in the development of recommida that the licensing boards

cor.*truction pennit. Most commentors guidance and criteria, which has now be pe:takted to entutain contenhuns

beheved that a commitment to been completed.The Commission has that any part of additionalrequicemeHts

incorporate rehability engmeeting issued new regulations to upgrade proposed by the NRC staff as a result of

dunng fmal design. after CP issuance. emergency preparedness planningfor , the proposed r.Je on siting are -

would be appropriate. However, one NRC-bcensed facilities. These new unnecessary or that such pmposed

commentor argued that no requireraent regulations wers issued on Augnst 19. requirements are not bel;g complied

.

W
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with, but that requirements beyond regulations, may be challenged in One commentor (USDI) recommended
those proposed by the staff may not be accordance with 10 CFR 2.758. that no construction permits be issued
entertained and that boards' authority to until the siting rulemaking has been

p ,'e7 ting c mpletemle it is eue that a sitingyreise issues suo.sponte should be equire entssubiect to the same limitations. Also, rule is being formulated, it is not
f this'commentor would have the boards In the notice of proposed rulemaking, expected to be so drastically different

instructed not to entertain contentions three options for resuming licensing on from the present guidelines as to make
'

that alternate sites be considered due to the pending CP/hU. applications were these previously evaluated sites grossly
demographic considerations in view of presented. Briefly, they were as follows: deficient.The Commission the'refore
the provisions of Section 108(b) olthe declines as a matter of policy to delayOption 1~i

1 NRC appropriation authorization for . consideration of the pending
Fiscal Year 1980, discussed under item Resume licensing using the pre-Thu- applications for concinion of the siting
II.A. above, requirements augmented by the rulemaking.

With respect to degraded core applicable requirements identified in the One commentor (Lewis) asserted that
rulemaking, the above commentor would Commission's June to.1980 Statement of any action at this time is unnecessary
h2ve the licensing boards instructed to Policy regarding operating licenses. and/or premature. Among other things .

limit the litigation in a fash.cn similar t the commentor stated that there is no
that proposed by this commentor on the Option 2 ' ''

demand or "need for power" from new
siting issue, namely by restricting Take no further licensing action until plants at this time. The Commission
contentions to the NUREG-0718 the rulemaking actions described in the finds that those considerations are
requirements apolicable to the CP Action Plan. NUREG-0660. have been outside the scope of this rulemaking.

* review stage. Including the requirement completed- - Need for power and related issues have
to consider certain preventive and Opilon 3 been or will be addressed in the.

mitigative features. - - - ' individual CP or hn. proceedings by the.

with respect to reliability engineering. Resume licensin,g as indicated .under licensing boards. This commentor also
tha above commentor would have the Option 1 above, but also require certain . stated that many new requirements will
licensing boards instructed that they- additional measures or commitments in eventually be developed in answer to

- may only entertain contentions on the selected areas (e.g., those that will be the accident at Thn-2. Included arenature. method of conduct, and the subject of rulemaking.) proposed rule changes on population
completion dates of the studies and the A majority of those commenting favor density, and consideration of " Class 9"
program to assure that the results are Option 1'which, with respect to the ThU accidents. In his view, concurrent
reflected in the final design. Here also, Action Plan, would, in effect, treat the consideration of several rulemakings at
this commentor recommends that the pending applications as if they were the one time makes for duplicative efforts.' authority oflicensing boards to raise last of the present generation of nuclear However, the comments in this regardissues suo.sponte be subject to these power plants. The applicants for these overlook the fact that ongoing licensingsame limitations. plants would not, under this option, be- proceedings are always subject to

'Another commentor (PSO) believes required to address the four special matters in rulemaking and thatthat the Commission should issue a rule areas cited in the notice. Reasons cited applications are in any event judgeddirecting licensing boards to resume for selecting that option include: ' against current licensing requirements,licensing proceedings in accordance - Option 3 could significantly delay CP On balance, the Commission '

with Option 1 (which the commentor licensing process (Bechtel PGE) continues to believe that Option 3. asb11ieires would entail further notice and Option 3 constitutes execssive and modified by revisions to II.A.2. II.B.8,
-

{ unnecesary regulation (Lowenstein) and II.C.4. is the most suitable course of
o commen ore

,

pending CP applicants should be act:on to take.

w er tion 3 s opted y t e eested.like present CP holders (PSO) II. Comments to FR Notice oIMarch
Commission, then this commentor would additional measures * of Option 3 23,1981. Comments were received from:

propose that the rule should be iss'ued w uld be inordinately costly (BSE) 1. J. D. Sloan. Charlotte, North Carolina
and made effective within 30 days after Option 3 proposes a different and (Sloan)

escalated set of ThB-related 2. Southern Company Services. Incpublication in the Federal Register.
The third commentor (BEC), who also requirements (GE)

,
Birmingham, Alabarna (SCS)

I favors Option 1, would have the , Option 3 adds uncertainty to the review 3. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency,
! licensing boards instructed that they pr cess by requiring commitments to Roseville, Minnesota (MPCA)

may entertain contentions that one or future events (CE) 4. Offshore Power Systems (OPS)' ,

Sufficient "in the interim" and can be 5. Baltimore Gas and Electric Companymore NUREG-0718 requirements
applicable to the CP review stage are implemented in a realistic and cost (BG&E)

. not complied with but may not entertain effective manner (W) -6. Boston Edison Company (Boston
! contentions that requirements beyond Reduce dependence on foreign oil Edison)

these are necessary.This commentor . [Rowley) 7. Gilbert Associates.Inc Reading,I

would niso have the licensing bocrds' One commentor (OPS) suggested that Pennsylvania (Gilbert)
authority to raise issues suo.sponte either Option 1 or Option 3 would 8. Town of Hampton Falls, New
subject to these same limitations. provide a reasonable basis for resuming Hampshire (Hampton Falls)

licensing. 9. Marty Casella, Sun Valley, Californiadhcussion
:( One commentor (Duke) proposed its (Casella)

Th; Commission has decided that affected units (Perkins) be exempted 10. Jane J. Estes. Blacksburg, Virginia
f ' Option 3 should be embodied as a rule, from the rulemaking altogether because (Estes)
n to be effective 30 days after publication those units are intended to be identical 11. Stone & Webster Engineering
i cf the notice in the Federal Register. to other units (Cherokee) already Corporation. Boston, Massachusetts
; This rule,like other Commission granted CP's. (S&W) ,.

~

, , p:
g., .

<
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12. Atomic Industrial Forum. 1. Inclusion cf the ML Application. DiscussionforInclusion of the
Washington. D.C. (AIF) The followmg is a discussion of the Manufacturing License i,n the llule*

' 13. Edison Electric. institute, commen's received on including the The Commission generally agrees_

Washington, D.C. [EEI) application for a Manufacturing License with the comments that favor inclusion-

14. Virginia Liectnc and Power Si4 h the rule forlicensing of the ML application 'n the rule anc
Companv (VEPCO) require-nents for pending applications has, therefrwe, included it. '*

_
15. Combustion Engineering. Inc.. fe* Construction Permits and *

Windsor. Connecticut (CEj 2. Comment Pen. d Too Short -o
_

16. Marvm L Lewis. Pnile.delph.' .
Manufacturing Licenses.

One Commentor (Lewis) clearly favors One commentor {C.ilbert)itated that.e ia
- Pennsylvania (Iewis) outright exclusion of the ML from the "Besed upon the numerous criteria__

17. Robert Alexander. Houston. Texas rule. The basis for exclusion presented cantainedin this proposal, and the
(Alexander) by the commentor is that Offshore potential monumentalimpact of those

18. Committee on Nuclear Quality Power Systems lacks a customer for the requirements, the 20 day comment
'

Assurance. American Society of Floating Nuclear Plant (FNP). period is too short and restrictive for
Mechanical Engineers (NQA) A maiority (16) of the (20) commenting ~ public rulemaking in spite of the NRC's

{ 19. Bechtel Power Corporation. San letters that address the issue strongly . rationalization of this time interval"
,

g Francisco. Califorma (Bechte!) .favm Mding 6e ML 6 6e rule.Three g -. -

20. Consolidated Edison Comp,iny of
others (Boston Edison. eel. lowenstein) Discuss >on. .s, .

,

New Ywk (Con Ed) believe the ML should beincluded. but Ihe 20. day conwent' period provided
21. General Electric Company. San Jose, not if this results in a delay'in in the notice printed in the Federal

promulgation of the rule for the CP Register on March 23.1981 (46 FR 19045) ,
-

22. r1a wer & Light Campany anphcations.Some of the reasons given was considerec by the Commission to
I r this s'upport are the standardized be sufficient, considering the 45-day24 Flo a Power Corporation (FPC) plant conapt @G&E. OPS VENO. , coment period provided in a pnvious*

-
~5 Lowenstein. Nevanan. Reis a*

CON ED CPAL, FPC), conservation of . notice on October 2.1980 (45 FR 65247).
-- Alexrad (Lowenstein) on behalf cf
"

Houston Light & Power Company and , nsources, diversity of fuel supplies . Promulgation of the rule will provide the
and " innovation (DG&E). Also, the affected parties with a firm basis forPuget Sound Power and Light r ns derable expenditure of dollars. responding to TMI.related requirements,P Company expert engineering man-years, and thereby eliminating the presentL 26. Commonwealth of Massachusetts support facility construction are noted. _ uncertaintyand its attendant potential(Massachusetts) '

O p i *
} 27. Tampa Electric Company (TEC) " """* **** "I'

n f 6 e would

$ the Public Interest. Chicago. Elinois ** * * greatly damage the concept of 3 Application of the ProposeIl Rule topr 28. Business and Professional People for

standardaation and would cast Preseat cps and OL Applications
substantial doubt on whether the ' '" ' One commentor (BPI) submits that30 estinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pittsburgh Penmylvania (W) incentives prrceived to result from -

"the new rule. If enacted. should be .
standardization in fact exist. OPS - made applicable to present holders ofp 31. Public Service Company of
further submits that the investment in construction permits, as well as to

-

Oklahoma (PSO) the FNP was made ,* * > in reliance on_

33. Portland General Electric Cernpany - applicants for construction permits and
(PGE) .

oui understanding that the standards to
manufacturms licenses.To decline to so'

34. Ccmmonwealth Edison Company be applied to the Manufacturing License -apply the amendment, especially to*

(CEC)
are the same as thcae which apply to plants which are in the very early stagesp- '

' 35. Middle South Services,Inc New Construetion Pennits, with only such of construction. suggests that the
'

-

distinctions as are set out in 10 CFR PartOrleans. Louisiana (MSS)
,

Commission is not seriously attempting"

_
36. Florida Power & Light Company 50. Appendix M",and that to segregate to implement the needed upgrading of

them now would insert a, ,

(ypat) safety for all nuclearplants." Another=
E 37. Central Power and Light Company commercial requirement completely a! commento? (Marrack) argues that all

(Central P&L)
odds with the Manufacturing Liunse plants not yet operating should meet the

39. Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) concept and the Comnussion,a prior minimuta improved standards.
_

3 40. Ebasco Services. Inc., New York, licentiing philosophy. OPS asserts thatL ,,
_ ,,

N.Y.[Ehasco) the requirements in Subsection (3)Iv) of Discussion, ~1.' ,
, '"

-

42. Babcock & Wilcom. Lynchburg. VA the proposed rule are "* i * entirely Holders of construction permits have

- (B&W) appropriate for application to Floating already been informed by letter that
,

_

43. D. Mar ack. Bellaire. Texas Nuclear Piants , and that [D]esign they must meet the TMI-related
* 9" "* *" *"*

[There is an ongoing rulemaking to codify
'

w1 in o ted in o th a
*

(Letters'embered :3. 29. 0138 and 41 are not Nuclear Plant design * * *". OPS alsoc
-- bated because they are dupbcates of the notes that Hany oI the'NeaMenn these requirements in'the Commission s

letters numbered 6. 24 *1.30 and 11. regulations. This action will ensure thatConstruction Pe:mit plants utilize the' bulk of the requirements that arei rnpectively. The letters numbered 1. r D. to
and :o contain no ec nments on the p oped centainrnents with volumes and design contained in this new rule for panrhne
rule) ,

pressures comparable to the ice CP/ML applicants will be made
{g",d ." applicable to all holders of construction

'
The staf!'s consideration of the t Nucl * and that .

-

pertinent comments received is provided ;information reported at March L 1981permits. For those areas in this new mie._

E in the fo'Jowing dJscussion.The ACRS meetings * * * indicate [ sic) that that go beyond the requ,rements ofi

WREG-4737 (stich as diose mlated tocomments are grouped as indicated the capability to increase containment
P below with the source of the comments strength is very nearly the same for the containment strengthening and other

referenced by use of the abbreviatixts Near. Term Construction Permit plants hydrogen mutrol, measures), the,
indicated above. Comission in tne near futum. intends

_

and the Floati*.g Nuclear Plant * * . .
=

\

*
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to consider their applicability to pruent relative to degraded core conditions, as Regulatory Guides. Standard ReviewCP holdcrs on a case-by ase basis. premature. Plans.and/or various NUREC

-

4. Imposition of New Requirements- An th sr c mmenter (W) said that "in documents.One commentor (Gilbert)light of the ongoing genene NRC goes on to state "The current proposal ,

One commentor (FPC) urges "the proceedings with respect to safety goals applies to but seven pending j
2

Commission to impose new licensing and methodology, degraded core applications. yet proposes to more thvirequirements or plants during the cooling, siting and emergency planning, double the volume of10 CFR 50.34.licensing process only after a cost / the Commission should make it clear Furthermore, a number af the indivuluat
-benefit evalua tion has been completed .that the final rule when adopted is ao requirements are so design specific as to [utilizing identified safety benefit interim rule to be applied pending the preclude the possibik t of alternate 'compared to financial requirements to outcome of these procudingsand the designs or solutions in the future. We jimplement i.e. containment strength. We risk assessments required by the rule.*' thus see these new proposed regulations ?have a concern that without such " Paragraphs (=J(1)(xv). (e)(3)(iii). as in conflict with both Presidentevaluations licensing requuements may (e)(3(iv). (B thru D): Each of these itects Reagan's directive for both simplified 3be imposed with minimalincrease or are either premature impositions of regulatory requirements, as well as hisperhaps no increase in overall safety at requirements not yet authorized by the ,
"

significant costs. Ties will quickly erase NRC or are clearly the subject of current - stated beliefs that new nuclear plantsshould not be unduly regulated into
~

the nuclear alternative as~ viable and ongoing rulemaking e.g. hydrogen oblivion * * * We believe that theseverely limit our energy resources.- centrol and degraded core rulemaking. general goals and objectives of
Another commentor (CE) also To impose these requirements at the CP

proposing the new 10 CFR 50.34(e) canrecommends that any major stage precludes the full airmg of these be obtained through means other than -

modifications should undergo complete issues prior to assumption by the the new regulations (as has been donecost / benefit assessment. In addition, the . applicant of construction costs." stated
on plants undergoing OL review) on acommentor urges "that this requ:rement one commentor (CEC). 3

should be coordinated widt other . case-by-case or even a generic basis.
_Discussion irulemaking proceedings in progess.

.

and that imposing these requirements by j

specfically the development of an . His rule does include some use of a new 10 CFR 50.34(e) is ' :
overall safety goal- requirements which are subjects of other unwarranted and without Tustification."

"

Another commentor(Lowenstein) n8 ing rule-making proceedings. The Discussion
-

3

said. "we also think it essential that the purpose of meluding these requirements
Commission recognize that in many in iis rule is to ense eat fute The regulatory authority provided by 3

instances applicants have already requirements are not rendered a rule ensures a clear and concrete way 5
completed designs procured equipment, impractical because construction has to impose the necessary requirements in

or committed to fabrication of been r.llowed to proceed on these plants ths wake oflessons learned from the
TMI-2 accident. Separate rules for theequipment on much of the proposed {'thout having made provisions for CP/ML applicants and the OL

>

plants. ne Commission should make "- :.- _ applicaMs will clarify the specific jclear to the NRC staff that ti.e new ~ 6.NUREG-4rtia Is Premature Limited requirements the Commission considersrequirements should be interpreted to and Misleading ,

minimize extensive redesign and necessary fc,r plants at these stages in 3
i

rocurement ob u equipment to One commentor (Lewis) states that the licensing process. Excessive details g
replace that almaJy purchased." "the staff guidance in NUREG-0718 . . have been remo ed from the propoed a

is so limited and so misleading that it rule; where details re specified, the 3

' ")iscussion ' i
will probably be a matter of civil suit Commission has decided they are6

ne Commission agrees that new -between NRC and Licensee's. Many necessary to ensm the safety of the ,

requirements should be based on licensee's will be able to argue that the pubh,c. ,, J
;

.

favorable cost / benefit evaluations, but staff guidance mislead them into
8. Comments on the Method of 4

| this is not possible, in quantifiable believing that new requirements would Implementing the Requirements iterms, at present due to the lack of a be easy-to-meet and low cost." The *,

specified safety goal. The Commission commentor therefore, suggested that One commentor [PSO) providedI

_7
-

and its staff recognize that unnecessary NUREC-0718 be eliminated. comnants objecting to Option 3* on the
,

='

extensive redesign and procyxment of Discussion basis of timmg "1.e., this option requires -

new equipment should be avoided. the completun of a myriad of time i

However,in its extensive deliberations The Commission is not aware of - consuming agineering activities and n
specific additional guidance the analyses before haance of constructionconcerning TMI-related requirements, e

the Commission has decided that the commentor would have it provide at this permits. On the other hand. Option 1
reqmrements in the new rule are time. The staff will provide applicants would have required only that an

-2
*

with additional guidance as the need applicant make necessary commitments.

and that their costs are not ewrbitant.
arises. Eliminating NUREG-0718 at this including reasonable arp!ementation

. -Anecessary for protection of the public
_'

Acceptable alternative methods of thre would remove all guidance and schedules, before issuance of the

meeting the requirements stated in the could lead to more instability in the construction permits." j
rule will be considered. -

review process.
'

'Ormm s req *es cemm menures or '

5. Imposing Requiremen'ts Now Under T. Objections to Detail of the CP/ML
Rule conunmnents m selected amu ks. mose that =m -v

be the subiect of rulemaking)in addinon to those _JRul m: king
Two commentors (Gilbert. CEC)

imped br opuen 1. Open i is to resume 2.

licenung usms the pm.The requirementsSaveral commentors (S&W CEC. object to the regimentation. " great augmented by irre apphcable requirementsLewis. Ebasco) oppose the imposition of
detail", and " specificity" of placing such [dE"[,$ % co e be wer

.
mn s

requirements subject to other a re!e m the Code of Federal 9 b
rulemaking proceedings. particulaly Regulations. They support the use of ts. neo ststement or Poheyt regardmt operstmg 'li nses.

,

. -)
.

-

't

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Another commentor (TVA) expressed should be recognizid that cs en over fulfillmInt of thos2 rairem:nts
the belief that the major issues in the acceptable means of compliance. for studies to be completed subsequent
proposed rule have not been resolved Another commentor (Ebasco) also to issuance of the C"'.fiowever, the
sufficiently to process final rule t.hanges pointed out that the proposed run Commission does expect the staff to
at this time.TVA suggested the imposes new requirements in aren reshw such studies in a timely manner
following approach as a more effective where final NRC acceptance criteria ano to take appropriate acton. .

means of accomplishing the changes in have not been imahred and that NRC Regarding the Ebasco comment, one of
licensing requirements: policy relative to implementation of the study requirements b;~s been deleted

thosecriteria must be flexible because for the reason suggested. -

1. Require that all pendmg construction
permit and manufacturing beense appbcants of the different types of requirements. C. Another commentor (Lowenstein)
commit to unplement the fmal rules that Fraw To expedite the Cp hearing process, stated,"It is essential that the
out of the money pendmg post.nt! Ebasco suggested that " compliance with Commission make clear that this
rulemakmgs. such as probabibstic nsk NUREG-0718 be considered prima facie regulation, along with the existing -

es a nt odology, safety goal. sitmg. evidence th .it TMI requirements have regulations, establishes an adequate and
been me.

:. implement only those changes in the
_ sufficient response to the Commission's

proposed nale which have been promulgated Discussion post-ThU requirements. While the notice
intimates this on page 18046 (of the FRand issued for use by the near term rc-ratmg - The Commission agrees with the notice), we urge that it be explicitl'abcense plants. For other changes, rente 'he

comments.The Commission has stated in the rule." -eWtmg rules pendmg complehon of ta.s post,
n!! rdemakings. reviewed NUREG-0718 and has

enncluded that the position contained Discussion
Discussio' therein can nrovide a basis for In the Notice of Rulemaking (46 FR..

The Commiss. ion has adopted Option respondmg to the ThD-2 accide tt.
3. which will ensure that approved Applicants may, cf course, propose to 18045) published on March :3.1981,

under Substance of the Rule, the a
action items in the ThU Action Plan are satisfy the rule's requirements by a

Commission stated "It is the f
applied to the new cps and ML and will method other than detailed in NUREG- Commission's view that this nevi rule,
provide for early consideration of these 0718, but in such cases must provide a
added safety measures so as to bsis for determining that the ., t gether with the existing regulations,

minimize 6e costs of incorporating them requirements of the rule have been met. form a ,,ct of regdations, conformance

into the design of tne facility. NRC acceptance criteria will be with wrnch meets the requirements of
the Commission for issuance of asufficiently I'exible to permit

- construction pennit or manufacturing9. Comments on Prompt Adopt. ion of the appropriate alternative methods of
license." The Commission reafflems thisRula meeting the requirements,

Many of the commentors (AIF. EEL B. Two commentors (Boston Edisin, view with the exception of hydrogen
Lowenstein. etc.) expressed strong Lowenstein) noted that "Some of the. control measures for the manufacturing

support for th'e prompt adoptior. of the provisions of the proposed rule required license, and, to eliminate any ambiguity

rule. One commentor (Boston Edison) the applicant to conduct studies and regarding its intent is amending its
submitted "that the Commission would submit them to the NRC for review and special review procedures in10 CFR
be shirkin; its vital responsibility in this appropriate action. Boston Edison 2.7M to delete the statement in
arca if it did not issue a rule such as this pointed out that "these studies will be paragraph (e) that compliance with
and if this rule were not intended as compiled after issuance of the existmg regulat ons msy turn out to no --,

binding u;m the Commission's - construction permit, in some instances longer warrant approval of a license
subsidiary boards." Another stated. "C- several years later. We believe it is application.However,it should be noted
E agrees with the Commission's intent of necessary to make clear that the that the Commission also indicated in

' defming the set of ThU related construction permit licensing boards or ihat notice that some elements in the
requirements tnat are both necessary appeal boards do not retain jurisdiction ThU Action Plan have not been acted
and sufficient to resume NRC review or supervisory authority over the upon and thus may be required on the

and approval of pending and ML applicant and NRC staff for the purpose basis of future rulen.aking.
applications. These requirements (as of reviewing the completed studies. This MddiGonGUMM
modified to reflect public canments) would utend the construction permit Requirements
should therefore be issued expeditiously proceedmg far beyond the actual
in conjunction with a clear enunciation issuance of the permit and continue One commentor (MPCA) suggested

~

of the sufficiency of those requirements, needless uncertainty. lssues concerning . that additionalitems of the ThU AcSon
so that NRC staff action on pending the required studies are appropriate Plan should be incorporated into the rule
applications can recommence." matters for the operating license stage as CP/ML heensing requirements.The

Discussion.
review." Another commentor [Ebasco) specific items in NUREG-0718 and

.

noted that NRC will have rec 31ved tbc NUREG-0660 suggested for inclusion in
'The Commission believes that studies, in some instances, prior to SER the rule are:

issuance of the final rule is the proper issuance for cps since some of these
.1.A.4.1 Initial Simulator improvement

response to these comments. study requirements were applicable to LC.1 Short Term Accident Analyses and -
operating plants and are genenc in Procedures Revision10. Basis for Compliance With the Rule nature. Ebaco suggestad that the- - D.B.4 Training for hutigating Core Damage

A. On? commentor (Bechtel) noted studies be excluded from the (CP) U.B.6 Risk Redur. tion for Operating Reactors
that most of the items contained in the hearings. at Sites with Egh Population Densities
proposed rule reference action plan H.B s. of en ControlDiscussionItems in NUREG-0718 and NUREW
and recommended that where the The Commission does not expect its H.E2.3 Uncertainties in Performance
referenced ptragraph in these NUREGs adjudicatory boards to retain Predictions
amplifies the requirements of the rule. It junsdiction or supervisory authority HI32 Systems Rehability

.

_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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n.r.3.3 Coordinated Study of Simtdown (1)(if-Plent/ Site Specific PRA Study C. Tn commentors (TVA. BaW)
Heat Removal

(1111 Estabbsh a Pnanty System for A. Two commentors (S&W, GC) suggested that the improvements that
may result from the risk assessment

conductma vendorinspectxm, point out that the NRC has not y et -
IH.D.t.3 Redmactive Gas Management defined the methodology to be used in should be thoa that are significant with
UI.D.1.3 Venulatica System and the PRA study. respect to public health and safety, riot-

Radionuclide AdsorberCriteria jus'. generally significant and practical.
g###"8#

III.D.1.4 Radwasta System Design Features Diycussion
-to Aid in Acxtdent Recovery and The Commission notes that a PRA

Decontammatao.. Procedures Guide was issued as a draft The aim of the probabilistic risk . ,

ULD11 Radmiotacal Monitanne i for discussion by an IEEE technical assessment, as expressed in the
Eihats . symposium in October 1981, and will be requirement,is to seek such

U!.D13 Liquid Pathway Radiological saued In' proposed final fonn for improvements in the reliability of coreCon d
consideration at an ANS conference in and contalmnent aest removal systemsIII. Die Offsite Dow Measurements
April 1982. It is expected that the Guide as are practical an ' Jo not impact

Discussion 'wtB be published soon after the ANS excessively on-the plant.The

"Ihe Commission has considered conference. Meanwhile, plans for a PRA Comrcission. believes that such

mcorporahg each eMese study, and the actus! conduct of the improvements in reliability would also

aquirements into the proposed rule, but study, need not wait until the safety goal be significant with respect to public -

for tae reasons stated below it has .

and degraded core cooling rulemakings health and safety. Accordingly, the

determined that none of these should be are resolved. During a meeting with the Commission does not consider it
CP/ML applicants en April B.1981, the necessary to change the language of theadded. '

NRC staff made available a PRA - requirement. .

priority TMI issues v. reflected by task. fd$forCP/ p ic o e
"

111 hase' b e. d ow r - (1)(ii)-Auxiliary Feedwater System
haluation .

program outline addresses issues such
initiation dates of FYB2 orlater.Because as the scope of the PRA study, how the Two commentors (CEC. TVA) arguedof their relative low priority th'

.
PRA study should be performed. what that the existence of paragraph (1)(i)

Commission believss their incorporation should be considered in setting up a regarding performance of a prehabilistic
,into the CP/ML rule is unnecessary. schedule, and. most importantly, how - risk assessment (PRA) makes paragraph
However, the results and conclusions of the results of the risk study should be (1)(11] superfluous, since a PPA studythese tasks willbe appropriately factored.into the design. fabrication and would include the analyses and reviewsconsidered during the OL review. eventual operation of the plant to discussed in (t)(ii) and in paragraphs

A second group of suggested items is improve the reliability of core and (1)(iii}_{xii). . ,

covered in other TMI action tasks that containment heat removal systems. it is -
are included as requirements in the reasonable to expect that an applicant Discussion -

proposed rule. Items ILB.6 and ILE.3.2.3 .can utiliae the staff guidelines to The Commission does not agree with
are intended to be included in develop its own progranrfor performing s this comment. It is not at all certain that
i 50.34(f)(1)(i), the req" ired plant / site a meaningful PRA study. Consequently, the PRA would necessarily inclu~de all

*

specific probabilistic nsk assessment. the Commission will retain this - parts of the evaluation called for int

l item II.B.7 is covered by I 50.34(f)(2)(ix) requirement. . ' paragraph (1)(ii). The result might be
and (3)(v). Items LA.4.1 and LC.L are B. Another commenter (GE) expressed non-uaiform and incomplete suomittals
applied to operating plants and the the belief that" completion of the PRA by the applicants, with consequent time.
substance is included in i 50.34(f)(2) (i) studies and comparison to a reasonable casuming reiterations. It is, therefore,
and (ii). respectively, for these CP/ML safety goal will demonstrate that the important that the three parts of the
applications . Boiling Uater Reactor includes design auxiliary feedwater system evaluation

Another gmup of items is not features which ensures that the public h specified. Howe ser, if an applicant'si

l applicable for vanous reasons. Item . health ano safety is protected. If, on the PRA does, in fact. include all parts of'

tt).1.1 applies to NRC and not to CP/ML other hand the results of the studies the evaluation called for in paragraph
applicants. Item ILB.4. pertaining to * * * show that further nsk reduction is (1)(ii). then this requirement will be
crew training, is more appropriate as c., appropriate. plant modifications * * '- satisfied. '

OL ltem. Finally. ILE.2.1 requires the should be considered''.
## # ## ###assessment of ECCS data by operating Discussion

plant licensees end is not applicable t y

Based on the risk studies performed to '

I ''PP ""I"' -

date, accident sequences relating to core One commentor (CEC) states that
6 mnmary, the Commission har" and containment heat removal systems paragraph (1)(iii) is superfluous, given

rt."<wed and considered all of the contribute substantially to overall the requimment for a plant / site specific
additional requirements suggested by accident risk. To reduce such risk, probabilistic risk assessment (pRA) as

| MPCA and has determined that they are alternate system designs for core and specified in paragraph (1)(i).
either covered by provisions of the containment heat removal systems Discussion

^

proposed rule or are not applicable or should be considered and PRA studies
! appropriate for construction permit and should be performed in comparison with The rule requires applicants to

manufactunng bcense applications. the PRA stuity for the original design. evaluate reactor coolar.t pump seal

12. Comments on Certain Rule The outcome of the comparison should damage and consequential added loss . :i
Requirements be selection of a system design from of-coolant, following a small-break

among several design alternatives that LOC /. with loss of offsite power. The
The followmg discussion responds to incorporates significant improvements . PRA might consider this area only .;

; the comments received on the specific in the reliability of core and peripherally,if at all. since its thrust is ;)
; items of to CFR 50.34(f) listed below: containment heat removal systems. in theJmproveme.nt of the reliability of ;|

, :
,

i

t

i
.
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core and containment heat removal it is noted that the specific paragraphs for at least two (21 hours. (applicable to'

systems. Accordingly, no change has requiring study or evaluation by the BWRs only)(ILK.3.24)
~

'For plants with high pressure core spray
been made in paragraph (1)(iii). applicant resulted from .

systems in lieu of high pressure coolant
However, this requirement will be recommendations by the Bulletins and

injection systems, substitute the words. *high
satisfied if an opphcant's PRA includes Orders Task Force.This Task Force
the evaluation called for in paragraph conducted generic reviews ofloss of- P,",y,7g,y,7,[,P,'.* Q,pg],7ECI."t,

feedwater and small break loas-of-(1)(111). cwlant events on operating PWRs (:)(iii}~ControlRoom Design
(1)(iv}- SBLOCA Probobility Due to o tingh s and One commentor (PSO) states that theStuck Open FORV fe |,d

'

~

, ti Eng ne ,,nd text conflicts with the predicate given in
One commentor (CEC) argued that the o ereting BWRs -

PRA analyses required by paragraph These items were not explicitly f2 o$ om '
,

to e de*

I ' n 81 . Included in the PRA in (1)(1) to ensure design that applies state-of-the-art'

di u se n l) i ne of human factor principles (LD.11." Two
probability of small LOCA events.The ,' ,,,d'ln som

** '
es

commentor said,"the criteria for judging generalized PRA may not be extended to de igEbe bmittedsu es e a
#"* "9 " ple: for NRC " review" instead of "apprtival"
paragraph (1)(vi), stu7y'to hejn fy a nce the latter has specific 1egal,a ioul o er not t i

,

LOCA probabilities but rather with practicable systm mdificate,s to connotations in the engineering area.'

overall risk contribution and ultimately The suggestion was also made that "thee 8 88 " 8 8
with the comparison of plant risk to a valves in BWRs. However. if an rub should stipulate that the control
g gy gg- applicant's PRA does. la fact, include room design consider state-of-the-art

the items called for in p.agraphs (1)(v human factor principles, since directDiscussion
through xvil), then these requirements '

( Th'e WASH-1400 analysis for a PWR will be satisfied. -
application of all such principles may '
conflict wig: existing regulations."

' indicated that SBLOCAs contribute Witn regard to the second comment. it
Discussmn.sigrificantly to core melt probability. is the judgement of the Commissbn that

. .
-

Furthermore, the TMI experience and potentially significant increases irrplant .In response to the first comment.it
subsequent analysis have shown that safety could evolve'from these studies i should be noted that section (2) does not
the likelihood of a SBLOCA due to a and evaluations. At this time, the require a control room design prior to
stuck open PORVis greater Sn that Commission is awaiting results of these the granting of a CP, ody su'thient
assumed in WASH-1400.The purpose of studies and evaluations to determine information to ensure that an
this requirement is to determine whether whether certain plant modific.ations are appropriate design will be submitted
thic ;,robability contributes substantially warranted to improve plant safety, prior to fabrication or revision of pahelsto the SBLOCA probability from alj
causes. If it does, an evaluation should in response to the last questiT.i and layouts.The Commission agrees

be performed to ensure that this regarding paragraphs (1)(v through xii). with the other comments and has
the Commission considers a risk ' amended the text to read as follows:-

probability willbe reduced by assessment one of many tools which g4 g,, g, g
incorporating an automatic PORV -
isolation system, which will give may be us,ed to evaluate plant . room design that reflects state-of-the-art

assurance that the public health anj modifications and improvements. Direct human factor principles prior to committing
evaluation, as considered in these ' to fabrication or revision of fabricatedsafetyis protected in the event of a paragrap n. is an equally valid tool. control room panels and layouts. (LD.1)

stuck-open PORV.The Commission will
retain this requirement. Howevct, the in view of the foregoing discussion no .fgjfyfj_g,octor Coolont System Vents
requirement will be met if an applicant's changes have been made in paragraphs
PRA includes the analysis called for in (1)(v through xii) as a resuh of this The commentor (CEC) note that it

comment. However, the Commission has may be well to review this requirement
(11(iv). made changes in tvording to clarify the carefully on a plant specific basis to
(1)(r through xn..)-Additm.nolStudies intent of paragraphs (1)(vii),(viii) and determine if any core cooling benefit

- .

A. One commentor (CEC) states that fix). Proposed paragraph (1)(xi) has been can be identified: for some plants,
all topics discussed in these paragraphs deleted since a generic study applicable reactor coolant system vents may offer

no real benefit. -
-

"could readily be considered in the PRA to all the affected applicants has been'
pj,cy,,j,,H

-

discussed in paragraph (1)(1)". Further, submitted for Commission review. '"'
the commentor states that "it appears B. Another commentor (GE) noted that ~

that many of the studies and criteria the NRC staff has agreed that the The reactor coolant system high point

have a basis only in NRC staff requirements specified in II.K.3.24 of - vent requirement was developed to

judgment". Lastly, the commentor states NUREG-0718 should apply only to loss provide a means to eliminate gases that

that these studies, which are additional of offsite alternating current power. could inhibit core cooling. Since all

D'.8#888 " "
'

plants have a potential to release non-to the PRA discusse,' in paragraph (1)(i), .
,.

*should be required only for those casre . condensible gases, this requirement

where the basic systems and related The Commission concurs and has applies to all plants. Although events in

questions involved are shown to have a ravised paragraph (1)(ix) as follows to which gas venting would be required are

significant contribution to risk-in order clarify its intent: highly unlikely, there does not appear to
be an acceptable substitute at this time

to prioritize the work to be done and to Perform a study to determine the med for for those cases where venting may be
conserve industry and NRC resources." additional space cooling to ensure reliable needed. Consequently, the Commissionlong.tenn operation of the nector com
Discussion isolauon cochng (RCIC) and high pressure is retaining this requirement, but has -

In response to the fest comment coolantinjection (HPC!l* systems. following made a minor word'ng change for

regarding paragraphs (1)(v through xii), a complete loss of offsite power to the plant clarification. The paragraph now reads:

.

=

$
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Provide the capability of high point venting will be the subject of the degraded core analycis of a condition normally
of noncondensible * * * rulemaking. assessed during the design of a safety-

C. Another commentor (B&W) grade system. e.g., the auxiliary(2)(vii)-Radiation andShielding suggested that a maximum rate of feedwater system.The commentorDesign hydrogen generation should be provided maintains that it la unnecessary to 't
One commentor (PSO) suggested for the hydrogen centrol system. require this specific analysis in the rule.

inserting the words " Provide a plan and
submit a schedule to" at the beginning Discussion Discussw, n. .

of the text to clarify its intent. The hydrogen generation rates and The Commission agrees with the
- releasustes into the containment am * comment and has deleted this part etDiscw lon

function of the reector type, the accident the rewirement because the regulations
The Commission does not beb, eve this sequence being considered. and the already require analyses of such

change is necesswy since the language recovery lof cooling) schemes employed, systems (10 CFR 50.34(a)(4)). In addition,
undir (t)(2) clearly indicates that only Further, the effects of hydrogen the term " safety-grade" has been
sufficient information is required prior generation rates-and release rates (in deleted leecause that term is not

,

to granting a CP to demonstrate that the terms of burning or detonation) are explicitly defined in the regulations.
requirements, e.g. (2)(vii), will be met by dependent on blowdown and steam- With these changes,(2)(xil) now reads a

thi operating hcense stage. However, inerting characteris'ics in the a, fot}ow,:
ths Commission has substituted the containment. hus.one maximum rate Provide automatic and manual auxiliaryword " materials" for " fluids" in the text would be inappropriate and possibly feedwater m system iniuauon. andsince not only fluids are involved, and overly conservative. Not having a ,

th2 words ' TID 14844 source term" have aximum rate does not necessarily fg" 'o'n th I rn. ppi a le to
been substituted for highly _ for mean that the Commission expects PWRs only)(11.E.1.2.)
clarification. . > detaile<l mechanistic analyses of

(2)(ix}-Hydmgen ControlSystem hydrogen generation and release for a (2)(xvf Primary.SysiemSensitivitytoTransvariety of sequences. Parametric
A. One commentor (OPS) requests analysis that adequately scopes the A commentor (Gilbert), referring to

citrification of the word handling _ in physical processes for thc sequences this requirement. said "some statements
the requirement. Provide a system for under consideration would be of design criteria are so geretal as to be
hydrogen control capable of handling acceptable, net,alous". Another commentor (B&W)

o ected me " and "r e"in'fue$ t1 ater reac o * (2)(xHelief andSafety Valves
,

Discussion . Two commentors (Bechtel, B&W)
_

j~

1

terms, making it difficult to know what
features must be provided. A third%e Commission has substituted the e e eva o the status

words "that can safely accommodate" of a design basis event. - -
commentor (PGE) indicated that the

for " capable of handling" to clarify the reference to NUREG-0718 action plan
Discussion item ILE.5.2 appears incorrect.intent.

B. Several commentors (OPS, Bechtel. This is not intended, as the Discussion i-
iGE. W. CEC. TVA) asserted that the Commission is presently reviewing a

100% metal / water reaction requirement proposed ATWS rule. Appropriate valve The requiremerns in 10 CFR 50.34(fl

is too stringent and inconsistent with the qualification requirements for ATWS ,are intended to be gener l enough tca

value of 75% rnetal/ water reaction in the can only be finalized after the allow a reasonable amount of flexibility
proposed interim rule on hydrogen. Commission issues a final ATWS rule or in their interpretation. Howeur, the

Commission has deleted this
. decides that plants do not hava to beE:##"#### designed to withstand an ATWS event. requirement because it has not yet been .

While it is true that the ThD-: To clarify the intent of this req 2irement, sufficiently defined. After further study,
accident produced less hydrogen than it has been revised to read as follows: appropriate action on this subject will

l that assumed in the rule, and that the be implemented.
provide a test program and uso:iated

100% requirement is greater than the 75% . model development and conduct tests to (2)(xix)-Indication oflnadequate Core
requirement in the proposed interim qualify esctor coolant system relief and - Cooling
rule. the Commission finds that 100% is safety valves and. for PWR's. PORV block
appropriate as a conservative bound for valves for all fluid conditions expected under A commentor (PGE) suggested the use - '

the design of plants not yet under opera 5ng conditions, uansients and of "and/or" instead of "and" in the last p'
construction. More specifically, the accidents. Consideration of anticipated sentence since the present wording

-

amount of hydrogen should not be tied transients without scram (ATWS) conditions implies that all of the instrumene must
to a given accident sequence,(e.g., TMI- ") be provided. Another commente B&W) jsha 1d th'

, , c s t
). but rather e class of accinents which carried oot until subsequent phases of the suggested deleting the examples of g

produc9 a large amotpt of hydrogen but test program are developed. instrumentation that may be required. ~,
'

iYhe ( )(xii}-A uxiliary Feedwater System ' Discussion
s for co 1 g to be s p
to what would otherwise be a A commentor (CE) suggests that the The commentor's reference to the j
substantial core melt-down. %e requirement to " provide an analysis of "last sentence" is not clear since (2)(xix) 3,

proposed interim rule will be limited to the effect on containrpent integrity and has only one sentence.The Commission g' i
- accidents for which no or limited core return to reactor power of automatic bel'.cves that the words "such as" j
) melting takes place. ne CP/hD. rule AFW system initiation with a postulated clearly indicates that what follows are 1
3

considers potential accidents that are main smm line leak inside examples of instrumentation that may 3
more severe than those considered in contain.aent" be deleted since it would be required. However, the words " exit" 9-
the interim rule. These severe accidents institute a reguMory requiri. ment for an and " core coolant flow rate" have been |

8 . >
y ':.

- _ - - _ - - _ __ _ _
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ehminated to better reflect the design Rese actions removed the runback item is identified in NUREG-c737.
Specific console requirements for 'requirements. As revised and capability for turbine trip events. In

~

renambered (2)(xviii), the paragraph addition. B&W plants were required to operating reactor licensees and OL

now reads as follows: install anticipatory reactor trips for loss applicants are under consideration by
of feedwater and turbine trip. the Commission at the present time. The

Provide instruments that provide in the Ccmmission considers that centralcontrol roorn an unambiguous indication of On applications ;.urrently undergoing OL water W m b necessary b
insdequate core coohng. such as pnmary review, such as M2bnd, the applicant BWRs and tW @h is appropriate tocoolant saturatir; meters in PwTs. and a

has proposed certain desi - address such capability in a preliminarysuitable combi r.Lm of signals from modifications that may reduce the nanner during the CP safety review.indicators of coa at levelin the reactor
vessel and in-core thermocouples in P%*R's probability of a small break hiss-of- Ca.sequently this requirement willbe
and DwTs. [III.21 roolant accident (SBLOCA) caused by a maintained. However, the Commission

stuck.open PORV. has noted that the range over which the/2)(xxi)6PowerSupplies
These modifications include: reactor vessel water level must bir

A commentor (PGE) noted "the (1) A fully qualif ed safety-grede recorded as specified in the propose'd
requirement that motive and control PORV: rule is inconsistent with that specified in
components be designed to safety grade (2) Safety-grade indication of PORV Regulatory Guide 1.97. Since either
criteria is inconsistent with the position: range is acceptable forthe plants
applicable requirement of NUREG-0737 (3) Dual safety-grade PORV block covered by the rule, the Commission has
(which is referenced m NUREG-0718). valves, capable of being automatically modified the regtdrement to allow that -
Discussion closed if a PORV malfunction occurs: Dexibfdty in its implementation.This

(4) A test program to demonstrate paragraph has been renumberedParagraph (2)(xxi) has been
(2)(xxiv) and changed to read asrerwmbered (2)(xx) and part fB) has PORV operability: 7

'

.

(5) Installation of a safety-grade gotiow,: -

been revised to read: reactor trip cn totalloss of feedwaten Provide the capability to record reactorMotive and control power connections t and vessel water levelin a locataoruinthe emergency power sources are through (6) Resettin8 the PORV araiitigh . recorders that meet normal post-accidentdevices qualified in accordance with pressum reactor trip setpotnts to their recording requirements. (Applicable to _

.

requirements appLcable to systems important o-igmal vainu 9f 2:55 pang and 2355 BWR's only) [II.K.3.231to safety.
psig.respectively.

(2)(xxii)-AuxiliaryHeat Removal Should these mnMcationa bNiound (2)borviiG-ALhRA Vm
Systems acceptable by the staf, the necessity of A commentor (Bechtel) noted that this

A commentor (PCE) noted that the installing an antiope tory reacter trip reautrement applies to the desi m basist
reference to NUREG-0718 aMm plan t4pon turbme trip may be maysted. : of systems outside containment hkaly to
item II.K.1.2 is lacoerect. However, until these or= bah contain radioactive material ratherthan

m dWicauons are pnspeedand had the development of leakage connoland
Discussion acceptable by the Commission, the plant detection provisions intended by

This reference has been corrected to design must incorporate anticipatory NURECM1718 ItemIILD1.1*
II.K.1.22 and the paragraph has been reactor trips for both loss of feedwater
renumbered (2)(xxi). and turbinetrip. - Discussion :- ,

(2)(xxiv)-Anticipotory Reactor Trip *f{y"f y
* " " ' The Cnmmiesion has renumhered tbs

Paragraph (2Xxxvi) and.for
One commentor (BaW) indicates that comments. However, the Commiasion clarification. replew the requirement .

a hard. wired, safety-grade reactor trip has modified the wordingfor with the fobwing.
on loss of feedwater will be clarification and deleted the words .
incorporated into the design of B&W " safety gr ide" because this term has not Provide for ieskage control and iletection

been defined in the regvletions.The in the design of systeras outside contain.nentplants; however,"B&W believes that the s
that contain (or might contatn] TID 24844reactor trip upon turbine trip is paragreph has been renumbered wurce wnn redmactne memnals h%

~

dieadvantageous." B&W states that (2][xxiii) and modified to read as * " * * * * * * *
" plants utilizmg a once-through steam follows- - leakage atml pogram including an tama! -
g:nerator have the capability to run Provide, as part of the reactor protection test program, a schedule for re-tastm3%ese 1

,

bick on turbine trip without a reactor system, an anticipatory reactor tnp that systems. and the action to be taken for
trip" and the " avoiding of a reactor trip would be acutated on loss cf main feedwater m1MmMng leakage from such systems.The
for this event results in straaller and on turbine trip. (Applicable to B&W- goal is to minimise potential exposures to

perturbations in the prime y system." desc.ad plants only) (n r r in) . workers and pubhe, and to provide ~
reasonable assurance that excessive leehage

Discussion (2)(xxvi)-RecoitfingReactor Vessel wi3 not prevent the see of systems needed in

Prior to the accident at 'IM14. B&W WaterLevel
.

en amergency. f'n n 11)
ioperatin2 plants utilized a runback One commenter (CE) stated that this gjffy,(j;),(iii)-Admidsaative

feature to avoid a reactor trip upon requirement should be deleted because - %cedures and Quality Assumnce j

turbine trip. However, for each of these task II.K.3.23 was not included in
events, the PORV was opened to relieve NUREG-c737. A.-A commentor (Gilbert) stated that

Discussion ,
these requhements are a restatement ofreactor coolant system pressure. As part ,

of the post-TMI4 fixes to mmunize .

- present 10 CFR requ2rements.

dallenges to the PORV. B&V. , esigned The TMI action plan, Table C3, .

###"##
plants were required to lower the high NURECM)660, indicates that this issue is

pressure reactor tnp setpoint from :355 being covered in connection with TM1 Item (3)(1) has not been a previous i

psig to :300 psig and raise the PORV action plan item 1.D.2, plant safety requirement for CP reviews (recently,
sitpoint from :255 psig to 2450 psig. parameter d2 splay console; this latter this has been identified as a requirement

;

!

!

|

-
.
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for OLs as item I.C.5. NUMG-0737) nor' relocation to the conaruction site of not (3)(lii)[E) to ensure that they are
have items (3) (li) and (iii), as stated in only top management, but also all considered in the QA program. The
ths proposed rule, been previous CP support orgamzations." word " minimum" has been deleted from

. this section to be consistent with.requirements. U#"##"" ~

Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.B. Three commentors (S&W, NQA.
TVA) noted that the inference of section The objective of item B is to ensure H. The commentar (NQA) notes "that
(3)(iii) is that Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 is that sufhient quality casurance and existing regulations would require
not sufficient'v definitive. If this is the quality control activities are performed staffing the quality assurance unit of the
case, the proper place to provide such at the site rather than at corporate organization commensurate with its

,

clinfication or additional requirements offices to provide closer management duties and responsibilities. It is not at all
,

,
is through Appendix B. It is the oversight and communication. To clarify clear how the organization is staffed
recommendation of the NQA Committee the Commission's intent. (3)(iii)(B) has commensurate with its 'importance to*

that paragraphs 501 t(f)(3) (ii) and (iii). been modified to read: safety'. Ordinarily, duties and,

be deleted from la proposed addition t (B) performmg wality assurhee/quahty responsibilities reflect the importance of
the regulations because they do not control function > . construction sites to the the activity to be performed." Part
clznfy ?.ppendix B and can only add maximum feasible extent;

-

(3)(iii)(F) "is not clear what is intended
" ~

E.%e con $nentors (NhA. Bechtel) by the, addition of 'importance to
Discussion - noted that (3)(iii)(C) is not clear whether. safety. .

t.

10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B does set- quality assurance personnel should be - Discussion -. I
forth basic QA criteria from which to involved in development of the To clarify the intent. (3)(iii)(F) has _
develop a QA p:ogram.10 CFR procedures or should be assigned - .

nm d by d etin e phrase
50.34(a)(7) requires that the applicant actions through the procedures. ,d ,,

,

describe its QA program in the PSAR pf,cy,,jon
-

- . regulations do not sPecifically address
and include a discussion of how the the numbers of QA/QC individuals
applicable requirements of Appendix B De Concission agrees that this item
will be satisfied. Regulatory Guide 1.70 needs clarification to ensure a better required for the design and construction

and the Standard Review Pian provide understanding of the intent. Item activities associated with building a

additional guidance on the extent to (3)(lii)(C) has been modified to read as
nuclear power plant The size of the"

which this QA program should be follows: " including QA personnel in the QA/QC organization should be

described. The controls described in - documen:ed review of and concurrence dependent upon the quantity and type of

f 50.34(f)(3)(ii) and (iii) provide- in quality-related procedures associated quality-related activities that are on-

additional detailed criteria for proper with design. construction. and going or projected during the design and
construction of the nuclear facility.

implemutation of Appendix B installation." . ..

requirements. F. A commenter (NQA) noted that 1. The commentor (NQA) notes.

C. Two commentors (NQA. Bechtel) (3)(iii)(D) is tot clear in what is meant relative to (3)(iii)(G) "that existing

noted that cxisting regulatuns contain. by QA.requiremente. If this refers to the regulations contain requirements for

provicions for the independence requirements for quaLy assurance preparation and maintenance of

(sepa ation) of thou individuals who programmatic activities. the statement is documenta tion including 'a s-built''

I perform functions of attaining quality- acceptable: if it refers to requirements documentation.The problem concerning

!. objectives from those individuals who for the physical characteristics for procedures may lie not in the

verify compliance with requirements. classes of equipment, the statement is requirements for them or their -

eueblishment but in their
| Regulatory Guide 1.84 contains ' ' inappropriate."

.
Implementation:1.e procedures are

1 additional explanation for the intended 08CU8858 - - available, but they may not be being
,

i independence for design verification
purposes. The proposed andition to 10 The Commission agrees that this followed." - -

CFR Part 50 goes beyond uher requirement should be clarified. Discussion
regulations and regulatory guides aad (3)(lii)(D) has been revised to read:
suggests the emphasis be placed on " establishing criteria for determining Existing regulations (i.e Criterion VI,

organizational independence rather than QA programmatic requirements:" "Docunwnt Control" of Appendix B to 10

G. A commentor (NQA) noted that CFR Pad 50) establish QA requirementsindependence of personnel for
- " existing regulations now require the for "* * * instructions, procedures, andobjectivity and proficiency.
- . establishing of qualification drawings * * *" but do not address "as-

Discussion requirements for pmonnel performd built" documentation (e.g., as. built
.

The Commission agrees that quality assurance activities. Regulatory drawings). Because the controls imposed
Regulatory Guide 1.64 contains , Guides such as 1.58 and 1.148 add upon as-built drawings. which
sufficient guidelines for independent additional clarification concerning accurately reflect the actual plant
verifintion ci designs. Of particular personnel who perform quality design have been abused in the past. It

conczrn to the Commission is the lack of verification activities. it is not at all is the Commission's position that as-
sufficient independence of the clear what additional require.nents are built documentation be addressed
organization responsible for performing intended" by Section (3)(ill][E). .specifically by the QA requirements
checks. verifications. and inspections. - contained in the design and construction

###"###88Therefore, this aspect of an effective QA QA program. Therefore. (3)(iii)(G) has
program is emphasized in the rule. The Commission acknowledges that not been modified.

D. A commentor (NQA) also noted the existing regulations do require. J. Three commentors (S&W, NQA.
A that (3)(iii)(B) "would require the entire although not explicitly, the Bechtel) assert that the intent of

body of quality assuring activities to be establishment of such qualification (3)(iii)(H) is not clear.The NQA said
I performed at the construction site. This requirements. However, the Commission that "if intent is to place quality

would require massive upheaval and is retaining the requirements stated in assurance per onnel on the design and
,

,

,

a _
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Discussion

analysis team. their independence may
(3)(v)-Containment D& sign

The Commission balieves that the ten-
I

I

be compromised. Appendix B now A. One commentor (OPS) interprets percent limit is apprupriate as a
requires that during design. the actkities the information requested on post- conservative bound for the design nf"' inerting and ignition systems as not plants under construction. Accordingly, j

a e to e ide ti d def . d erfor d allowing pre.inerting as a hydrogen this requirement remains unchanged.
in accordanc with written procedures control measure. Another commentor D.One commentor (GE) contends that

(CE) states that the level of detailed the requirement (3)(v)(D) that theh bil 'b' ffi en i ndepen ent of t criteria requested by the Commission for containment structure accommodateead
who produced the design, so as to hydrogen control obviates the use of inadvertent fullinerting is unnecessarily
elimmate any conflict of interest. This alternative approaches to hydrogen conservative.The commentor argues
beine true,it is not at all clear what is control which may be developed in the that a post-accident inerting system may

*

intended by the proposed addition'" future, and recommends eliminating the be designed such that inadvertent
detailed criteria. inerting during plant operation could

Discussion entail actuation of only part of the
The Commission agrees that existmg Discussion overall system, resulting in lower

The Commission is not limitbg the
e ru$e on ad e s heo 5C P ttContro of en ix req s ed at

" including crite a o post e ng and maximum possible inadvertent inerting
rt er f ca n o th ade of ignition systems. Other systems (e.g., for the given system design. The

design ba " * * * performe b
~

pre-inerting) may be proposed to meet commentor also requested relief on the
individuals or groups other than those the requirements stated in the proposed containment test pressure criterion
who performed the original design rule. Also, the level of detailin the required for plants utilizing a post-
* * *" However,it is the Commission's criteria does not restrict design options tem based the ument
intent that design documents (e.g for the post-inerting and ignition 1[ert n s 8
drawings, specifications, etc.) also be systems.The information requested on prevente
reviewed by .ndividuals knowledgeable these systems is needed to ensure that
and qualified in QA/QC techniques to peration of these systems will not Discussion

ensure that the documents contain the adve sely impact the safe shutdown of p g, g g ; ,, g
accessary QA/QC requirements (e.g., p ant. human error needs to be considered in
inspection and test requirements).For B. A commentor (ops) suggested that, the inadvertent actuation of the post-
tbs reason. (3)(E)(H) has not been to be consistent with (2][ix), inerting system and that partial
changed. , 8

mo d to pe t tair n analysis 1 as erefor , ccommo son
(J///v)-Contcinment Penetration to be based on the performance cf inadvertent fullinerting will be

Several commentors (OPS. Ciibert, IV, charactenstics of existing systems and', required.However. (3)(v)(D) h~as been
CEC, TVA) centered on the asserted or systems to be added during final renumbered (3)(v)(B) and revised such
arbitrariness of the requirement for a 3 design. The commentor also suggested that all containment designs affected by
foot diameter penetration, the lack of rewording (3)(v)(A) to make the text this rule must have the capability to
techaical justification, and the easier to read.In doing so, the safely accommodate the pressure
possibility that containment venting commentor suggested deleting the

-

resulting from inadvertent actuation
provisions may not provide a signihcant explicit requirement that the from a post-accident inerting system.
contribution to safety. n a nment w s and the added This requirement will ensure that post-

pressure resulting from post-accident accident inerting remains a viable
Discussion

operation of the inerting system,and option until an applicant's ccmparative
The containment penetration size was inserted the internal pressure shall be evaluation (See (1)(xii)) is completed

selected so that it would be consistent the maximum ca'lculated pressure or 45 and final selection of the hydrogen
with mitgation features designed to psig. whichever is greater._ control system is mada.

E.One commentor (OPS) proposedaccommodate medium- and slow-rate -

wording changes in (3)(v)[E) to make thepressure rises in containments that Discussion
would otherwise have failed. Among the Part (3)(v)(A). as written. does not text easier to read. Another commentor
features considered were filtered vented preclude consideration,of the (Bechtel) suggested other chages "to
containment systems and passive perfornunce charactenstics of either avoid applying environmental
contatnment cooling systems. Rapid-rate existing systems or systems that may be qualification requiren cets to safefy
pressure rises from hydrogen burns, for added during the finaldesign. related systems and equipment which
exar'ple, were excluded from Furthermore, the suggested phrase would not be needed to accommodate
consideration.The 3. foot penetration " maximum calculated pressure" makes the conditions occurring following
was determined to be a conservative the requirement somewhat ambiguous. significant core degradation."Bechtel
penetration size that would not preclude The Commission believes the present also proposed "to allow demonstration
the eventual installation of one of the wording expresses the requirements of qualification of thes nems by
aforementioned features. Of course, clearly: therefore, no change has been analysis and judgment and not mandate

that these conditions be specified asthere is the possibility that such made.
penetrations will not be needed, but that C. One commentor (TVA) maintains

design bases for the equipment."
wih be known only after the completion that the ten-percent uniformly OI#C"#8I#"of the degraded core rulemaking.
Therefore the Commission has;eined

distributed hydrogen concentration limit Equipment required for safe shutdown
this requirement so as not to prehte

in (3)(v)(B) is unrealistically restrictive must perform its safety function in theand should be resolved as part of the environment to which it will be exposedlater installation of containment venting
degraded-core rulemaking.

systems,if recuired.

G
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dunng normal, abnormal and accident final selection of the method for in addition, this nale does not identify.
conditions. lf particular equipment is not hydrogen centrolis made. as does NUREC-0718. the items from the

| needed during or after a hydrogen bum.
it need not perform its function in that Substexe of the Rule Th!I-2 Action Plan. NUREG-0660. that

are considered either not applicable to'
environment, provided it can be shown This rule which has been drawn from pending construction permit and' that the failure of the equipment will not NUREG-0718. Licensing Requirements manufacturing license applications, or to
adversely affect any other needed safety for Pending Applications for be requirements of the type customarily,

I function or auslead the operator. In Construction Permits and hianufacturing left for the operating license stage. *

| general, the acceptable methods of Licenee. March 1981 imposes new However, the Commission has reviewed
j demonstrating equipment performance safety requirements on pending NUREG-0718. as revised * to account for
i are by testing or analysis based on construction permit and manufacturing the changes rr.ade between the proposed
| partial test data. Such 6.monstration license applications. The Commission and final rule. and has concluded that
.I based on analysis or judgment alone has determined that these requirements the list of TMI-related requirementsj may not be acceptable in all cases. No 'must be met by all applicants for contained therein cc.n provide a basis

change has been made in (3)(v)(E) constructien pernuts or manufacturing for responding to the TMI-2 accident.
because of the comments: however, the licenses whose. 9pplications are pendin8 Applicants may, of course, propose to
words "and maint. tining containment as of the effective date of the rule. satisfy the rule's requiremenfs by a
integrity" have been inserted to clarify Specifically, these applicants are: Duke method other than that detailed in
that this consideration is meant to be Power Company (Perkins Nuclear NURFG-0718, but in such cases must
included, and the requirement has been Station. Units 1. 2 and 3). Houston
expanded to be applicable to all Lighting & Power Company (Allens provide a basis for determining that the

requirements of the rule have been met.
containment designs, irrespective of the Creek Nuclear Generating Station. Unit Based upon its extensive review and
selected method of hydrogen control. 1). Portland General Electric Company consideration of the issues arising as a

,
(Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant. Units 1; AdditionalChanges in Requirements and 21. Public Service Company of result of the Three hiite Island accident.

,

, the Commission has decided that
As a result ofits consideration of the Oklahoma (Blaa Fox Station. Units 1

comments from the public, the and 2). Puget Sound Power & Light pending applications for a construction

Commission has deleted paragraph Company (Skagit/Hanford Nuclear permit or manufacture license should be

(:l(xvii) and changed the wording of Power Project. Units 1 and 2), and measured by the NRC staff and

several paragraphs of the pmposed rule. Offshom Power Systems (License t Presiding Officers in adjudicatory

as discussed above. . hianufacture Floating Nuclear Plants). It proceedings against the existing

In addition, the Commission has should be note h e t there are regulations, as augmented by this rule. It
.

is the Commission's view that this newmodified the wording of several more
paragraphs, as shown in the final rule. to 'NUREG-0660) not included in NUREG- rule. together with the existing
clarify their intent, and has deleted 0718. that have not yet been acted upon regulations, forms a set of regulations,

paragraphs (1)(xi) and (2)(xrd of the by the Commission. These are items that confo mance with which meets the
proposed rule for the reasons discussed the Commission has directed be subject requirements af the Commission for

btlow: - '- further swdy before takmg approval issuance of a construction permit or

1. Tbt mquirement proposed in avu n. it is possible. therefore, that manufacturing license, with one

paragraph (1)(x4 's no longer needed s me of these items will be approved for exceptire For the manufacturing lit.ense .

appi cation the hydrogen control '

since a genene study applicable to all of f,p
i "" P provisions of the existing regulations,n rev of gthe affected applicants has been

submitted for NRC staff review to constructica pemits or manufacturing namely.10 CFR 50.44 and Criterion 50 of

j demonstrate that the BWR cr te remams license. In that event, such items might Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 together
.

covered for anticipated transients be added to this rule.The Commission is with the hydrogen control pmvisions of

combined with the worst smgle failu ? ,,.tre. however, that the spplications the new rule (subsections (1)(xii). (2][ix).,

2. The requirement in paragraph covered by this ruk have already been and (3)(v). are to be considered
substantially delayed and the facihty necessary but not necessarily sufficient.

(2}(xxv) concerning the type of pressure. designs may be further advanced than That is. the issue of the sufficiency of
operated relief valve is too specific and normally expected at the construction the hydrogen control measures required 6

; the purpose of the requirement is
adequately covered in paragraph (2)(x). permit and manufacturing license by these provislans may be considered

review stage.The Commission will take in the manufacturing license proceeding.
Deletion c.' the three paragraphs cited this into account as further requirements and the Commission may decide to

above has resulted in appropnate are considered. Full opportunity for impose additional requirements. Further
renumbering of the succeeding public comment will be provided if studies in the area of hydrogen control,
paragraphs in the final rule. additional requirements are containment loading, and mitigation

Fmally, the Commission has added a contemn!ated which would apply to may, at some later date, resolve this
requirement (paragraph (1)(xiill for a these aaplications. issue afficiently so that it may be
comparative evaluation of alternative While this rule contains the basic addressed by further rulemaking and
hydrogen control systems and a requirements set out in NUREG-4718. it removed ivrm the pending
requirement (paragraph (3)(v)(B)) that dces not incorporate the enttrety of the manufacturing license proceedmgs,
all containment designs must have the document. In particular the rule does Some of the proposed rule's
structural capability to safely not contain the detailed criteria provisions deal with studies to be

1 accommodate the pressure resulting contained in Appendix B to NUREG- conducted by the license applicants. The
from inadvertent actuation of a post. 0718 for satisfying many of the j'

'

accident inertmg system. These new requirements. To have included such "NUREC-C 18. Revision r dated January t%
'

,

requirements ensure that the post. detail would have resulted in a rule that N *Cumnt8 NY be purchased through the .

accident inerting method of hydrogen would be excmstvely detailed and [gI | 'sU| &" 8 ' " . " '
'

control remains a viable option until restnctive. . Washinron. D.C. rD5ss or by calling (331) 4 a ; ,30
ies

;

.
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For the pi;nts neiring complztion.
Commission intends to impose lic:n=e require considerition of instebility compromis:s had to be made to
conditions upon all permits and licenses (buckling) for containment loading due accommodate the realities of the plants *

to inadvertent inerting.
covered by this rule which will require

The staff recommended that the
construction-in many cases the

submittal cf these studies to the NRC for Commission include buckling in the CP/ containment was already completed. No
review and appropriate action.The ML rule. It is the staff's opinion that such compromises needed to have been
license conditions will specify due dates prudent rule development would require made in the case of plants whose
or may require that studies be submitted that ASME code requirements for construction has not yet begun.
prior to hardware procurement or other buckling be met for all high likelihood It is true that redesign of the
construction events, events that might affect the containment and associated features

Conforming Changes to M CTR Port 2.
Several conforn !ng changes have been containment. such as inadvertent . ion

would have been necessary and that

made to 10 CFR 2.7Gl. Because these
inerting. I agree with the staff s opin this would have taken time. But we had

amendments are non-substantive, on this requirement. the time. it is now almost three years
Separete Views of Commissioner since the Three Mile Island accidentnotice-and-comment procedures are GAnsky. I approve this rule in its demonstrated that large hydrogen burns

unnecessary. Although these entirety as it applies to pressurized were poctible and that such burns could
amendments could be made water reactors (PWR's) with standard generate gessures which exceed theimmediately effective, th - w@ be
effective on the same date'as the Part 50 large containments, which includes most c8pabilities of the smaller and weakersuch reactors. I also approve the rule as cntainments.It is unfortunate that theamendments in this notice. it applies to other reactors with the Commissien e.d not face up to this issue

Piews of Chairman Pollodino ond following exceptions: earlier.Commissioners Abeorne andRoberts. I disapprove the hydrogen control Separole Views of CommissionerThe Commission decision to establish a provisione of the rule as they apply to Bradford. The Commission recentlyrule for pending construction permits General Lectric Mark Ill plants and declined to consider a proposed ruleand mamtfacturing licenses is based on Westinghouse ice condenser plants,
(SECY-81-244) that would have imposedthe view that nuclear plants in the early both of which have relatively smaller
many of die lessons learned from thestages of construction--where c.ipital

and weaker containments than standard Thret Mile Island accident on NRCinvestment is relatively small-are most PMl's, and are therefore less able to
licensees in regulation form.Theamenable to a generic regulstory withstand posole post ecident

approach. On the other hand the hydrogen burns. St.bstantially stronger arguments advanced gainst this
Commission believes regulatory containments should have been required approach were that such a regulation
flexibility is nee dad for nur. lear plants ' would reduce needed flexibility and

in both cases.that are operating. This fledbility Under the rule, tha Commission has would encompass too many different
recognizes that operating plants-which permitted Mark IIII ants whose subjects within the scope of one rule.A
represent a substantial capital constrretion has not yet begun to While both of those arguments were
investment-often .2eed case-by-case protect against post-accident hydrogen probably wrong in the context in which
review M determine the best way to burns by installing, among other means, they were advanced, they apply
make -hnnges deemed necessary for essentially the same hydrogen control precisely to the rule being promulgated
public health and safety. Therefore, the systems--electncal igniters intcaded to here., No legal or logical reason can be
Commission does not agree with burn excess hydrogen in a controlled advanced that favors the imposition of
Commissioner Bradford's views on this manner-that are being added to similar this rule on the licensing process while

It is the Commission's view that this
plants which are nearing completion. weighmg against the imposition of thesubject.

The Commission has taken a more similar rule on the operating reactors.new rule. together with the existing tentative approach in the case of PWR's The only possible governing principle is
regulations, is sufficient for issuance of with ice condenser containments.The the convenience of the nuclearindustry,a limited number of manufacturing rule provides that the hyd:c;en control which the Commission haslicenses. As stated in the " Substance ofrequirements for these plants are to bethe Rule" section above however, the " considered necessary but not 'in the context of the niected rule for operstmsCommission may decide to impose necessarily sufficient " and that the ,,i M'd**j'Md bd $*d',*ln" fro .i

*

"r" ' ' 'additional requirements and the sufficiency of these requirements may
sufficiersy of the hydrogen control be litigated in the Manufacturing as expenence wie nre protection. A simnely
measures mandated by this rule and the License proceeding.'Ahe Commission is

informal approach was etteinpted with the bcensees
foDowma the 19:5 Browns Ferry fire. As me veryexisting regulations will remain a apparently less sure about the efficacy 8y,",',",],2%d|$,',$' dv[$*"a

*'
litig61e issue in the manufacturing of current hydrogen control systems in
license proceeding pending further rule

this case. The Commission states that
the ab ence er a firm rule toignore actions that the

making based on the results of future further studies "n ny, at some later date.
NRC sta!! bought important. As a nsult. Be
commission was finally forced to put its rarestudies. For the sake of clarity,it should

ret oh e this issue" so as to remove this ['g]u2",5f"ya,"8j"|nf*,,$be stated that for the construction issue from the proceeding by ,

permit proceedings covered by this cale, ludarou. .even or eishi years for mariy plants.rulemaking.
the existing regulations together with The Commission does not have a encompass too many subiects. it is worth remarkies

wie ,e,,r4,o the pomt that a smgie rule can
this new rule are both necessary and technical basis for dr wing a distinction that the danser ts much less when the partiessufficient as regardt hydrogen contrd

in this instance betwee 1 the unbuilt
measures. If the remts of future studies Mark F1 plants and the unbuilt ice " agy ,(,g,,gnyb e e am ee

1 y
warrant, the hydrogen controlisrue Conde.:ss' plants.Both types of plants ,,,oore,,,o comm,nt ,xt,n,,,,iy on . compi,x
may, by further rulemaking, be removed have relatively weak containments, and rulemakins to such an extent that the Comnussion

will be fully aware of the consequences of its rulefrom manufacturing license proceedmgs, stronger containments are needed in before imposms it. Furthermore. the operstmgAdditional Views,of Chainnon
both cases.The Commission should ",*'[c', '$,dd,I7,7,"fg#,','|"'d,,M,*,'7,d$Pollodino (with which Commissioner have required such stronger ,

Bradford agrees 1 The CP/ML rule no e ciarprovision.
containments now.approved by the Co.n:nission dnes not

- _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - . _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _
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accommodated complettly in both need td to be considered for the inadvertent Reorganization Act of1974 as amended.situations. inerting conditions uunng normal operations.
and Sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of theThe Commission has already -' * * th' 'tStf ** *$k'd "h'th'r r " t

instructed the staff to use :Pecific
em was a c mpen"ing technical reason t United States Code, the following

provisions in this rule as the basis for its require that the code buckhng criteria be amendments to Parts 2 and 50 of Title
position in contested construction considered. Or. to rephrase it, whether or not 10. Chapter I. Code of I%.deral

the containment shell of both ice condenser Regulations are published as a'

permit cases. What it is now providmg amd Mark III plants would buckle under the document subject to codification.l is that intervenors who wtsh to inadvertent inerting and test concitions.! challenge the adequacy of some of the ' * * The general consensus was that PART S0-DOMESTIC UCENSING OF! provisions proposed here will not be the containment would not buckle for the PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION
1 able to do so. In effect. the Boards are foumng nasons * * * FACILITIES ,

i being required to rule against them . ' , ' . the Code has a factor of safety of 3
without hearing their evidence.

This authoritarian obsession with the _. . . the Code hmits are established for reads as follows:
estemal pressure and uniani.d e

avoiding of public challenge has been a compression * * * Authority: Sees. 103.104.161.18: 183.189.
source of continuing trouble for nuclear

-* * * the case of discussion (here)is for
68 Stat. 936. 93* 948. 953. 954. 955, 956, as

power over the last decade.That it intemal pressurization that induces tension amended (4 U.S.C. 2133. 134. :201. 0:32.
should now be applied to limit the in most parts of the sheu * * * :233. :239): secs. :01. os :ce. 88 Sta t.1:43.

[
' * * thm was an agreement (by NRC 1244.1:46 (42 U.S.C. 5841,5842. SM6). unlesslessons to be learned from the accident - .

that it helped to cause Provides an stau management and technical personnel) otherwise noted. Section 5058 also issued
'

unsettling indication that the NRC may that the quesuon is waUy not a technical under sec.1:168 Stat. 939 (4:U.S.C. 2152).
Sections 50.80-50.83 also issued undar Sec.

18" *h'th'? th' C "t*iam*"t "h' .d test184. 68 Stat. 354 as amer 6d: (4:U.S.C. i

be returning to its ianner bad habits. * "Id
buckle under inadvertent inerting ar

Additional Views of Commissioner conditions. - 21M). Sections 50.104-50.102 issued roder
,

i

Ahearne. Lest silence be taken as As I wrote in my December 17th sec.188. 68 Stat. 955; (4:U.S.C. ::%). For the
'

assent. I note that I strongly disagree memorandum to my fellow purposes of sec. ::3. 68 Stat. 958 as
with Commissioner Bradford's opinions

Commissioners ("CP/ML Rule under sec.1811. 68 Stat. 949; (4: U.S.C.
amended: (42 U.S.C. ?.:73). I 50.54(ilissued

3 of the reasons for declining to make
Containment Structural Requirements"): :olii)). Il 50.70. 50J1 and 50J8 issued underSECY-41-244 into a rule, the reasons for

making SECY-el-:0D into a rule, the i do not see the snalytic case for requiring secmo. 68 mas as amM pm
lessons learned from the fire protection a buckling enterion * * * . I do not believe ''201I II '"d th* ''"' "I""d ' I" '

rule, and of the NRC's approach to the code buckiing criterion is needed for ^ PP'"di C'*-
'

public hearings. inadvertent inertmg. On the other hand. (t)his 2. A new paragraph (f)is added to
critenon also does not come close to meeting

Further Additional Views of the detonation pressure (if there were a i 50.34 to read as follows:
Commissioner Ahearne. The NRC staff hydrogen explosion). If the Commission's I 50.34 Contents of appitcations;tuhnicat
" suggests that the Commission consider p sition is that all containments should have information. ,

] the desirability of further modifying an estimated pressure capability of X, we 9. . . . .

I section (3)(v)[B)(1) on page 81 to require should address that tasue directly. t

(f) Additios.c." TM1 reforedthat instability be considered in i beseve we must dealop regwa.ary requirements. In addition to the
i

designing the containment to withstand requiren ents based oc reason. If we are requirements of paragraph (a) of thisinadhrtent inerting." (P. 3. Sec' 41-631. substantially uncer sin about an issue. section. each applicant for a light. water-November 4.1981) we should leave it open to be debated in reactor construction permit or
The basis for this recommendation is individual cases. 'nanufacturing license whose

a November 2.1981 NRR memorandem Regulatory Flexibility Statement. In application was pending as of (insert" Containment Instability." (Enclosure : accordance with the Regulatory effective date of amendment) shall meetI to Secy-al-631) In this memorandum. Flexibility Act of 1980. 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the requirements in paragraphs (b)(1)! the reasons are given to be the the Cemmission hereby certifies that through (3) of this section. This rule
{ following: this rule will not have a significant applies only to the pending applications

-the exemption for instability impact on a substantial number of small by Duke Power Company (Perkins
consideration under the inadvertent inertmg entities.This rule affects five applicants

Nuclear Station Units 1. 2 and 3).condition may limit the usefulness of the rule for construction permits and one Houston Lighting & Power CompanyI by presenting the opportunity for technica! applicant for a manufacturing license. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating'

challenges to future operation of plants These applications are for permits or a Station. Urtit 1). Portland Generalchoosing post accident inerting systems. license for plants that do not fall within Electric Company (Pebble Springs| -ASME Code Service Limit A stress the scope of the definition of"small
Nuclear Plant. Units 1 and 2). Publiccntena are therefore required in the rule to.

essure wtth high confidence that inadvertent entities" set forth in the Regulatory Service Company of Oklahema (Black
'

inerting occurnns at any time in the life of a Flexib lity Act in the Small Business Fox Station. Units 1 and 2) Puget Sound
plint. or several niues for that matter, would S ze Standards set out in regulations Power & Light Company (Skagitf

emult ir degre.ation of the contamment ssued by the Small Business Hanford Nuclear Power Project. Units 1
Administration at 13 CFR Part 121. and 2), and Offshore Power Systems

This staff suggestion was discussed at OMB RegulatoryRequirements ~(License to Manufacture Floating
a meeting with the NRC staff, described Cleorence. The applkation requirements Nuclear Plants). The number of units'

contained in this final rule affect fewer that will be specified in thein a December 17,1981 memorandum by than 10 persons (applicants) and, manufacturing license, if issued, will beDr. B. D. Liaw "NTCP/ML Rule tnerefore, are not subject to Office of
that number whose start of manufacture.Containment Structural Requirements." Management and Budget clear &nce as as defined in the license app!ication. carDr. Llaw makes the following points- required by Pub. L. 96-511. practically begin within a ten. year-* * * the question centered around Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of period commencing on the date ofwhether or not the Code buckling enteria 1954. as amended, the Energy issuance of the manufacturing license.

.
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but in no event will thzt number be in probzbility of en automatic PORV normal expected air (or nitrogen)

excess of ten.The manufacturinglicense isolation system that would cperate
latkage through velves. (Applicable to

will require the plant design to be when the reactor coolant system BWR's only). (11 K.3.28)

(xi) Provide an evaluation of
updated no later than five years after its pressure falls after the PORV has

depressurization methods, other than by
a pproval. Para graphs (b)(1)(xii), (2)(ix), opened. (Applicable to PWR's only).

full actuation of the auiomatic
and (3)(v) of this section. pertaining to (II.K .':2)

(v) Ferform an evaluation of the safety depressurization system, that would
.

(
bydrogen control mcuures, must be met effectiveness of providing for separation reduce the p >ssibility of exceeding I

oy all applicants (. overed by this n.le, of high pressure coolant inlection (HPCI) vesselintegr' Tty limits during rapidIlowever, the Commission may decide
,

to impose additional requirements and
and reactor core isolation cooling cooldown. (Applicable to BWR's only)J

the issue of whether compliance with (RCIC) system initiation levels m that (11.K.3A5)

i these provisions together with 10 CFR the RCIC system initiates at a hs.gher (xil) Perform an evaluation of

5044 and Criterion 50 of Appendix A to water level than the HPCI system, and alternative hydrogen control systems

10 CFR Part 50,is sufficient for issuance of providmg that both systems restart on that would satisfy the requirements of
of the manufacturing license may be low water level. (For plants wit .. high paragraph (b)(2)(1x) of this section. As a5

considered in the manufacturing license pressure core spray systems in hco of minimum include consideration of a
high pressure coolant injection systems, hydrogen ignition and post-accident

proceeding. substitute the words. ''high pressure inerting system.The evaluation shall
(1) To satisfy the following

requirements, the application shall core spray"for ''high pressure cociant include:

provide sufficient information to injection" and "HPCS" for "HPCI") (A) A compariran of costs and

describe the nature of the studies.how (Applicable to BWR's only).4II.K.3.13) benefits of the atteinative systems
(vi) perform a study to identify considered.they are to be conducted. estimated

practicable system modifications thai (B) For the selected system. analysessubmittal dates, and a program to would reduce challenges r.nd failures of and test data to verify compliance with
ensure that the results of such studies relief valves, without compromising the the requirements of(b)(2)(ix) of thisare factored into the final design of the
facihty. All studies shall be completed performance of the valves or other section. .

,

no later than Iwo years following systems. (Applicable to BWR's only). (C) For the selected aystem,.

'

issuance of the construction permit or (II.K.3.16) preliminary design Gscriptions of
(vil) Perform a feas.bility and risk squipmment, funtbcr and layout.i

manufactenrig license * assessment study to determine the (2) To satisfy t% bilowing(il Perform a plant / site specific
pobabilistic risk assessment, the aim of optimum automatic depressur'zation . requirements, the application shall,

which is to seek such isndrovements in
system (ADS) design modifications that provide sufficient information to

the reliability of core and containment would eliminate the need for manual demonstrate that the reqcited actions
heat removal systems as are spuficant activaurn to ensure adequate core will be satisfactorily completed by the,

and practical and do not impact gooling. (Applicable to BWR s only), operating i; cense stage. This information

U
'

' is of the type customarily required to

! ri ) er r an e alua io of e ( i) riurm a study of the effect on satisfy 10 CFR 50.35(a)(2) or to addet ss
proposed auxitiary feedwater system

all core-cooling modes under accident unresolved generic safety ismes.
(AFWS), to include (applicable to ennditions of designing the core spray fi) Provide simulator capabiitty that
PWR's only) (!!.E.1.1): and low pressure coolant injection cerectly models the control room and

- (A) A simplified AFWS reliability systems to ensure that the systems will includes the capability to simulate
I analysis using event-tree and fault tree automatically restart on loss of water small-break LOCA's. ( Applicable to

level, after having been manually construction permit applicants only)logic techniques. stopped. If en initiation signal is stilj ILA 41}(B) A design review of AFWS.
(C) An evaluation of AFWS flow

present. (Applicable to BWR's only). (ii) Establish a program, to begin
design bases and criteria. (ILK.3.21)

-

during construction and follow into
(iii) Perform an e/aluation of the -

(ix) Perform a study to determine the operation. for integrating and expanding
potential for and irr. pact of reactor need for additional space cooling to current efforts to improve plant'

coolant pump seal damage following. ensure reliable long term operation of

small-break LOCA with loss of offsite
the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) procedures.The scope of the program

shallinclude emergency procedures,
power. If damage cannot be precluded, and high-pressure coolant injection reliability analyses, human factors
provide an analysis of the limiting small- (HPCI) systems, following a complete
break loss-of coolant accident with loss of offsite power to the plant for at engineering, crisis management.

subsequent reactor coolant pump seal least two (2) hours. (For plants with high operator training, and coordination with
'

INPO and other industry efforts.
damage. (II.Kate and ILK.3.25) pressure core spray systems in lieu of (Applicable to construction permit

(iv) Perform an analysis of the high pressure coolant in}ection systems.

probability of a small-break loss-of- substitute the words. "high pressure applicants only) (1.C.9)
[ili) Provide, for Commission review, a

coolant accident (LOCA) caused by a core spray" for "high pressure coolant control room design that reflects state-
stuck-open power-operated rehef valve injection" and "HPCS" for "HPCI") of.the-art human factor principles prior
(PORV). If this probability is a (Applicable to BWR s only). (!!E.3.24) to committing to fabrication or revision
significant contributor to the probability (x) Perform a study to ensure that the of fabricated control room panels and
of small break LOCA's from all causes. Automatic Depressurization System,

provide a descriptton and evaluation of valves, accumulators, and associated laycuts. (LD.1)

the effect on small-break LOCA equipment and instnzmentation will be ' (iv) Provide a plant safety parameter
capable of performing their intended display console that will display toi

' Alphanumene desiraahons correspond to the functions during and following an operators a minimum set of parameters

NYrN"kRC p d1s a
accident situation, taking no Credit for defining the safety status of the plant.,

""
non safety related equipment or capable of displaying a full range ofo in v

Result of the TMl-2 Acc. dent' They are prended instrumentation, and accounting for important plant parameters and data
herein for informanon any.

.

-
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trends on demand, and capable of

(C) Equipment necessary for achieving exposure. Provide and demonstrate highmdicating when process hmits are being and mamtaining safe shutdown of the assurance that the purge system will
, .

approached or exceeded. (1 D.2) plant and maintainmg containment reliably isolate under accident ',
r

(v) Provide for automatic Mdication of integrity will perform its safety fanction conditions. (II.E.4.4)the bypassed and operable status of during and after being exposed to the (xvi) Establish a design criterion for 6
4

scty systems. (1.D.3) environmental conditions attendant the allowat.le number of actuation
.

(vi) Provide the capbility of high with the release of hydrogen generated cycles of the emergency core cooling '.
point venting of noncondensible gases by the equivalent of a 100% fuel-clad system and reactor protection system

-

from tb reactor coolant system, and met st y ater reactio.;".ncluding the consistent with the expected occurrence ;
;

sther sptems that may be required t': envia ental conditions created by rates of severe overcooling eventsnaintain adequate core cooling. activation of the hydrogen control (considering both anticipated transients |systems to achieve this capability shall system. . and accidents). (Applicable to B&W3e capable of beini vperated from the (D) If the method chosen for hydrogen designs only). (II.F.5.1)' ontrol room and their operation shall controlis a post. accident inerting
(xvii) Provide instrumentation to

. '

r.ot le x! to an unacceptable increase in system, inadvertent actuation of the measure, record and readout in thethe probability of loss-of-coolant system can be safely accommodated i
accidrnt or en unacceptable challenge during plant operation. control room:(A) containment pressure.
to containment integnty. (II.B.1) (x) Provide a test pogram and (B) containment water level. (C) J -

( (vii) Perform radiation and shielding associated model development and containment hydrogen concentration. I

mesign reviews of spaces around conduct tests.to qualify reactor coolant (D) containment radiation intensity (high -

ystems that may, as a result of an system relief and safety valves and. for level), and (E) noble gas efnuents ct all
c

ccident, contain TID 14844 souice term PWR's. PORV block valves, for all fluid potential accident release points.
adioactive materials, and design as conditions expected under operating Provide for continuous sampling of :
ecessary to permit adequate access to conditions. transients and accidents, radioactive iodines and particulates in

hportant areas and to protect safety Consideration of antiapated transients gaseous effluents from all potential

nvironment. (ll.B.2) be included in the test program. Actual capability to analyze and measure these
. %v

uzpment from the radiation
without scram (ATWS) conditions shall accident release points, and for onsite

'

$(viii) Provide a capability to promptly testing samples. [II.F.1) .' ytain and analyze samples from the not be carried out until subi.equent (xviii) Provide instruments that - F
-aeor coolant system and containment phases oPhe test program are provide in the control room an " . . *at may contain TID 14M4 source term developed.y .D.1) unambiguous indication of inadequate .'II
dioactive materials without radiation (xi) Provide direct indication of relief core cooling, such as primary coolant '

posures to any mdividual exceeding 5 and safety valve pcsition (open or saturation meters in PWTs. and a
m to the whole. body or 75 rem to the

closed) in the control room. (II.D.3) suitable combination of signals from
,
'

. tremities. Materials to be analyzed [xil) Provide automatic and manual ir9cators of coolant level in the reactor id quantified include certain auxtliary feedwater (AFW) system el and in-core thermowuples in
"

*
,

-'

dionuclides that are indicators of the tmtiation. and provide auxiliary ' Pts and BWR's. (II.F.2)
~ Y

gree of core damage (e.g. noble gases, feedwater system flow indication in the Wx) Provide instrumentation
.

imes and cesiums, and non. volatile control room. (App!icable to PWR's adequate for monitoring plant 4;,> topes), hydrogen in the containment only) (II.E.1.2) conditions following an accident thd ,

osphere, dissolved gases chloride. (xiii) Provide pressurizer heater power includes core damage. (II.F.3) f .

d boron concentrations. (ll.B.3) supply and associated motive and (xx) Provide power supplies for - ;

(ix) Provide a system for hvirogen control power interfaces sufficient to pressurizer relief valves, block valves,
*

;

ntrol that can safely accordmodate establish and maintain natural and levelindicators such that:(A) Level
rogen generated by the equival-at of circulation in hot standby conditions indicators ara powered from vital buses: -

e 00% fuel. clad metal water reaction. with only onsite power available. (B) motive and control powerliminary design information on the
(Applicable to PWR's only)(II.E.3.1) connections to the emergency powertatively preferred system option of

(xiv) Provide containment isolation sources are through devices qualified inse being evaluated in paragraph * systems that:(II.E.4.2) accordance with requirements j
6sii) of this section is sufficient at the (A) Ensure all non. essential systems applicable to systems important to

struction permit stage. The hydrogen are isolated automatically by the ,
safety and C electric poweris
from emerg(en)cy power sources.providedtrol system and associated systems

11 provide with reasonable containment isolation system.
(B) For each non-essential penetra tion (Aplicable to PWR's only). (II.C.1) A,urance, that: (II.B.81 (except instrument lines) have two (xxi) Design auxiliary heat - movalA) Uniformly distributed hydrogen isolation barriers in series. systems such that necewary ritomatic ecentrations in the containment do (C) Do not esult in reopening ci the and manual actions can be taken toexcced 10% dunng and following an containment isolation valves on ensure proper functioning when the

y;
ident that releases an equivalent |

*

[ount of hydrogen as would be
resettmg of the isolation signal, main feedwater sys'2m is not operable.

(D) Utilize a containment set point (Applicable to BWR's only). (II.K.1.22) i
,

eratzd from a 100% fuel clad metal- pressure for initiating containment (xxii) Perform a failure modes andter rzaction. or that the post.accide " isolation as low as is compatible with effects analysis of the integrated control
~'

osphere will not support hydrogen normal operation. system (ICS) to include consideration of
a '.

bustion. *j(E)1nclude automatic closing on a failures and effects of input a,d output 3,.

' ] Combustible concentrations of high radiation signal for all systems that signals to the ICS. (Applicable to B&W-
. . L

regen will not collect in areas where provide a path to the environs. designed plants only). (!!.K.2.9)
'

-

tended combustion or detonation (xv) Provide a capability for (xxiii) Provide, as part of the reactor b
W

Id cause loss of containment containment puiging/ venting designed
gnty or loss of appropriate to minimize the purging tirne cansistent protection system. an anticipatory th[,

reactor trip that would be actuated on bga ting features.
with ALARA principles for occupational loss of main feedwater and on turune

w

r
, -
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trip. (Apphcable to B&W-designed responsible for performing the functions; are referenced in paragraph
plants only). (ILK.2.10) (B) performing quality essurance/ quality (f)(3)(v)(A)(1) and (f)(3)(v)(B)(1) of this

(xxiv) Provide the capabil!1y to record control functions at constniction sites to section were approved for
reactor vessel water levelin one the maximum feasible extent:(C) incorporation by reference by the
location on recorders that meet normal including QA personnelin the Director of the Office of the Federal
post. accident recording requirements. doctunented review of and concunence Register. A notice of any changes made

;

( Appbcable to BWR's only). [[LK.3.23) in quality related procedures associated to the materialincorporated by

(xxv) Provide an onsite Technical with design, construction and reference will be published tr. the
Support Ceriter, an onsite Operational installation: [D) estabbshing criteria for Federal Register. Copies of the ASME
Support ' enter, and, for construction determining QA. programmatic - Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code may be,

permit apphcations only, a nearsite requirements; (E) establishing purchased from the American Society of
Emergency Operations Facility. qualification requirements for QA and Mechanical Engineers, United

(III.A.1.21 QC personnel:(F) sizing the QA staff Engmeering Center,345 East 47th St
lxxvi) Provide for leakage control and commensurate with its duties and New York. NY 10017. It is also available

detection in the design of systems responsibilities;(G) estabhshing for inspection at the Nuclear Regulatory
outside containrr ent that contain (or procedures for maintenanceof"as- Commission's Public Document Room,
might contain) TID 14844 source tenn built" documentation: and (H) providing 1717 H St., NW., Washington, D.C.
radioactive materials following an a QA role in design and analysis (1) Containment structure lontmps
accident. Applicants shall submit a activities. (1.F.2) produced by an inadvertent full
leakage control program, including an (iv) Provide one or more dedica*ed actuation of a post. accident inertmg
initial test program, a schedule for re- containment penetrations, equivalent in hydrogen control system (assuming
testing these systems, and the actions to size to a single 3. foot diameter opening, carbon dioxide), but not including
be taken for minimizing leakage from in order not to preclude future seismic or design basis accident
such systems. The goalis to minimize installation of systems to prevent loadings will not produce stresses in
potential exposures to workers and containment failure, such as a filtered steel containments in excess of the

j public, and to provide reasonable vented containment system. (ILB.8) limits set forth in the ASME Boiler and
assurance that excessive bakage will (vl Provide prehminary design Pressure Vessel Code, Section Hl.
not prevent % use of sycems needed in infunnation at a level of detail Division 1. Subsubarticle hT 3220.

* an emergens,(Hl.D.1.1) consistent with that normally required Service Level A Limits, except that
(xxvii) Provide for monitoring of at the construction permit stage of evaluation c! instability is not required

'.nf ant radiation and airborne review sufficient to demonstrate that: (for concrete containments the loadingsl
radioactivity as appropriate for a broad (H.B.8) specified above will not produce strains
range of routine and accident (A)(1) Containment #stegrity will be n the containment liner in excess of the
conditions. (III D.3.3) maintained 0.c., for steel containments. limits set forth in the ASME Boiler and

(xxviii) Evaluate potential pathways by meeting the requirements of the Pressum Vessel Code, Section Hl.
for radioactivity and radiation that may ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Division 2; Subsubarticle CC-3720.,lead to control room habitability Section IH, Division i, Subsubarticle
problems under acHdent conditions NE-3220. Service Level C Limits, er: apt fo inm h s the b ty to safely
r*sulting in a TID 14844 source term that evaluation of instability as not withstand pressure tests'at 1.10 and 1.15
rtlease, and make necessary design regmred, considering pressure and dead g
provisions to preclude such problems. load alone. For concrete containments containments, raspectively) the E"saure
(III 7 3 4) by meeting the requirements of the calculated to result from carbon dioxide

.

? (3J To satisfy the following ASME Boiler Pressure Vessel Code,
requirements, the application shall Section HI, Division 2 Subsabatticle CC- inerting.

provide sufficient information to 3720. Factored load Category, (vi) For plant designs with, external
demonstrate that the requir' ment has considering pressure and dead load hydrogen recombmers, providee

redundant dedicated containment
i been met. This information is of the type alone) durmg an accident that releases

custonianly required to satisfy hydrogen generated from 100% fuel clad Penetrations so that, assuming a single

| paragraph (a)(1) of this ist: tion or to metal-tyater reaction accompanied by failure. Ne recombiner syst' ms can bee

| addre::s the applicant's technical either hydrogen burning or the added , connected to the containment

: q niifications and management pressure from post-accident inerting atmosphere. (U.E.4.1)
.

structure and competence. assuming carbon dioxide is the inerting (vii) Provide a description of the

! (i) Providt a iministrative procedures agent. A. a minimura. the specific code manhgement plan for' design and
for evaluating operating, design and requirements set forth 6ove construction activities, te include: ( A)
construction experi nce and for appropriate for each type of the organizational and management
ensunng that applici.ble important containment will be met for a structure singularly responsible for
industry expenences will be provided in combination of dead load and an direction of design ar.d construction of
a timely manner to those designing and internal pressure of 45 psig. Modest the proposed plant:(B) technical
constructing the plant. (LC.5) deviations from these criteria will be resources director by the applicant; (C)

lii) Ensure that the quality assurance considered by the staff,if good cause is details of the interaction of design and
(QA) list required by Criterion IL App. shown by an applicant. Systems construction within the applicant's
B.10 CFR Part 50 includes all structurea, necessary to ensure containment organization and the manner by which
systems. and components important to integrity shall also be demonstrated to the applicant will ensure close
safety. (LF.1) perform their function under these integration of the architect engineer and

(iii) Estabbsh a quality assurance conditions. the nuclear steam supply vendor:(D)
(QA) program based on consideration (2) Subarticle NE,-3220, Division 1, and propond procedures for handling the
of: ( A) Er.suring independence of the subarticle CC.-3720. Division 2, of transition to operation:(E) the degree of
organization performing checking Section Ill of the July 1.1980 ASME top level management oversight and
functions from the organization Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which technical control to be exercised by the
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applicant during design and (iii)In announcing the result of its I10112 Delegations o authority to e 1|
construction, including the preparatidn review of any AppealBoard stay conduct program activitii e in field offices. *I,
and implementation of procedures decision, the Commission may allow the Pursuant to a;;tnority vested in me by

>

necessary to guide the effort. (II.J.3.1) proceeding to run its ordinary course or the Small Business Act. 72 Stat. 384 as 4,
give whatever instructions as to the amended and the Small Business : }

PART 2-RULES OF PRACTICE FOR . future handling of the proceeding it Investment Act of 1958,72 Stat. 689. as ,'j
DOMESTIC UCENSING PROCEEDINGS deems appropriate (for example. it may amended. the following authority is

*

direct the Appeal Board to review tha hereby delegated to field positions as -

,

3. The Authority citation for Part 2 merits of particular isrue in expedited hereinafter set forth:
reads as fogows. fashion: furnish policy pidance with .

-.

*** *

Authority: Secs.161p and 181. Pub. L 83- respect to particular issues: or decide to I
ro3. 68 Stat. 950 and 953. (42 U.S.C. 2201(p) review the merits of particular issues The Pohcies, rules, procedures i.ad other .

requirements. as well as citations to the e

and 2231: arc 191. as amended. Pub. L 87-615. Itself. bypassing the Appeal Board). statutes, governing the programs for whichis Stat. 4o9 (42 U.S.C 2:41): sac 201. as J
arnended. Pub. L 03-438. 88 Stat.1242 (42 Dated at Washington. D.C this 12th day of this delegation of authority is issued, are

U.S.C. 5841): 5 U.S.C. 55: unless otherwise January 1982. contained in vanous parte if the Regulations .,

noted. Sections 2.200-2.206 also issued under For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. of the Small Dusiness Adc.inistration. 5 "

sec.186. Pub. L 83-r03. 68 Sta' 955 (42 U.S.C Samuel J. Chilk .
Chapter I of Title 13 of the Coo. of Feders! j,

Regulations. as amended from time to time in -

2238) and sec. 200. Pub. L 93. ; . 88 Stat. Secretan of the Commissio,n
.,

124e (43 U S.C sato). Sections .: $w 2.8o8 the Federal Register. A y

[m Dic 42-um 1-u ets an) g g
also issued under 5 U.S.C 553

.

Part I-Financing Program ; jsumo coot nes4s_is
4. Paragraphs (e)(1)(ii) and (e)(3)(iii) of 3,,,j,, 3_7,,, gyp,,,,j g y,3,,,77 y

i.
12.7G4 are revised to read as follows: 1. Busmen toans (Smau Businen Act) e

,,

SMALL BUSINfi$ ADMINISTRATION ,

i 2.764 Immediate effectiveness of certain (SDAct). ., ;
*

Ua. To approve or decline direct and
~trutaal d cisions. 13 CFR Part 101 immediate participation section 7(a) busine:s "

. . . . . ' )(Rev. L t.::u 221 loans (except section 7(a)(13) loa.ns) not-

'e) . . . exceeding the following amounts (SBA t}I, , ,
.

Administration; Delegations ::f share):I a.-

E(ii)In reaching their decisions the Authority To Conduct Prograra *,
#

Boards should interpret existing. Activities in Field Offices | Aeo,o= | o.can.
:regulations and regulatory policies with

! s3somdue consideration to the implications for AGENCY:Small Business Administration. m aep w Aomn m a
*

$350.oo0 e

m omiv .pnas Aan==awa um mm s.athose regulations and pe%s of the ACTION: Final rule. * ^ " " " ' " * " " ' ' ' ' * " " * " ' 9bThree Mile Island accidie. As provided ,u mm m ooo -

SUMMARY:SBA is revising its m o,na o.,.c. 3 o.ooo mm ,. _in par: graph (e)(3) of this section,in mom mm ~ ^

addition to takin8 8eneric rulemakin8
delegations of author"e to field offices. m o='v omnci o=,.=ciarerai_ -

m am iam cm.inct o sso.ooo 35o.000

actions, the r wwission will be This revision willincorporate changes in m cw. Smac.no oro aso.om mom ' . . .

providing case.by-case guidance on the Agency's lending programs and - m *=nem uanae.m.ni Aw.i. _f.

C MN or r Mv

changes in regulatory policies in organization of statutory provisions 7 *** *"**8**. fjconducting its reviews in adjudicatory caused by the enactment of Pub. I. 97- m s w.o,y uien - r,
20m 25cm

proceedings. The Boards shall, in turn. 35: reorganization of SBA's field office aaac',ao,og , yg , '

apply these revised regulations and structure including the installation of the c , co,o=cemi..noop e mm m.coe .

policies in cases then pending before new Area Director (Disaster) and other ogsmac,a u.aao,t c og ;
, ,,

them to the extent that they are disaster positions: and additionally o,,,,,, ,,o o p,,, m ,

applicable. The Commission expects the cancels the Pilot Program in the Da A= iam sanca wan.,-iro.

Columbia S.C. District Office. $, ,",',*, **.S ana sonne a
'Licensing Boards to pay particular

attention in their decisions to analyzing EMCTIVE. D ATE: January 15.1982. Om Br.nch u.na9*. F.ntams se -

$stani eranen Manager / Fat.the evidence on those safety and FOR FURTNER INFORMATION CONTACT: 04 yenvironmentalissues ansing under . Ronald Allen. Paperwork Management coro= cnnsa, ana o p..o. si

h" * * " * *" **
applicable Commission regulations and Branch. Small Business Administration.
policies which the Boards believe 1441 "L" Street. NW Washington D.C. - y;
present serious, close questions and 20416 (202) 653-8538. b. Cuaranty Loans. 7(a) business loans @i
which the Boards believe may be crucial SUPPL.EMENTU.Y INFORM ATION: Part 101 (except section 7(a)(13) loans):

t to whether a license should become consiets of wi.es relating to the Agency's
-

! effective before full appellate review is organization and procedures: therefore, i Aporon I o cen. - e:.

' completsd. Furthermore, the Boards notice of proposed rulemaking and j * *" 4

** 5" * 4Q W,,','.,",o,".o",n',*a,i Aam-moi Tshould identify any spects of the case public participation thereon as ,,,,

which in their judgment, present issues prescribed in 5 U.S.C. 553 is not required rm a==== a

on which prompt Commission policy and this revision of Part 101 is adopted g y,,,,,
.

' ** 5" Wg
iguidance is called for. The Boards may without resort to those procedures. m o.ourt omince o,.cw. soo m wo ooo pj m amtam ominct omp/FL_ Sm m a mo

request the assistance of the parties in
PART 101-ADMINISTRATION mcw sm om sw a 4identifying such policy instes but.

absent specific Commission directives. Accordingly, pursuant to authority in G*'"""*''**""- my a
such policy issues shall not be the Section 5(b)(6) oflhe Small Business m s <w.ary Loan so.c.m.i. F. . f.L

M,

"'"''"*D' ** 5N "| subject of discovery examination. or Act.15 U.S.C. 634. I 101.3-2 of Part 101.
#.D.$' 3.I' cross-examination. ChapterI. Title 13 of the Code of Federal " I "'e*"*"p.".".u,i

Regulations is revised to read as 50"af*s smom um A* * * * *

(3). . . foggows. .
011 Br.nce unnag . eunaio ana .o

. g,.,,,, m mo um
w

.

.

n
f
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